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I'm really so gratified. It couldn't be better. 1*ve got
everything I want. Responsibility, security, a one room flat. I

do my own cooking, receive guests and I'm free of fear. This is

a 24 hour service. If l feel like it. ! lie down, if not there's t.v.

Or I go dancing, play bingo. Join some study group or just

watch a movie". This is the 9tory of Mrs. Fruma Rappoport
who moved into the Golden Age House from a large Ramat
Gan villa fourteen months ago. What about you?

A golden life for
the golden age I

You can rent a one or tyvo room flat in the Golden Age House
and anjoy an

-

independent way of life, privacy, companionship,
security end guards 24 hours a day, exclusive club,

synagogue, library, health club, closed circuit television,

restaurant, nursing service 24 hours a day, tours, study groups
.— all that |n the Heart of Tel Aviv. •>

in a

and 1^as all alone***
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Visit

model flats
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m Sunday through Thursday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Fridays from 9 a.m. to noon,

Shabbat from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 6 to 7 p.m.

1



Wedding or Anniversary Gift
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Notices in (his feature are charged al 15391 per lino including VAT; insertion every

day of the month costs IS7659 including VAT.

Jerusalem
UlMllCfllD TOURS:
Tvurltt) and Yftluin come ,ind see the Grac-ral

Csrarl Orphan* Home Tor (ilrli. Jcrutilrm, and
it' ni.uiiriifd .iciivities jnd impressively
nuhtern huildmii. Tree guided luurs weekdays
between 'M2 Hus No. 14, 24 or S. Kirynt

Modur TcJ S*IJ9I.
IIAIMSSAH - Guided tour or all insullj-

linns * Hourly luurs at Kiryai llidassati und
H.id.iisjh Ml. Scopus. * Intnrmaiion. reservii-

lmn- 02-416333. 02-426271.
Hebrew IfciimHy:
1 Tours m hnglith ai 9 und I t u.m from Ad-
m m i Mr. i lion HuiMing, Givjt Kins Campus.
Hun's 1 and 24.

2 Mnuiii Sen pus lours II u.m. from the
Driinfcii.in Reception Centre. Sherman
Bin Mini: Bum:* Q.ind 28 to lust stop. Further
del aits lei n2-H828l'>

Amcflrm Ml/racfal Woolen. Free Morning

* dining
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THE HEBREW UMVERflTV
OP JERUSAlEfTl

The Rector of (he University Invites the Public to

The Samuel Paley Lectures In American Civilization

to be given (in English) by

Professor Edward Shils
of the Committee on Social Thought, University, of Chicago on the subject

'Class Authority and Intellect

in the United States"
First Lecture: Monday. January 9, 1984

6.30 p.m,.’ Senate Hall,1 Mt. Scopus

.
.
(light refreshments at 6.00 p.m.) .

"Abolishing the Olstande. Between Center and Periphery"

Serrond Lecture: Tuesday, January 10, 1984
6.30 p.m.. Senate Hall. Mt. Scopus

(light refreshments at 6.00 p.m.)

*THa Diminution and Aggrandizement of the Center"

Third Lecture: Sunday. January 16, 1984 \

6.30“ p.iri.. Van Lear institute, 43 Jabotlnagy St., Jerusalem

. ;
"The Intelleatuels and the Center of Society"

TOUR' VA’ALEH
,

ffij'-ii l
W.Z.O. Allyah and Absorption Dept.

VSpSr 'INVltfeS VISITORS: FROM ABROAD TO COME ON
• V ...

.

'

;
A ONfe DAY TRjpTO -

;• CENTRAL GAI.II.Eir
Departing from Tel Aviv, on Wednesday, January 4, 1984 ;

Theto itfno.chpirg? fdr.the trlp Eunhe sum of IS 360 par person will be

Notices in this feature are cha.ged at IS391 per fine including VAT; insertion per

month costs IS 1 173 including VAT.

Ttiur* - it Mk.ilji Si reel. Jcmuleni Tel. n2-

Eiminsh-World Bel. Zionist Women. 26 Den
M Jinmn Tn visit our projects tall 02 -6*12468,

630624, Ml 4 ’hi. 0I-7OR44O; 054-75968

Tel Aviv
CONDUCTED TOURS
American MlrracM Women. Free Morning
T«ur« — Tel Aviv. Tel. 220187. 243106.
IVIZO: T«i visit nur projects call Tel Aviv.

2329.W; Jcruulem, 226060; Haifa. 89537.
PJONl'KR WOMEN — NA"AMAT. Morning
hairs. Cull (or reservations Tel Aviv, 256096

Haifa
What's On in Haifa, dial 04-640840.

VISIT The Writmann House, Rehuvol- The
Wei/nun ii House is upen SumLiy-Thursday,
10 :i m.-t.tlj p in ; closed on Friday

. Saturday
and lliilid.ivs. Fur group luurs please hook in

.jilxancc h\ r.illine: 054-8J2JQ or M3J28.

Jerusalem

MUSEUMS
Israel Museum. Opening Exhibition (3.1 al 8
pnu. Continuing Exhibition]: Ori Rcisman.
KunurgM fiahi Kljsmer. Paintings; T,.«m

Seidm.ui FVeud. children's books; Scraps,
home theatre sets and greeting cards;
Memphis Milano, furniture and accessories;
David Homhcrg in Palestine; Moritz Op-
penheim; Tip of the Iceberg No. 2; Permanent
Collection of Judaica, Art, Archaeology and
( oniempnr.irv Israeli Art. Rockefeller
Museum: Kudcsh Burned. Judean Kingdom
fortress; How to Study the Past (for children.
Paley Centre, dosed Saturdays).

Old Yisfmv Court Museum. The life of the

Sir Isaac and Lady Edith Wolfson Museum at

Ifelchal Shlomo: Special Henukka Exhibit. Per-

manent Exhibition of Judaica. Dioramu
Room: History of Jewish People. Special Ex-

hibit entitled. “People of Old Jerusalem.” by

ihc weaver Hruchu Fredman. Sun.-Thur. 9

a m -I p.m.: Fri.. 9a.m.-l2 noon. Tel. 635212.

-HawidWaik, Bluwwiatal

Jutulvt

TuditionA nu’tifi
JftHta&tn 2H025H

Jewish community in the Old City, mid-l9th
century -World War II. 6 Rch. Or Hahaim.
Jewish (Jiuner Old City. Sun.-Thur., 9 a. m.-4

P m

Galleries

Galerle Vision Nouvclle, Khulzot Hayotzer,

V S. Hamiachc. Original prints by inter-

nut mnal urtists. Tel. 02-819864, 280031.

Tel Aviv Museum. Exhibitions: Pins Collection,

hny l.cilersdorf: Micha Kirshner: Classical

Puinimp. 17lh jud 1 8th centuries; Impres-
sionism uml Post-Impressionism: Twentieth
Century Art; Israeli .Art; Zvi Goldstein. Struc-

ture and Superstructure (Helena Rubinstein
Pavilion).

Same'ah Club

Sat., Dec. 31 al B.30 p.m.,
Hamafte'ah Club, Herzllya Pttuah, fl

Rahov Galgalei Haplada.

IS 300 Olim — IS 400 Vatikim
Bus 90 or 601 to Accadia Junction.

I
w.-

RESIDENTS OF NETANYA
HE’ATTD

A group formed to study current problems In Israeli society.

Lectures by university professors and other eminent experts.

.. , Group discussions: practical steps to improve the quality of life

First project: A study of the city of Netanya.

Further details frond He’Atld, P.O. Box 468, Netanya.

KEEP ISRAEL

• (except- fUtyrdeya end Holfdaysl .

‘

^ .Rp.amrattop --bfQeey I Mon. , Jan. 2: at.12 noon

e

On the- cover. Arab shopkeeper and his

Jewish neighbour f« the Old City's

Moslem Quarter, photographed by

Joel Fishman.

In this issue

Ahmliam Kubimfvich meals some of the

Jewish residents nfthc Moslem Quar-

ter. 4

Yosef Cioell obtains an update on the

Libvrnl ‘CJanp of Four.’ *

D'vora Ben Shaul gets the background

on Beth Hatcfulsoth's (ierman Jewry

exhibition 8

Haim Shapiro meets parapsychologist

Andriju Puharlch **

The Hunk Pages 12

Marketing with Martha IS

In the Foster I’ullnuf —

Haim Shapiro's Matters of Taste D

Ynhanun Boehm's Music and Musicians F.

Theatre, hy I'ri Rapp I'

Cinema, hv Dan Fainaru G

T V-limlio Schedules

.Chess, hy Fliahu Sha hit T

Dance, hy Dura Sowden

Bridge, b> Hiitum Slier V1-.-'1d:
ii r

:

Ruck etc., hy David Horn* (/.

The An Huge

Philip Gilliiu's Telerex ic-w F

January 1 - 13, 1984

Marks& Spencer

at Hamashbir Lazarchan

r ==j The best of Israel's r-^—
s export their goods to Marks & Spence

.

QtJfhi

UeJ lhe best of Marks & Spencer's goods

in Israel, exclusively at Hamashbir Lazarchan.

’
-

1
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Unsettling returns
Only 200 Jews have moved back into the Old City's Moslem Quarter. But their

presence has created a new set of problems. ABRAHAM RABINOVICH reports.

Talmud in the Moslem Quarter. Students at one of the two yeshlvot for priestly studies. About 200 Jews, mostly students, now live In quarter.

A SENSE of the End of Days sur-

rounds the settlement of Jews in

Jerusalem's Moslem Quarter, the

hint of a blinding climax that might
• he either u divine revelation or a

terrible -explosion.

"This is the fuse in the powder
keg," says a senior government of-

ficial, “and there's no policy for

dealing with it."

"The redemption is ap-
proaching," says one of the leaders,

of the Jewish settlement. "You have
to he blind not to sec it."

Until five years ago no Jews lived

in the Moslem Quarter, and the city

. fathers prayed that it wouid stay

Unit way so that Jerusalem might be
spared a friction point second only

to the Temple Mount in its potential

• for calamity.

Today there are close to 200
young Jews living among the 19,000

Anibs there, and the fixtures of perma-
nent settlement arc rapidly taking

shape, front babies to indoor plumb-
ing.'

The profile of this Jewish
presence is extraordinary even for a
city in which the extreme is a aom*

,
jnunplucc. The stable, half of this

.
population is preparing itself for the
'arrival uflhe Messiah and'const rtic-

• lion of the Third Temple which
might come m nny moment. The

' other hnl'f is composed of cx-
eonvidts and ollief penitents who
have levitated themselves upon the.

:mystic teachings of Reh N ahman
and turned the lives, of th^lr.

neighbours, Arab and Jewish, into a
.

• hell,’ .

•

,

At the centre ofthis psychedelic
" -seertis is a sympathetic' cx-yesliivn

: student, Mutityuhu Haqoh'en. who
’ .offhandedly, and ' virtually single-

.

' hand.cdly, initiated Jewish settle- -

:. n»eiH‘
,

in .Tliie quarter. He' was ap- -

• :: parontlv 'nVotfvuted by', religious
!

. rather than nationalist, cbnsidcra-
';tmns,' and in .his.personal life he is'.

f
Rlwjrtg proof of the' ability of Je\t>s to

W?'li v t;
:
;

live harmoniously with Arabs, his sense of proportion about the

However, the authorities fear that matter* hut to go ahead.

the dynamic he has set in motion
could unhinge the tenuous co-
existence that has prevailed in lor, Rabbi Zvi Neriya, head of Bnei
Jerusalem since the Six Day War as Akivu ycshivol, to suggest that

nothing else has. Hacohen has
already earned a footnote in

someone organize n symposium on

the subject of the Temple. Neriya

Jerusalem's history by his blurring thought It a good idea and referred

of demographic boundaries and, him to two prominent rabbis in

depending on future developments,
may deserve greater attention yet.

Born to immigrants from Ger-
many who helped found the
religious kibbutz of Sde Eliahu, he
was a soldier-student in his last year
in a yeshhxit hesder on the Golan
Heights In 1978 when a friend sug-

gested that he regard the talinudic

study of priestly rites in the Temple
us vocational' rather than academic
(ruining since he himself was a

Cohen, a member of the priestly

custc. The 2.1-year-old Hucohen
mulled over this light-hearted
remark and decided there was logic

in it Orthodox Jews believe in the

inevitability of the coming of'the
Messiah and the rebuilding of the

Temple.
Instead of letting this passing

thought pass out of his mind,

his sense of proportion about the intact since 1948 by its Arab
mutter* hut to go ahead. watchman, who handed over its

Encouraged, the young yeshiva keys to the Israeli authorities after

student then wrote to another men- the Six Day War. In the library,

tor, Rabbi Zvi Neriya, head of Bnei 2,000-religious tomes were neatly

Akiva ycshivol, to suggest that stneked.

someone organize n symposium on During the symposium — which
the subject of (he Temple. Neriya proved so successful dial another
thought It a good idea and referred was scheduled for the fall — one of
him to two prominent rabbis in the participants loid Hacohen that
Jerusalem; Hacohen made the long the subject merited a special
trip from the Golan to Tind [hut the yeshivn, not just occasional
rahbis were unwilling to take on any meetings. Someone suggested using
responsibility but were prepared to on empty building on an adjacent
participate in a symposium, street owned by the Mograbi com-

111/lrtlir , , ,

nunity or Jew's of North African
HACOHEN was both discouraged origin. This area, after all, was
enough and emboldened enough to closer to the Temple Mount than
attempt the organization or a sym- the Jewish Quarter,
posium himself. There were now Hacohen contacted a leader of
plenty of speakers. All he needed the Mograbim and lhe community
was u plate, a date and an audience, agreed to make the building
He printed brochures announcing a available on Hanukka 1978
two-day symposium to be held in Hacohen and seven friends moved
Jerusalem the following Pcssah, the in the first Jews to resume residence
venue to be announced m a later in the Moslem Quarter since the
date. The brochures were posted at riots of 1936 had driven the last ones
the bulletin boards at a number of out. By the following Pessah, a
yeshlvot hesder. To his astonishment yeshiva named Ateret Cohanini, the

Jerusalem; Hacohen made the long

trip from the Golan to Tind [hut the

rahbis were unwilling to take on any
responsibility but were prepared to

participate in a symposium.

Temple. 'he received 300 replies. Priestly Crown,' was functioning in
Instead of letting this passing Uss than two weeks before the the building,

though! pass out of his mind; .
fanned symposium, Hacohen

Hacohen browsed through the. travelled to Jerusalem io find a hall. IN THE PAST, the Old City had
llbrury for writings on the subject • The -* cw 's^ Quarter was the logical been much more integrated! than its

mid wus caught up by (he works of aile* bu l no was available. It was neat division Into four quarters —
the famed Clmfclz Haim. Written 11 women. Io whom Hacohen had Jewish Moslem, Christian and

.
ubout the turn of this century, they 80ne 10 arrange the catering who
]uld down procedures for priestly suggested that he look at the Toral cording to Prof. Yehoshua Ben-
duties in the rebuilt Temple with the .

Hnyim yeshiva in the Moslem Arieh or the Hebrew University,
immediacy, or a work raster being Quarter. It was one of the many thousands of Jews lived, in the
drawn up. ror any aboul-lo-be- Jewish-owned buildings that had.ex- Moslem Quarter in the . 19th ccn-
opened institution.

,

>n the quarter, The said, and tury,' mostly In rented property and
Hncohen wrote to. Rabbi Zvi wus now used fpr Shftbbai services many Moslems lived in the Jewish

Yehuda Kook, at whose Jerusalem, by. n congregation made up of Qua.rter. With the increasing
yeshiva he had studied for a year, to former Jerusalem underground political tensions following World
nsk whether it made' sense for him fighters. Wur I and the oeriodic Arab riot*.

site, but no hall was available. It was neat division Into [our quarters —
a women to whom Hacohen had Jewish Moslem, Christian and
gone to urrange the catering who Armenian — would suggest. Ac-
suggested that he look at the Toral cording to Prof. Yehoshua Ben-

nsk whether it made' sense Tor him fighters. •
. Wur I and the periodic Arab riots,

' to pursue the subject. The late rabbi Overcoming his instinctive reluc- Jews began to leave the Moslem
' venerated hy his students, far his lance to seek out avenue in an all- Quarter, .

;

wisdom, replied by suggesting that Arab, neighbourhood; Hacohen When the Old City feli to Jordan
he devote- part bf his time to Temple went to see the plac'6, and was in-: in 1948, Jewish-otfned property was
studies. Hacohen understood

,
that stanUy won over. The building oti taken over by the Jordanian custd-

'.the mbbi was Urging him not to lose rRchovHagal had .been preserved dian of enemy property; whp sold of

venerated hy his students, for his lance to seek out a venue in an ali-

wisiJom, replied by suggesting that Arab, neighbourhood'* Hacohen

‘THE! JEBLSAU5M POST MAGAZINE

rented it in local Arabs. (The same
thing in reverse was happening in

Israeli Jerusalem.) When the Old
City was recovered in 1967, the

custodian's records were found by
the Israeli authorities and showed
30 Jewish properties in the Moslem
Quarter still on the books.

According to former deputy
mayor Meron Benvenisti, the return
of these properties to Jews was
deliberately blocked in the post-Six

Day War years by the municipality

and the Labour government, in

order not to exacerbate inter-

communal tensions.

"We hud a strict policy not to

release these properties. Wc wanted
lo prevent the penetration of one
element of the population into the
enclave of the other. Thai was
bound to increase tensions."

In the years since then, however,
13 of these 30 properties have been
handed back to their Jewish owners
hy the Israeli apotropos
(administrator-general), who in-

herited them from the Jordanian
cuslodiun. Ownership of the
remaining 17 has not yet been es-

tablished clearly enough lo permit
their transfer.

Most of the properties were oc-

cupied by Arab families. Where
they could show valid leases from
the Jordanian custodian — the vast

majority of cases — the Arabs were
regarded ns protected tenants and
permitted to stay on, even if the

properly had been relumed to its

Jewish owner. In cases where the

occupants were squatters, they were

|
generally offered the opportunity of

| signing u contract with the Israeli
:

± apotropos. Only in five cases were

o Arab families evicted from Jewish

property in the Moslem Quarter.

THE ATERET COHANIM stu-

dents made it a point to establish
friendly relutions with their Arab
neighbours und Hacohen picked up
fair colloquial Arabic. One day, an
Arab living in a large building
across the street offered lo sell him
his apartment for o substantial sum.
The building was the former Havai
Olam yeshiva and there were now
more than a score of Arab families
living in its small rooms.
A private donor gave Hacohen

the money for the purchase of the
proffered apartment, and in the

course of time he was able to

mobilize funds lo buy out most of
the other Arab-protected tenants,

1 who were delighted to be able to

,
improve their living conditions.
Relations between the yeshiva stu-

dents and their Arab neighbours
were exemplary and when Hacohen
murried two years ago, 20 of them
came lo the wedding in West
Jerusalem.
This idyll exploded with the ar-

rival two years ago of the Birkat

Avraham yeshiva, -a strange mix of

wide-eyed tlmhonim (innocents) and
cx-prisoners searching for
themselves through religion. The
way offered them by Birkat
Avraham was through the teachings

of Nahman of Bralslav, a 19th-

century hassidic mystic, whose fol-

lowers regularly go out to the

countryside to commune with God
by crying out their innermost feel-

I

mgs. Birkat Avruham is regarded as

aberrant by the mainline Bratslave

I

^Hassidim of Mea Shcarim.

i ACCORDING to Hacohen, the

;
jJjrkat Avraham students moved

I -into empty rooms in the Hayei

,
Olam building and then forced out

l the Ateret Cohanim students by

behaviour he declines to detail,

i However, Arab neighbours in the

1 building have described in great
-’.' detail how the Birkat Avraham stu-

r
;

dents . allegedly acted towards them

-dr.
!

•
- v1
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Library of Toral Haim yeshiva. preserved for years hy Moslem neighbours.
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(Above) Birkat Avraham yeshiva, in middle ofphotograph, with Temple Mount in the background. (Right) Entrance, e.x-underground fighters synagogue.
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— heating them up, throwing stones
at them, and, in one case, a student

exposing himself lo u woman. The
charges are denied by the yeshiva.

“Ruv Kook wrote that anyone
who studies Rcb Nahman must be
emotionally stable and must study
Rcb Nuhimin’s opponents for
balance," suys one of the Jewish
residents of the Moslem Quarter.
"If his ideas take people out of their
normal way of thinking, it could be
dangerous."

Even when they arc in their syn-
agogue and study halls, the Birkat
Avruham sLudenls force themselves
upon their surroundings by shouted
prayers lute into the night and early
in the morning. Residents in the ad-
jacent Jewish Quarter, ubout 100
metres away, frequently call police

to complain of being disturbed, but
the shouting goes on.

"Their strange behaviour in the
street is sometimes frightening,"
says a Jewish Quurler woman.
"They will suddenly dance or slop
to pray, us if there aren't any syn-
agogues around. It's very upset-
ting." For the Arabs living next to
the yeshiva it has been a nightmare.
"Teddy Koilek is going about it

the wrong way in trying to gel them
to remove the illegal room they've

Jj
1 '1;" says a Jewish resident of the

Moslem Quarter, referring lo recent
court action by the municipality.
Even if they were put out of the

building, they're capable of living in
1

r r
stree1, What has lo be done is

°ffer them an alternative,
prerernbly on some jebei (hilltop) in
the desert."

JAyear ago, a third yeshiva, called
t oral Cohanim, was opened in the
premises originally occupied by
Hacohen’s Ateret Cohanim, The
latter has moved into the building

?,
Rehov Hagai, the main street

between Damascus Gale and the
western Wall in which the Temple
sj;jnposlum wds held.

M
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The newest yeshiva. like the first,

is dedicated to study of the Temple
'.and here, Loo, must oFthe sLudenls

are cohanim.

A [.THOUGH he und his colleagues

look tike Gush Einuniin and arc

products of the same educational

background. Hucohen asserts there

is no lie. "Some of us arc for settle-

ment in the territories, some arc

against. But that has nothing to do

with why we are here.”

He hastens to point out that his

group is opposed on religious

grounds to going onto the Temple

Mount, as ultra-nationalist groups

at tempi to do.

The 50 students In Ateret

Cohanim are army veterans and

serve mostly in lank' reserve units.

The 1 5 in Torat Cohanim did not go

to hesder veshivot or serve in the

army. Most of the students in these

two yeshlvot are married — unlike

the Birkat Avraham students — and

they live in the Moslem Quarter, in

Jewish-owned property which they

rent. There are also two indepen-

dent Jewish families living in the

quarter, one of them Ujciuding the

penitent daughter of Minister-

without-Portofolio Mordechai Ben-

Poral.

in addition. Five old synagogues

in the quarter have congregations

on the Sabbath made up of people

who live outside it.

The area in which the Jews are

concentrated is so close lo the

Jewish Quarter that the authorities

are discussing a plan to link the two

by a rooftop walkway. The area was

known in the past as the Mixed

Quarter, and Hacohen refers to it as

Mercaz lr Atlka — Central Old City

— so as to distinguish it from .the

Jewish and MoslenvQuarters.

The Jewish settlement there

represents the most substantial in-

tegration of Jews and Arabs in

Jerusalem since (967. Many of the

Jews live in buildings also housing

Arab families.,

Hucohen und four other Jewish

families occupy small apartments

on the upper storey of u courtyard

complex known as Koiel Galicia.

This was built more than a century

ngo with money sent by a rabbi in

Galicia and its synagogue is still in-

tact.

The hut loin storey is occupied by

Arab families. "We gel along very

well," says Mrs. Zipi Kulfcld, one of

the Jewish occupants. "At the

beginning, they supplied us with

water and electricity.”

Walking through the area with

Hucohen, one is struck by the warm
relations he enjoys with the

neighbourhood Arabs, ail of whom
seem to recognize him.

A middle-aged woman with a

kerchief on her head smilingly grip-

ped his hund at a slreelcorner. "Kif

Yusuf?" he asked, inquiring about

the health of her husband, who had

been ill. She assured him he was

well. "And how's the baby?" she

asked, referring to Hacohen's year-

old son. "Gelling big."

Down the street a young Arab

man came up lo the bearded

yeshiva student to shake his hand.

"I've been up lo see the new

families on Seraya and wish them

luck,” he suid, referring to two new

Jewish families that had taken up

residence on Seraya street.

AT A MEETING earlier this year

with Mayor Koilek lo demand the

removal of Birkat Avraham. Arab

residents or the area suggested in-

stalling another yeshiva like Ateret

Cohanim in its place.

However, the violence, sur-

rounding Birkat Avraham has

tainted the entire Jewish presence

. in the Moslem' Quarter. Birkat

Avraham students; who dress in

black hdredt garb, have frequently

been attacked while walking

through the 'area and have
responded forcefully and sometimes
indiscriminately.

“A hunch of Jews came in with

slicks und heal ine up and broke a

lot of things,” suid an Arab
merchant on Rehov Haggai this

week. He did not know, however,

from which yeshiva they cume.

Other merchants 'in the urea

declined to bilk when asked their

opinion about the Jewish presence.

Apart from local resentments,- ter-

rorism is a factor loo.

"Aruhs in the quarter understand

Jews moving into Jewish property,”

says a municipal official in close

touch with the Arab sector. "They

don't Imve a nulionuiisl problem

about (hut. But they will noL ncccpl

the idea of Arab property being sold

to Jews."

Aruhs point out that the ubilily to

return lo abandoned property is not

reciprocal, since they cannot get

hack properly in West Jerusalem

uhundoned in 1948 — only financial

compensation, and not much of

that.

"If you asked me what would

happen if an Arab wanted to move
into the Jewish Quarter into a

building that had been Arab-owned

before expropriation, I would stam-

mer," says a senior government of-

ficial. "A country in our position

does u lot of stammering."

THE REMOVAL or Birkat
Avruhum from (he quarter is

regarded us an urgent priority by

the municipality and key govern-

ment officials. Presuming that b
.achieved, however, there would re-

main the broader question: Is

Jewish settlement, no matter how
-benign, advisable in the heart of

Arab Jerusalem?

‘‘Everything in Jerusalem is

volatile and dangerous," says a

senior government official. “Ted-

dy’s greatness has been in-keeping

i lie fiisc from the powder keg.
Jewish sclilcmt-tu in the densely in-

habited Moslem Quarter means in-

serting the fuse."

If Birkat Avraham were not
removed, he warned, or ifsimitar in-

stitutions were established, it could
touch off an explosion that would
generate others. "There could he a

dynamic that would be beyond
anyone's power to control."

"Meanwhile, he noted, there was
no government policy regarding
Jewish settlement in the quarter.

There was, however, unofficial help

Tor (he settlers from individuals in

various government offices per-

sonally interested in seeing Jewish

properly in the quarter reoccupied

hy Jews. And there was the
'measured pressure of the Temple
scholars themselves.

"The Messiah is the strongest

force in the country now,” said the

official. "Except for the finance

minister, of course."

Benvenisti hetieves that Jewish

settlement in the heart c»r Arab
Jerusalem, no mailer how innocent-

ly motivated, is a formula for

violence.

“This enhances the Arabs’
deeply-rooted sense of insecurity. It

is a renewed realization that they

have no control not only of their

political destiny, hut even of where
they live. All minorities cluster.

Jews do, too. It gives a .sense of

security, a place where you can

drop your shield. This is where they

could conic buck lo in the evening

and curse the Jews."

While the motives of the settlers

— whom he did not known - might
he pure, said Benvenisti, there was a
danger of the situation being
manipulated by nationalist elements.

ROLLER’S adviser on Arab affairs,

Maurice Zilkha, indicated that the

municipality had become recon-

ciled to sonic kind of Jewish
presence in the Moslem Quarter.

“The municipality is not ugainst

Jewish settlement in the quarter."

he said, "hut wc want it lo be on the

hasis of friendly relutions."

A government official involved in

Jerusalem affairs suid that Jewish

settlement in the Moslem Quarter

could not be stopped, but could be

controlled.

“Wc have lo conLrol it

geographically — not permitting

settlement beyond the area con-

tiguous lo the Jewish Quarter —
and control the type of people mov-
ing in, so that violent or militant ele-

ments are kept out. To avoid ag-

gravating feelings. I would also pre-

vent the acquisition of Arab
property by Jews except maybe for

some small infill."

Hacohen himself expresses deep
concern about the need for modera-
tion among the settlers.

"Wc haven't come here to create

tensions. I don’t know if such
ncighbourliness exists among Jews
us exists between us and the Arabs.

We haven't conic to dominate, but

to fit in. We have no intention of

forcing anyone out and I don't sec

our numbers increasing by more
than one or two families a year. Wc
ure a responsible group. There are

cx-kibbutznikim pmong us and most
of us arc urmy veterans. Ifirrespon-

sihlc elements try to settle here, it

won’t be the Arabs who refuse id

absorb them, it will be us."

Nevertheless, he has set in motion

.u process that can easily become
loo complex for him or anyone else

to control. A new era of intimate

Arah-Jewish relations und an age of.

Messianic deliverance and
prophecy are only.tvvo of the possi-

ble scenarios. There are modern-

day prophets who sec a, very dif;

fereni outcome. O
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1 III: Iwu-iimJ-a-hnir years since ihc
Likud's narrow victory in Ihc June
1981 elections have been marked by
growing feelings or frustration in

both the Labour opposition and the
Liberal wing of the Likud, whose
orbits may now be converging.
The extremely narrow Likud

plurality (48 to the Alignment's 47
M Ks). and the equally slim coalition

majority (which has fluctuated
hetween 61 and 64 ), kept opposi-
tion leader Shimon Peres convinced
that if he just tried hard enough and
persistently enough, the govern-
ment would topple.

The initial target date for this

prophecy was April 1982, the period
of the traumatic withdrawal from
Sinai. The Begin government con-
founded Peres and weathered that

storm.

Two Likud MKs — Amnon Linn
and Yitzhak Perelz — defected to
Labour, hut that wasn't enough to

bring down the government either,

and no other defections. followed.

Expectations then focused on the
Political earthquake that wus
predicted for February 1983, when
the Kiihun Commission published
its report on ihc Sabra and Shalilla

massacre. But Begin weathered that

one too. managing to wrest the
Defence Ministry from Ariel
.Sharon while limiting his potential

role as a political spoiler by keeping
him in the cabinet.

Begin’s paralyzing depression and
eventual resignation, and the equal-
ly unsettling resignation of Finance
Minister Yoram Aridor three
months ago, did not do the trick.

Nor has the on-again off-again dis-

satisfaction of the three-man Tami
faction panned out.

PERES'S LAST HOPE for a shock
that could still topple the Likud
coalition and usher in- a Labour
government before the elections
scheduled for November 1985 b
now pinned on what has come to be
coiled “the Gang of Four" in the
Liberal wing of the Likud.

It began with former energy
minister Yitzhak Berman, who
resigned from the government in

the wake of the war in Lebanon,
and with MK Dror Zeigerpian, who
serves as an ideologically alienated
left-wing dove in the hawks' roost
that is the Likud; they have been
joined recently by Knesset Speaker
Mcnachem Savidor and Liberal
MK Dan Tlchon.
Within the coming fortnight or so

the four plan to submit a request to
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir that
they be recognized as a separate
faction within the Likud. Peres
hopes that internal pressures in the
Likud will prevent Shamir’s, ac-
ceding to the request, and that this

will finally persuade the four to quit
the Likud and take the first steps
;lowanls establishing a new centrist
party.'

: There has been much talk lately
of Such n new political initiative.

This centres on the possibility that
expelled Herutnik Ezer Weizman
will ..return to electoral politics and

V j
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(Above, from left) Yitzhak Herman, Dror Zeigerman. Speaker Menahem Savidor. (Below) Dan Tlchon.

MURKY
MIDDLE
The much-heralded 'Gang of Four'

is not a gang at all, says Dan Tichon.

According to the Liberal MK,
they share the view that their party

has lost its identity, but differ on their

role in or out of the Likud.

The Post's YOSEF GOELL reports.

sense of frustration over the erosion
and apparent disappearance of the
separate Liberal Identity during
their six-and-a-half years in power,
and a sense of trepidation over the
fate of the Liberals at the hands of
the dominant Herat faction. But
there. is no unanimity on what to do
about these frustrations and fears.

Tlchon, an economic consultant
who was the Llkud-nppblnted
chairman of the board and director-
general or the Shikun U’fituah
housing company before he entered
the Knesset in 1981

,
docs a good job

explaining the frustrations and fears

that exercise so many of his Liberal
colleagues.

"Under the original Gahal agree-
ment that joined Herat and the
Liberals in 1965, (he expectation
was that Herat under Begin would
attract the nationalist, populist vole,
and that wev the Liberals, would
bring in the voles or the self-
employed middle class.

“Under their former name of
General Zionists, the Liberals had
always seen themselves as
representing the small merchants,
t|ic artisans, the private farmers and
the self-employed professionals.

"The Liberals also represented
what these dements in the popula-
tion wanted: far-reaching liberalism
in the economy, less govermenl in-
tervention and everything that wont
.under the old General Zionist elec-
toral slogan “

‘Let Us Live in the
new Jewish State.’

1

"The Liberals also
-

stood for a
traditional, European-based
liberalism that opposed various
forms of religious coercion.

“After
_

six-and-a-half years in
power, it is safe to say that we have
lost our identity on both counts...

heud such, a group. Others speak of
the four linking up with Shinui’s two
MKs as the first stnge of such an in-

. .
illative,

.

{A TALK with Dan Tlchon seems to
indicate that much of this specula-
tion is premature If qql misguided.
The four ore not necessarily agroup :

united by similar motives. At best 1

;they cap be. seen as two groups of
Bqrman-Zdgerman on the one

;
bn ltd And Saviddr-Tichon on the

i ,other.
,
Eve h that ; may be cxng-

'

:.
tho unity of purpose and

r

lnA: tQihroah resolve holding, the
i^Vwbsqnies together. •!.
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and we may also have lost our
specific electorate. The purpose of
setting ourselves up as a separate
faction is to permit us to restore our
identity and to attract that elec-
torate again."

TICHON recalls that when the first

Likud government was set up, the
Liberals were supposed to dominate
the sphere of economic policy, with
Liberal leader Simcha Ehrlich tak-
ing over the Finance Ministry.

Tichon admits that Ehrlich failed,

but when he did the Treasury was
taken over by Herut and specifically

by Aridor, who represented all the
anti-Liberal, socially-oriented ele-

ments in that party.

In the original Gahal agreement
of 1965 the Liberals demanded and
were granted the freedom to vote
their own way on religious issues.

Tichon claims that when the Likud
came to power, this provision was
almost entirely undermined.

“In effect, with the exception of

the adamant opposition of many
Liberals to any further amendment
of the Law of Return that would
remove official Israeli recognition
of Reform and Conservative con-
versions to Judaism, on all other
religious issues the Liberals gave in

to the pro-religious bias of Begin's
Likud.

"As the Likud became more and
more nationalistic it also tended to

get closer to the religious parties,"

he says.

SO MUCH FOR the frustrations.

What about the fears?

It is no secret that many Herut
members had long chafed under
Begin's persistent adherence to the
letter and spirit of the original

Gahal agreement guaranteeing the
Liberals a large chunk of the united

Knesset faction, in keeping with the
Herut/Liberals ratio of the early
1960s. In the present Knesset this

has translated itself into a Liberal
contingent of 18 MKs as opposed to
Herat's 24.

Tichon himself agrees that 1

if the
Liberals were to present themselves
to the electorate today on a
separate list they would get between
seven and nine seats. A more objec-
tive observer would possibly come
up with an even lower figure. This is

a disturbing comedown from the
early '50s, when the Liberals won 25
scats and were considered the main
opposition to Mapai, Labour’s
predecessor.

Tichon believes that in a new
framework it might be possible to
win back the support the General
Zionists and the Liberals used to en-
joy at the centre of the political

spectrum.

"Some of today’s so-called
-Liberals really belong in Herat,”
says Tichon. "People like Justice

Minister Moshe Nissim and Energy
Minister Yitzhak Moda'i belong
with them, not with us."

HE SEES the four as the nucleus of
the "true Liberals" who would yet

restore the party. But on the Likud
itself the four are divided against
themsqlves.

Tichon says that he and Savidor,
who is less openly active in the
politicking because of his position
as Speaker, believe that Prime
Minjster Shamir will agree to their

request to form a separate faction in

the Likud, Berman and Zeigerman,
he says, have given up on the Likud
itself and are ready to contemplate
a more radicaljump if their request
is rejected by Shamir.
The feeling among other Liberals

is that Berman, who has an acute
..sehae df responsibility to the voters
who put him into the Knesset on a
Likud list, will not bolt the Likud to
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join any group that would back

Labour in supplanting it as the

parly in power before new elections

arc held.

A Shamir rejection of the request

for a separate Taction could,

however, serve as a convenient

pretext for overcoming such scru-

ples.

In the case of such a rejection the

next step could well depend on

whether Ezer Weizman decides to

emerge from retirement and head a

centrist list for the next elections.

Tichon argues cogently that with

the present deep divisions that

characterize Israeli politics, the

party that succeeds in capturing the

centre will govern Israel. He
believes that the Likud cannot do it

unless the Liberals return to their

old image and again become attrac-

tive to a non-nationalist, non-

clericalist, economically pragmatic

centre.

He obviously also believes that

this is the only thing that could per-

suade a post-Begin Herut to con-

tinue to honour the old Gahal
agreement to set aside a sufficient

number of realistic places for

Liberals on the next Likud list.

SOME OF THESE arguments ore

mirror reflections of arguments that

have been heard on the other side of

the political fence. Within Labour,

many people have been urging

Peres to cut loose from Mupam and

from such outspoken doves as Yossi

Sarid and Shulaniit Aloni in order to

attract centrist voters to a less

dovish parly. The reasoning is that a

jettisoned left would have no alter-

native but to join such a centrist

Labour in a government coalition of

the elections, but would not alienate

centrist voters from Labour in the

elections.

Peres has rejected this advice and
has instead been banking on the rise

of a separate centre, hopefully
headed by his good friend Ezer

Weizman, which would join u

Labour coalition.

Weizman himself is reported to

be Lorn between two versions of
such a centrist initiative. His natural

inclination is to set up u party with a

large number of new faces — peo-
ple who have made a name for

themselves in business, the army
and the universities, together with

younger people from the develop-
ment towns.

However, the Liberals who are

contemplating following Weizman
in such a venture are mostly in-

terested in finding themselves high

up on any list he might draw up.
Which is the very antithesis of the

“fresh faces” approach.
Labour leaders who have been

talking to Weizman have generally

been urging him along the second
direction in the hope that that

would split the Likud in the next

.
few months and permit a change of
government even before elections.

A centrist party of new faces — a

.
new version of 1977’s Democratic
Movement for Change, with
Weizman taking Yigael Yadin’s
.place — would, they fear, cut Into
the Labour vote rather than the
Likud's.

• There is general agreement thal it

was not a Likud victory that turned
Labour out of office in 1977, but the
,15 seats the DMC won. Most of

=
. Those DMC voters returned to
Labour in 1981,

.... In 1984 or 1985, reaching for the
centre will still be the name of the

• game.
• Buf all this back-room politicking
say welj be rendered irrelevant by.

e°onomic cataclysm. The politi-

cians cduld be forced to make
*

• crucial decisions much sooner than
they expect.
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(Above) Members of Blau-IVeiss {Blue-White), thefirst strongly Zionist German Jewish youth group, 1919. (Below) Farewell to a Jewish soldier on way .to front (Berlin
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THE LONG VIEW
The history of the Jews in Germany 'did not begin with

i

the Emancipation/ says Nahum (Tim) Gidal, who put together}

Beth Hatefutsoth's exhibit. D'VORA BEN SHAUL reports.

NOSTALGIA, they say, like so
many other things, is not what it

d used to.bo. That may be the reason
'/) why Tim Gidal has forgone the

natural temptation to sentimen-
talize the history of German Jewry
in favour of the historian’s view, for
which be is well equipped. For Tim
Gidal the photographer is also Dr.
Nachum Gidal the historian, and in
an exhibit prepared for Beth
Hatcfulsolh, Gidal has documented
the history of German Jewry in
photographs, sketches, medieval il-

luminated manuscripts, histories
and anything else he could lay his
hands on.

Gidal first planned the project in

* conjunction with the Leo Baeck In-
stitute, but they soon came to a
parting of ways, since the institute
was interested in German Jewry
only after the Emancipation at the'

.
time of Moses Mendelssohn iii the
late 18lh century. This Gidal could
not accept, far he felt that such, a
nartpwirfg down to this late period
would be a distortion of German
Jpwish history.

What he has done is to cut down
;

ap qriginal collection of over 2,000

;

:>ltems to about 450 which provide a
glimpse jOf Germany apd its Jaws
starling in Roman tiipes and'cpn-

.
. .tinijing until 1933V

•

,
AMONG, THE most interesting

periods documented are the 10th to
the I5lh centuries. In the Middle
Ages, Jews were limited to the oc-
cupfttions of peddler and
moneylender. But there was one ex-
ception, and that was due to their
reputations as physicians. This
profession was open to them, and
there was hardly a noble German
family that did not have its Jewish
physician. Most remarkable is that
they most often had two; a male
doctor for the men of the estate and
a female doctor for the Women and
children. These Jewish women
physicians were mostly trained at
the University of Padua in Italy, and
were granted the highest status,
even being entitled by law to armed
escorts, provided by the aristocracy,
when they went out to visit their
patienls.

The Hebrew University gave
Vidal access to the long-lost but
recently rediscovered- Yiddish
manuscript of Glueckel von
HumeIn’s memoirs. This unusually

.

well-educated daughter of a Jewish
family from the same town as the
legendary Pied Piper wrote the

.story. of her ancestry and her own
2® ?W t?wns in Germany for
the bebefit ,'pf her* many children
and grandchildren, between the
years 1699 and 1719, -j /
' .One; photograph of iwhidiv
Gidal is especially proud is of Rabbi

- '
• t‘-

' '

Samson Raphael Hirsch, take!

between 1847 and 1849. At first lie"

photo was a matter of dispute, flW)

people wanting to disclaim it sin«

Hirsch is portrayed without a hat

But Gidal established that HirschV

nickname was “the Wig Rabbi’

since he wore a wig instead of ahC

making himself less strange to IW

Jews of the Enlightenment, and ah

lowing him closer contact wit*:

them.
;

Another prize exhibit is a how

guide to health, written and II

lustrated by Tobias Cohn, a

cian and Hebrew author born

Metz in the mid-I7th century

eventually settled in Jerusalem-

The exhibit represents several

years of work, but Gidal feels thais

was well worth it.

“Jewish history in Germany dw

not begin with the Emancipation?

he says. "The Emancipation was

boon for which we paid dean)

Jewish history on the Rhine canno

be told without presenting ®

magnificent illumination 0

manuscripts, the intricate .**

ligraphy, or, on the other hand,?

ignoring the Crusades, when *

much as jK) per cent of the wf

rnunity may have been decimal**

You'can’l ignore the Black
or the role of Jewish physi'J

either. ' It’s all of a piece,

ended with the Holocaust.
‘

f

MUSIC

All programmes start at 8.30 p.m„ unless

otherwise Hated.

Jerusalem

A CAPPELLA CONCERT - With ihe RAU
Universiiy Choir. Madrigals. South African

music. (Ml. Zion, Dormllion Abbey, toduy at

2.30 p. m.)

HARPSICHORD RECITAL ~ By Yochcved

Schwartz- Gcrmun Baroque music. (Tznvtn,

tomorrow at 11.11 a.m.)

THE JERUSALEM SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA — Conducted by Huns Rudolf
Zoeheley. With various soloists, plus the

Munich Motet choir. Works by J.S. Bach and
Mozuri. (Jerusalem Theatre, tomorrow)

THE JERUSALEM SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA — Conducted by Gary Bcrtlni.

With various soloists and guest choirs.

Programme — Brahms: German Requiem.
(Binycnci Hu'urrm, Sunday)

RECITAL — With Barbara Schmutz. organ;

Paul Esswood. counter-tenor. Works by
Mo/arl. Schmitz, Purcell. Dvorak. Messiaen

and others. (Old City, Lutheran Church. Mon-
day at X p.m.)

MUNICH MOTET CHOIR - Conducted by
Hans Rudolf Zoeheley. A Ciippellu concert.

Works by SchueU, Bach, Mendelssohn,
Poulenc and Brahms. (Jerusalem Theatre,
Tuesday)

ORGAN RECITAL — With Barbara
Schmutz. Works by Mendelssohn, C.P.E.
Bach, Guilmanl and others. (Ml. Zion, Dormi-
tlon Abbey, Tuesday)

THE JERUSALEM SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA — Conducted by Wolfgang
Goennenwein. With various soloists, plus the

Madrigal Choir (Stuttgart). Handel:
"Jephlhii." Oratorio. Jerusalem Theatre,.
Wednesday)

VOCAL RECITAL - Gilah Ynron, with Idith
Zvi, in Paul Hindemith's “Muricnlcben."
(YMCA, Thursday at 4.30 p.m.)

Tel Aviv area

WIND INSTRUMENTS - OTlhc Israel Sin-
fonietta. Becrsheha. Works by M oiler,

Haydn, Morurl and others. (Tznvta, tomorrow
at II. 1 1 a.m.)

THE ISRAEL PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA — Conducted by Ellahu Inbal.
^oloisi Zehava Gal, mezzo-soprano. Program-
hie — Mo'nynni: Qumran; Ravel:
Scheherazade; Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 5.
(Mann Auditorium, tomorrow)

ORGAN CONCERT - With Elisabeth
RoIofT. Works by Bach and Buxtehude. (Jaffa,

Immanuel Church, 9 Beer Hofman, tomor-
row)

THE JUBILATE CHOIR (Finland) - Con-
ducted by Astrid Riska. Works by Victoria,
Mendelssohn, Sibelius, Finnish music plus
more. (Tel Aviv Museum, Monday and Thur-
sday)

BELA BARTOK — His music. Presented by
Zvi Avm. With Idll Zvi and Yonatan Zak,

pianos; Pamela Jones and Jeffrey Kovalsky,
percussion; Richard Lesser, clarinet; Uri
Pianka, violin. (Tel Aviv Museum, Tuesday)

THE ISRAEL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA -
Conducted by David Shalon. Soloist Yehuda
Hanani. cello. Works by Stravinsky. Sainl-
Suens. Elgar and Haydn (Tel Aviv Museum,
Rccunuti Auditorium, Wednesday)

THE ISRAEL PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA — Conducted by Gary Berllni.

Soloist Heinz Holliger, oboe. Programme —
Mozart: Oboe Concerto. K.285; Moderns:
Oboe Concerto No. 3; Bruckner: Symphony
No. I. (Mann Auditorium, Thursday)

TEL AVIV CONSERVATORY
ORCHESTRA — Conducted by Steven
Sloune. Soloist Michn! Shamir, soprano.
Works by Mozitrl. Rodrigo, Ives and
Stravinsky. (Tel Aviv University, Bar-Shira

Auditorium, Thursday)

CHURCH CONCERT - Conducted by Eli

F-rcud. Works hy Bach. Handel and Haydn.
(Slcllii Maris Church, Tuesday at 7.30 p.m.)

BAROQUE SONATAS — Works by C.P.E.
Bach. Richter. Muncini, Hclbstra and others.

(Huifu Museum. Tuesday)

THE ISRAEL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA -
(See Tel Aviv.) (Haifa Auditorium, Tuesday)

Others

CONCERT— With Miriam Mellzer, soprano;

Avncr Biroii, flute and recorder; David
Shcmcr. harpsichord. Cantatas and Arlu by
Telemann and Bach, and Sonatas hy Handel.

(Ramai ljusliaron, Yuval, 57 Usilshkin,

tonight)

CONCERT— With Menahem Breucr, violin;

Michael Hurnn, cello; Rahel Kam. viola;

Marcel Bergman, cello. (Rumat Haiharon,
Yuval. tomorrow)

CELLO CONCERT - With Michael Haran.

(Ramai Hushuron, Yuval, Monday)

CONCERT — With Uri Pianka, violin;

Yonmun Zak. piano. Works by Mozart,
Beethoven, Schubert, and others. (Netanya,

AAC'I, 28 Shmucl Hanatrlv, Monday)

THE JUBILATE CHOIR - (See Tel Aviv.)

(Becrsheha, Conscrvaiorium. Tuesday)

SH'FEYA MANDOLIN ENSEMBLE -
Conducted by Moshe Jacobson. Works by

Mozart. Handel, Telemann. Morton Gould

and others. (Ein Harod, Beit Zisling, tomor-

row at 6.30 p.m.: Kibbutz Nlr-Am, Tuesday at

9 p.m.)

ARIAS'— By BscK and Telemann. (Ramai

Hashnron, Yuval. Wednesday)
.

THE JERUSALEM SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA — (See Jerusalem.
Wednesday.) (Upper Nazareth, Cultural

Centre. Thursday)

FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH
Jerusalem

THE JERUSALEM BIBLICAL ZOO —
Guided tours in English and Hebrew. Adults
welcome. (Biblical Zoo, Sunday and Wednes-
day at 2 p.m.; Course for children aged 7-14:
Learning about and caring for animals. Details
nt 02-814822)

SCENT OF COOKING - Puppet theatre for
“g« 5 and above. (Train Theatre. Liberty Bell
Uprden. Monday at 4 p.m.)

STORY HOUR — produced by the Khan
inculre. A collection or folk tales, plus

p

f

rn

J

)

,a Morles ' Theatre, today at 2

STORY.TELUNG HOURS - (in English)
-(arid Museum, Wednesday at 4 p.m.)

fifcWAV BEHIND THESHADOW— Pup-
Pei Ihenire for ages 4-7..The story of a kind

A scenefrom the film "Star Chamber directed by Peter Hyams, with actors Michael Douglas and Hal Holbrook.

ENTERTAINMENT

Jerusalem

APPLES OF GOLD — Colour documentary
film about the history and struggle of the

Jewish people from the time of the early

Zionist movement lo the present. (Laromme,
tomorrow at 9 p.m.. King David. Sunday at 9

p.m.)

THE BEST OF SHALOM ALE1CHEM -
Stories by the famous Yiddish writer, per-

formed in English by Jeremy Hyman, Dawn
Nadel, Isaac Weinslock, directed by Michael
Schneider. (Hilton, tonight at 9.30 p.m.; King
David, tomorrow at 9.30 p.m.)

GOLDEN GUITAR - Tara Danz sings

folksongs, ballads and American Indian chants
tomorrow; Marian plays French songs on
Tuesday; Jean Mark Luxembourg plays clas-

sical pieces on Wednesday; Bruno Kanhiya
plays Hassidic folk and baroque on Thursday.

(Zorba the Buddha, 9 Yoel Salomon, at 8 p.m.)

ISRAEL FOLKLORE - Taste or Israel

dancers. Pa'nmel Talman folkdnncers. (Inter-

national Cultural Centre for Youth, 12 Emek
Refaim. tomorrow at 9 p.m.)

JAZZ - With ihe Freddie Weiagal Trio

(Hilton, Monday at 9 p.m.)

JAZZ — Fred Weisgal, piano; Eric Heller,

buss; Saul Gladstone, trumpet. (American

Colony Hotel, Nablus Rd., Thursday at 9 p.m.)

JEWISH AND ARAB FOLKLORE -
Tzabarlm folkdancers, folksingers. Khalifa

drummers. (YMCA, Monday at 9 p.m.)

original Diaspora Yeshlvu Bond. (Israel

Centre, 10 Straus, tomorrow ui 8.30 p.m.)

SCOOP BAND — Songs plus... (Tzavta. 38
King George, Thursday at 8.30 p.m.)

SHMULIK KRAUS - In- his programme
Between the Songs. (Khan Theatre, tomorrow
ut 9 p.m.)

Tel Aviv area

DANNY SANDERSON — Musical show.
Lifcsizc. (Old Jaffa, El Hamam. tonight ill

midnight)

GILA ALMAGOR — In her programme of
songs. Almost Strong. (Bell Leissin, Upper
Cellar, 34 Weizmann, tonight at 10 p.m..

tomorrow at 9.30 p.m.)

“JAZBAR" - Jazz club. With Gil Dor.

guitar; F.li Mugen. contrabass; Ouri Agmon,
saxophone; Menahem Wchentaerg, piano.

(Diplomat Hotel, tonight, tomorrow and
Thursday ut 10.30 p.m. and midnight. Special

programme tomorrow)

JAZZ — With From the Other Side group.'

(Old Jaffa, Husimlah, tomorrow at IOJ0 p. m.)

MATTI CASPI AND THE PARVARIM —
(Tznvta. tomorrow at 9.30 p.m. and midnight)

MEIR ARIEL — Programme of Bongs. (Old

Jaffa. Hasimcah. Monday at 9 p.m.)

MUSICAL MELAVE MALKA — With the MUSIC AND HUMOUR— With MeniPe'er,

THEATRE

monster. (Train Theatre, tomorrow at 11.30

am.)

Tel Aviv

EZRA DAGAN— Songs, stories, pantomime,

clowns. (Old Jaffa, Hasimtah, 8 Mazal Dagim,

tomorrow at 1 1 .30 a.m.)

FAMILY FUN — Including tricks by chim-

panzees, dolphins, and sea lions, puppet

theatre, downs, cartoons and more.

(Dolphinarium. Charles Clore Park, tomor-

row 12 p-m.-4.30 p.m.; Sunday through

Thursday ut 4.30 p.pi-, only)

1000 FACES — Pantomime with Julian

Chugrln. (Beit . Leissin, tomorrow at 11.30

.a.m.)

Haifa

‘‘LAMA LAMA LAM.,." — Theatre. (HaiTa

Museum. Monday at 10 a.m. and 11.30 a.m.)

All programmes are In Hebrew ualeu otherwise

stated.

Jerusalem

“ABBA UBO? — Produced by the Khan

Theatre. Directed by Shmuel HaslTrl. A selec-

tion from the writings of Alfred Jarl. (Khan

Theatre. Sunday, Monday and Thursday at

8.30 p.m.)

BLACK LIGHT — Produced hy the Clown

Theatre, in the Dutch tradition. (Paigod, 94

Bezalel. tomorrow at 9.30 p.m.)

CELEBRATION TO “MAMA" - By the

Jerusalem Drama Workshop. A tribute to the

.Mama Theatre on its 53rd birthday.

(Jerusalem Theatre, tomorrow at midnight)

CRAZY SPOILING — Comedy by Emil Ajar.

Produced and directed by Nlko Nit a], About a

lonelv mdn in Pari*. (Tzovta, 38 King George,

tonight at 9 p.m.)

PILLAR OF WOOD — Selection i>r political

satire. Produced by the Tzavta Theatre.

(Jerusalem Theatre, Thursday at 8.30 p-m.)

Tel A viv area

ACTORS. ACTORS, ACTORS — By lulk

Weingurien. Directed by Oded Roller.

Produced by the Neve Zedek Theatre. The ac-

tor’s dreams and ideas vs. daily life. (Neve

Zedek, 6 Yehieii ,
Tuesday and Wednesday at 9

p.m.

ACTORS VERSUS AUDIENCE - ByPeter
Hendeke. Directed by Taml Lederer. A
modern play with audience participation, (Old

Jaffa. Hasimtah, tonight nt midnight)

BIG BILLY BOL — Comedy by Yaram Gal.

About an Israeli hero who conquen the world.

.[Old Jaffa, Hasimtah, tonight at 10 p.m.)

BED-KITCHEN, BED-KITCHEN —
Comedy for one actress with Dina Daroanc
playing 3 entirely different women. Written by

Dario Foand Franca Rama. Directed by Han
Eld ad. (Tzavta, Wednesday at 8.30 p.m.)

BORDER INCIDENT — Imaginary meeting

between Golds Meir and Raymonds Tawil,

(Tzavta, Tuesday at 9 p.m.)

CAVIALE E LENTICH3S— Produced by Ihe

Shlonio Nilziin und Sandra Johnson. (Old Jaf-

fa. I-.I llamam. tomorrow at 10 p.m.1

NORMAN DALE — Well known English'

singer — old und new songs. (Sheraton Hotel,
Wednesday ;md Thursday at 8 p.m.)

SHI.UMO ART7.I Solo programme.
(Tntvla. tonight at midnight)

TONIGHT SHOW - Presented by Barry
Lnngford. Evening of international entertain-

ment and interviews. Special guest. Leonard
Graves. (Hilton, tomorrow ut 8.30 p.m.)

Haifa

GENTLEMEN THE HYSTERIA RETURNS
— By MotiGiladi. Entertainment programme
with singing, dancing and acting. (Haifa

Auditorium, tomorrow at 9.30 p.m.)

Others

APPI.ES OF GOLD — Sec Jerusalem for

details. (Eilat. Moriah, Thursday at 8 p.m.)

CHAN CANESTA — Live performance of
magical mind manipulation!. (Glvatayim,
Shavll. tonight at 10 p,nt)

HAGASHASH HAHIVER — Programme of
humour and satire. (Kiryui Haim, Beit Ha'am,
tomorrow at 9.30 p.m.)

Z1PPORAH GREENFIELD — Drum and
Voice. 17th-century Yemenite wedding
songs. (Romm Haiharon, Yugal, 37 Uisiihkln,

Thursday ui 8.30 p.m.)

Hablmah Theatre. (Habimah, Large Hall.
Tuesday through Thursday at 8.30 p.m.)

CITY SUGAR - By Stephen Poliakov.
Directed by Mlcha Levinson. A Beersheba
Municipal Thcatre/Yuval Theatre production.

The story of a popular radio announcer.

(Tzavta, Munduy at 8.30 p.m.)

CRAZY TEACHER - Produced by the Bell

Leissl n Theatre. (Belt Leissin, tonight at 9.30

p.m. and tomorrow at 9 p.m.)

DESIRE — Produced by the Hablmah
Theatre. A couple in crisis act out an English
social comedy. (Hablmsh, Small Hall, Tues-
day through Thursday at 8.45 p.m.)

THE FALL — By Albert Camus. Translated

and produced by Nlko Nltal.-The rise and fail

or a Parisian lawyer. (Old Jaffa, Hasimtah,
Tucsdny at 9 p.m.)

GOOD — By C.P. Taylor. Directed by I tan

Ronen. Produced by the 'Caineri. Theatre.

{Cameri Theatre. Monday and Tuesday at 8.3Q
pin.)

fContinued on page Ci
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CINEMA lONJ'O 1
inJerusalem C/nem a M
Buses m. IS. u. r«l. 413067

2 ri , I lee. irj

I hi Li file feUure/l nek e!.

Blaring Saddles 2

(Klupu^jr 3.43

S.iL . Dec 31

lllsinry nf Ibe World 6_30

Nea Year's K»e

I nple fcjturu/l ticket:

R faring Saddlrs 8
IlMiinr nT the World 9.45

Oclopimy II.JO

Sun.. Jjii.I:

Kxcaltbur A 16

Manhattan 9.15

Mnn . Jut). 2:

Manhattan 6.45

Kkcallbur K-W
flic.. Jan. ).

I)r. Sinn grime 7

Woudrtocli 9

Wed . Jan- 4

VYoodMnck 6.45.

I,)r. SrnngriDif 9.13

I liiir. J.m. <•

Vrimlhr Life of [hr Marionettes?, 9

EDEN

SWEET
REVENGE

Sul. 7, >J

Weekdays 4. 7, 9

2nd neck
I Hi! piVtf .ll (.Jllll-.'S I C.ll'vdl

f-ir ihc rnrknJi film hi

Mini/ 1 iuiuj

YOL
SjI. 7. V |5

Wcehdiys 4. 7. 9.13

TEL AVIV

KUJ.SC )N

LONE WOLF
• DAVID CARDIN
k ( IIIJC K NORRIS

S;it. 7. 9
Wcckdtw 4. 7. 9

HAIIIKA
2nd Meek

ADIEU L’AIVII

* ALAIN MELON
Sal MS, 9

Weekdayi 4. 6.45. 9

ISRAEL MUSEUM
Tuc. 6.8 30

LA PASSANTE
DE SANS SOUCI

2nd week

WHO WILL LOVE
MY CHILDREN?

fill. 7, 9

Wcukiluy* 4. 7. 9

mitchell

I LOVE YOU
CARMEN

S.il. und weekdays 7. 9

ORION Tel. 22914

2nd neck

STAR CHAMBER
* MICHAEL DOUGLAS
* SHARUN GLASS

;

Sal. 7, 9

Weekdays 4. 7. 9

ORNA . Tel.22473

3

BAMBINO IN
HONG KONG

Hebrew uini English subtitles
" IS21I1: Sun. (S150

1

Sal. 7, 4; Weekdays 4, 7, 9

SEMAUAR

SOPHIE’S
CHOICE

* MKRYL STREEP
Sul. und weekdays 6.45. 9.15

SMALL AUDITORIUM
BINYENEIHA'UMA

• TO BEGIN
. AGAIN

. Sul. und weekdays 7. 9 .

AI.I.KNIIY

3lh neeh

REVENGE OF ".HE
NINJA

Ml" HI: S.il. 7 IS. V .III

Weektills 4 til. 7 |S. 9.10

HEN YEIII'DA
7ibwrck

LONE WOLF
MACQUADE

Sal. Id. inidni|!hi

WuckilnvH 4.KI. 7. IS. 9.JD

OKTII IIATEFl IT.HOTIi
JEWISH
( INKMATI 1 KCJl IE

Mnn. Wed. *.W

I/AFFICHE
ROUGE

• IM t.KU I: CLKMKN't K
• HCH.hR I DA NOV
• AMCKK A I.VINA

I oldish Mihiiilcs

in.
CHEN CINEMA CENTRE.
Adiiinse in kel silts .ndi sil hm

til Itee 1 1tun in .i m

CHEN 1 jn
TRADING
PLACES

lake tun complete str.ni|ien. .ut.iki-

oiie til iVicm rich ihc other p,i,.r .

.

* DAN A('KnOYI)
* I DDI K M<1<I<IIV

I tMii^lii 9.5(). 12.11)

Sal 7.9.10
Wcekdriys 4..MI. 7. V..U1

CHEN 2 fV7
22nd ur«k

AN OFFICER! AND
A GENTLEMAN

T iimphi 7 Mi. I2.ni

Sal 7. 9.4(1

Weekday. 4. .10. 7. 4.4M

Mnl 4..TO:

AI.UHMN AND Tilt:
WlINDI Htlil. I.A.MI 1

CHEN 3
lIMb week

BLUE THUNDER
1 tiniplit 9.5U. I'Jlu

Sul. 7, 9..Ill

Week ilnia 4. .10. 7. 9. TO

CHEN 4
22nd »e«k

CANNERY ROW
liiliiplu 9.50. Ills

Sal. 7.1)5, 9.J0 . . .

1

W'ecLduii 4..TO..7.05,. 9.Jl)

CHEN 5

PSYCHO II -

4. In, 7,05. 9..lj'
(

j

. V

DRIVE-IN,
.

...

liinifihi Id. . .

.
.Sal i|hd wcckduyh 9..T0

fame
Sal. rind Weekdays 7.15; K.T.
1 until hi. Sat., nn',1 uccktlms

nt mill iii^Jit:. Su a (•111)1 .

;

CINEMA ONE

BEST LITTLE
WHOREHOUSE

IN TEXAS
l.inijihl in

S.il 7 |<. 9 111

Weekday. 4 HI. 7 15. <i In

CLASS
.17 Gru/cnhurg Si.. Id. A 1.132

1

l.mijrhi .11 In COUl' UK HHIIRK
Midnmhl (1 TITER'S WAY

Sal aiiducL'kil.ivs 4. 19. 7 15.9 30

COUP DE
FOUDRE
I iiuli.li suhuilcs

ESTHER Tel. 225610

2nd week

ADIEU L’AMI
l.iiuphl ll), S.n. 7.1V 9 111

Weektlu)-. 4.U). 7.1V 9.10

Sill week.

1 1I111 by ( urln> Saiihi

I LOVE YOU
CARMEN

» ANIONIO GAUES
* I.M'JtA DM. SOI.

Sal. 7.15, 9. 10;

Weekdays 4.3(1, 7.15, 9.111

NEW CINEMA GORDON
lira Yehuda 87. Til. 244373

Israel Premiere
Hie tiiiMiitidinc -Swedish film

Winner nf l awards m ihe

Berlin l-eslivul

Written ami directed by Huns
Alfreds,inmum for

A FOOL (Swell)
'* STEM.AN SKARSGARD
* MARIA JOHANSSON
Sal. 7. IV 9. Ill; Weekdays AM), 7.15.

9. 10

BABY LOVE
* RICHARD 1JKRK

Linijihi ID. Sul. 7..W. 9.311

Weekdays 4.311. 7. III. 9..H1

I.IiMOK
3rd week

ZORBA THE
GREEK

Winner • if J \eademy Awards

Hased '>n Ihe n.ivel by Nikos

k.i/aal/aki.

Mu-ae: Mikis rhet>d>>rukis

• AMIIONY gl'I.NX

» IHhM I'Al'AS

Tuny hi 9 III. II; S.il 1.45. 'I 30

Week dais 4. 6.4.V " 30

Sat llam: IIMK BANDITS

MOORAD I

TCIIELLT
4th week

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

MR. LAWRENCE
4 Jtl. 7 15. 9.30

TEL AVIV MUSEUM
2nd week

MUDDY RIVER
Sul. 7.15. 9.30

Weekdays 4. TO. 7.15. 9.30

Israel Premiere

ZAFON

Tltere is no escape.

Irixn something you cannot see

TO BEGIN
AGAIN

* 4 30. 7.I.V 9.30

MAXIM
1 5th week

Sill. 7.15. 9.31) •

Wceliiliiys 4. Ml. 7.IJ.9.30

LOOKING FOR
MR. GOODBAR

STUDIO
2nd week

'

WHO WILL
love my ;

:

CHILDREN?
* ANN MARGRET

, . ;
i

; ]
onjkliL 1 0: Sill.' 7.1,3. <). 30

. Wj-elidnyi 4 M). 7.15, 9.30

Direeletl l>v Sidnev J. Curie

* BARBARA HKRSHKY
* RONSII.VKR

liimphl al III : Sul. 7. 9.3(1

Wcekiljis 4.311. 7. 9.30

DKKEL
2nd week

Sul. und uevkduys 7.15, 9.30

AMPHITHEATRE
Suspense drama

NIGHT OF
THE JUGGLER

* JAMES BROUN

ARMON
FORCED

VENGEANCE
Sal. 6.45, 9

Weekdays 4. 6.45. 9

ATZMON
I' unnicsi comedy or the year

THE TOY
* RICHARD PRYOR
* JACKIE Cl,EASON

4. 6.45. 9

CHEN
1 5th week

LEV ll

UircnpiffCrnler

I3lh wink

Tel. 2XXX6X

LOCAL HERO
Sul. 7.15. 9.3I»

Weekdays I .Ml. 4 .10. 7.15. 9M

I ilh week

A DEADLY
SUMMER
Tumpht ui ll)

Sai 9.30
Weekday), 4.15, 7. 9.’3(>

PARIS

REQUIEM
Sul. 7.15. 9.30

Weekdays 10.12, 2. 4. 7.15, 9.30

4.30. 7.15, 9.30

Israel Premiere

MORTELLE
RANDONNEE

*; ISABKKLE ADJANI
1

Ijnalisli tuUilles

SHAHAF'.
1

1Alb week
Tonjphi 10, 12 :

'

• Sal. 5.45. ‘J.JD.9.30''

Weekddys.4.30. 7.I5.9.3Q

Sut.'l I. u^.-TONdOR MAN 1

FLASH DANCE
Sul. 6.45, 4

Weekdays 4. 6.45, 9

FRENCH CULTURAL
CENTRE

CINEMATHEQUE
BEIT ROTHSCHILD

M.m. 9.30

LES UNS ET
LES AUTRES

MORIAH

SIX WEEKS
* DUDLEY MOORE
* MARY TAYLOR

Sul. and weekday* 6.45. 9

ORAH
Neil Simon'* film

MAX DUGAN
RETURNS

* MARSHA MASON
* JASON ROBARDS
* DONALD SUTHERLAND

4, 6.45, 9

TRADING
PLACES

Sul. 6.45, 9
Weekdays 4, 6.45, 9

ORION

RACE TO HELL
0 nonstop perform anee*

Adults only

ORLY
3rd week

JESUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR
Sul. und weekdays 6.45,

9

ARMON
6th wreck

Ton ighl 10

Sal. and weekdays 7, 9.30

I LOVE
YOU CARMEN

Mnl. 4: LOVE DUG

YOL
Tonight 10

Sal. and weekdays 7.15, 9.30

OASIS

TRADING PLACES
Tonight ut 10

4. 7. 9 30

ORDEA
2nd week

7.15,9.30

DEADLY
SUMMER

* GOLDIE HAWN
* BURT REYNOLDS

Mat. 4: BOY TAKES GIRL

RAMAT GAN
7.15.9.15

JINXED
* KEN worn.
* Rll' TORN

Directed hv Dun Siegel

HERZUYA

DAVID

LOCAL HERO
7.15. 9.30

TIEERET

Israeli film

MARRIED
COUPLES

* YARON LONDON
7.15. 9.15

1VI1GDAL

3rd week
Tonight 10: Sat. and weekdays

7.15.9.30

TRADING
PLACES

Mm. 4.30: THAT DARN CAT

SAVOY
Tnnighl m 10: Sal. 7.15. 9.30

Weckduvs 7,15.9.30

:• LADY OF
THE NIGHT

Mu| 4.11): HARPER VALLEY
• P.T.A.

THIS WEEK'S EVENTS

THE TEL AVIV MUSEUM
27 SHAUL HAMELECH BLVD. TEL. 257361

EXHIBITIONS
THE PINS COLLECTION: CHINE8E AND JAPANE8E PAINTINGS AND
PRINT8
FINY LEITERSDORF: AN I8RAELI FASHION DESIGNER
MICHA KIR8HNER — PHOTOGRAPHS
ZVI GOLDSTEIN: STRUCTURE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE (sso Helena

Rubinstein Pavilion)

COLLECTIONS
CLASSICAL PAINTING IN THE 17TH AND 18TH CENTURIES;
IMPRESSIONISM AND POST-IMPRES8IONISM: TWENTIETH CENTURY
ART. ISRAELI ART

MUSIC QEjlMAIIi DISCOUNT BANK!
The concert scheduled for Saturday, 31.12. is cancelled.

THE SOUND OF CHOIRS — The Chamber Choir Jubilate (Finland) Works by

Victoria, Hassler. Mendelssohn, Verdi. Sibelius: and Finnish Music. 1st Series.

Monday. 2.1 . at 8 30 p.m. 2nd Series, Thursday. 5.1. at 8.30 p.m.

FESTIVAL OF COMMERCIALS
A selection of the short commercials awarded prizes ai the Cannes Festival for

Commercials. Courtesy Of Ihe Arieli Communication Group. Sunday. 1 .1. at 7.00 Bnd

9.00 p.m.

CINEMA— Premiere Screenings:

MUDDY RIVER (Japan, 1981. black and white. Japanese with Hebrew end English

subtitles). Director: Kohei Oguru. Of lost Innocence; Insights into the child's world.

The most outstanding achievement of the young Japanese cinema Awarded the

1982 Moscow Film Festival Prize. Daily at 4.30. 7.15. 9.30 p.m.: Saturday at 7.16.

9.30 p.m.

VISITING HOURS: Sunday-Thursday. 10 a.m.-IQ p.m.; Friday olosed. Saturday

10 a.m.-2 p.m.; 7-10 p.m. Information and box office: Tel. 261297

THE HELENA RUBINSTEIN PAVILION
EXHIBITION
ZVI GOLD8TEIN: STRUCTURE AND SUPERSTRUCTURE
Visiting Hours: Sunday-Thur6day, 9 a.m.-l p.m.: 5-9 p.m. Friday closed. Saturday

10 a m.-2 p.m.

JOIN THE TEL AVIV MUSEUM ASSOCIATION OF
PATRONS AND FRIENDS FOR 1984

THEATRE

MITZVAH
THE LEAGUE FOR FAMILY RIGHTS

cordially invites you to attend Its annual

FORUM
to be held in Jerusalem at the WINDMILL HOTEL. Mendele St.

off Karen Hayesod. on Tuesday. January 3. 1984, at 8.00 p.m.

The Topic: MARRIAGE. DIVORCE AND
THE FAMILY IN TRANSITION

Panelists: Sylvia Mandalbaum, Founder of MITZVAH
Dr. Rlvka Danzig, Professor of Social Work — Family Therapist

Rabbi Avraham Fedar. Educator

Leonard Finn, Marriage Counselor

Pnlna Pall, President of MITZVAH. Moderator

The Forum will be conducted in English.

Refreshments will be served.

THE HEBREW URIVERflTV
OP JERUSALEM

THE PROGRAMME OF CANADIAN STUDIES

co-sponsored by the Government of Canada and

Ralph and Roz Halbert of Toronto

cordially invites the public to a lecture on tha topic:

NATIONAL IDENTITY AND CULTURE IN CANADA
by

Professor Jean M. Gulot

University of Ottawa
to be held on Tuesday. January 3, 1984 at 8.00 p.m.. at the Malarsdorf Faculty

Club, Mount Scopus

(Light refreshments will be served)

“It’s probably
nothing.

iConllnucil /rnm page .1/

HAM I.FT — By VVillj.iiri Shakespeare.
Produced hy the lluhimah Theuirc. Directed
hy [Jirio Tchercnska (Hubimuh, Small Hall,
tomorrow through Monday at 8.J0 p.m.)

TJIL IDIOT — Detective comedy produced
hy the Liluh Theatre. (Bat Dor, tonight at 10

p.m. und H.45 p.m.. tomorrow at 9 p.m.)

INSIGNIFICANCE - Dy Terry Johnson.
Directed hy (iedaliu Besser. Produced by the
Beil Lcissin Theatre. A chance meeting
between 4 people in a New York hotel In 1953.
(Beit Lcissin. Wednesday and Thursday at

8.30 p.m.)

ISRAEL’S EVE OF INDEPENDENCE — By
the Curmiel Theatre. ( Beit Leissjn, Sunday al

8.30 p.m

)

OVER AND BEYOND - With Oded Tconti.
(Old Jaffa, b'l Hamant, tonight at 9.30 p.m.)

THE PASSION (PRE-PARADISE SORAY
NOW) — By Werner Rainer Fassbinder.

Directed by Niko Nilai. (Old JafTa. Haslmlah.
tomorrow at 9.30 p.m.)

PIL1AR OF WOOD — (Tzavia, tonight at

9.30 p.m.)

PILOTS — By Yossi Radar. Directed by
Oded Kotler. Produced by the Neve Zedek
Theatre. The Mary of s group of pilots after

the occurrence of a dramatic event. (Neve
Zedek. 6 Yehicli. Wednesday M 9 p.m.)

QUARTERMAINE'S TERMS - Produced
by the Cumeri "Theatre. (Csmerl, tomorrow,
Sunday and Thursday at 8.30 p.m.)

THE RUBBER MERCHANTS - by Hanoch
Levin. Produced by the Cameri Theatre. A sad

story of wuiped human relations. (Tzavta,

Sunday ut X.30 p.m.)

RUN FOR YOUR WIFE - British comedy
produced by Ihe Yuval Theatre. Directed by

5

> but what if it’s something

Report suspicious objects! Dial 100.

WALKING TOURS

Jerusalem

Jerusalem through the Ages
Sunday aid Tuesday 9JO s.ra. and Thursday at

2 p.m. — The Citadel, Jewish Quarter. Old
Yishuv Court Museum, reconstructed
Sephardi Synagogues. Western Wall.

Sunday at 2 pjn. — Sites of special Christian

interest.

Monday at 9.30 i.m. — Tho Canannllo and
Israelite period in Jerusalem.

FILMS IN BRIEF

BABY LOVE— Fifth Instalment in tho Lemon
Popsfcle series. The 3 musketeers are now
older und mellower. No doubt beading to be

unothcr box office success.

BLIJE
#
THUNDER - John Badham's film

about u helicopter prepared as a tool by

American right-wing government extremists

against cvenluul terrorist activities al the I9B4

Olympic Ciumes in Los Angelei. Slick, profes-

sional, umusing and entertaining, it oortrays

the struggle between good (piuyed by Roy
Schcider). und evil (played by Malcolm Mc-
Dowell).

CANNERY ROW — A kind of mythical

glorification of Ihe simpler aspects of life by

director Simon S. Ward. Beautiful
camerawork by Sven Nykivist.

COUP DE FOUDRE — The love between a

Jewish and Catholic woman in Europe during

WW|I. Too many threads left untouched —
not likclv to leuve a lasting impression.

E.T.— A creature from outer space, stranded

on Earth, is helped by a bunch or kids to

regain his spaceship. A heartwarming, cheer-

ful thriller, which recaptures the charm and

excitement or cinema In jls prime. Directed by

Steven Spielberg.

EXCAUBUR — This modem version of the

story of King Arthur and Ihe knights of the

round table Is tcrtainly no kids stuff.

FLASHDAINCE— A mindless, flashy, banal

movie of a 20-year old dancer. There is

nothing beyond Ihe purely fancy and super-

ficial, nt all.

THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD, PART I

— Madcap entertainment through and

through, us irreverent as you can expea from

Mel Brooks. Starring his regular gang— Dam
dc Lulse, Madeline Kahn, Harvey Kerman
and Clbris Leachitjan.

Leonard Sch.ich. (Men Ihhoyal. Monday und,
Wednesday at 9 p.m.)

SANGER — By Multi Buharev A flory uf (he
world of crime. Produced by the Hahimah
Theatre. (ILhimah, Large Hull, tomorrow
through Monday at 8.30 p.m. Sunday
MMullunciiuv English translation)

TENZI — Produced hy ihe Oeit Leissin
Them re. The story lakes place around the

boxing ring (Beil Leissin. 34 Weixmann. Mon-
datfund Tuesday al 8.30 p m.)

EXISTENCE AND ENTERTAINMENT -
Satirical Cabaret. Lyrics by Yonatan Geffen.

music by Shlomo Oronich. Directed by Iteik

Weingarten (Beit Abba Khoushy, tomorrow
at 9 p.m.)

THE ISLAND - By Athol Fugard (in

Arabic). Directed by Amit fiazit. Produced by
the Huira Municipal Theatre. About 2 black

political prisoners in South Africa. (Wadi Salib

Theatre, Sunday through Thursday at 8.30

p.m.)

MESSIAH — Dy Martin Sherman. Directed

by Robert Alnn Ackerman. Produced by the

Haifa Municipal Theatre. The story of a

Jewish girl in Poland in the I7lh century,.

(Haifa Theatre, tomorrow through Htunday
at 8.30 p.m.)

Others

THE CAUCASIAN CHALK CIRCLE - By
Brecht. A Cameri Theatre production. (Car-

riiicl, Monday and Tuesday al 8J0 p.m.;

Ayelet Hushahnr, Wednesday at 8J0 p.m.).

CITY SUGAR — (Carmiel, tonight al 9.45

p.m.; Kiron, tomorrow at 9.30 p.m.,

Beershebu. Theatre, Wednesday at 8 p.m.,

Thursdny at B.30 p.m.)

EXISTENCE AND ENTERTAINMENT —

Monday at 2 pun. — The Jewish Quarter and
Ml. Zion.

Wednesday at 9.30 a.m. — The Greek and
Roman Period in Jerusalem.

Thursday at 9J0 a.m. — The Ml. or Olives in

Jewish. Christian and Moslem belief.

Tauraatart front Citadel Courtyard next to Jaf-

fa Gale and last Mb hours. Ticket! nuy be
purchased on the apat. All taurs vc guided In

English.

1 LOVE YOU CARMEN - Directed by
Curios Sauni. based on the opera, with music
by Bizet. Skilful sympathetic camera-work
makes this film gaud entertainmem.

LOOKING FOR MR. GOODBAR — Based
on Judith Ressner's best-selling novel, about a

young woman who works as a school teacher

hy duy und frequents singles bars at night in

scorch of rough sex.

MANHATTAN — Woody Allen'-* sight-

symphony dcdiculcd to Ihe city he loves and-

tite life of u New York Jewish Intellectual

Neurotic Kvorymun. An excellent sequel to

Annie Hall and one of Allen's best flints.

A MARRIED COUPLE — Israeli director

luhuk Yeshurun’s searing portrayal of a ill-

integrating marriage, looked lit from such

close quarters that it virtually lacks any depth

— yet b al limes halluclnailngly real.

MAX DUGAN RETURNS— Ahout an ex-con

who reappears In his daughter's life. Nothing

umusing. no moral, most of the lime it is frank-

ly boring.

MERRY CHRISTMAS, MR. LAWRENCE
— Based on Laurens van dcr Pott's The Seed

and ihe Sower. Japanese director Nagisa

Oshlmu tries to palm a moral picture of

modern Jupun. Powerful use of Image, excel-

lent camera-work, superior performances by

the cant: the only serious Daw is the disunity

caused .by the series of flashback sequences.

AN OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN - A
street urchin. with Strong character proves he

can endure id! the hardships of the course for

navy pilots 'and becomes an officor.

Traditional mclodrapia, .well made and Well-

acted. .

OCTOPUSSY— Lota of girls, fast cars, and
. fancy locutions in this latest Bond film.

Recommended for u couple of hours of sheer,

escapism.'

(Ktry.il Bialik, S.ipir, tonight Jl ID p m . Kib-

butz (Ian Shroud. Wednc'dav n 9 pm)

GOOD --
1 Ramie, Hechjl fljiurhui, Wednes-

day at fi p in. and 9 p.ni.)

NO ENTRANCE TO PARLIAMENTARY
DOGS — One-woman show, written, cum-
pmed and directed by Oifha Yavne. A sueijf

and political satire picture uf Israel today
tTivun. Beit llutmiudrul, tonight al 9 p.m

)

PILLARS OF SOCIETY - Dy Ihscn
Directed hy Theodore Toma Produced by Ihe

Beenhcba Municipal Theatre. The star) of j

Norwegian family in a small, closed com-
munity. (Beershebu Municipal Theatre,
tomorrow at M.J0 p.m.)

RUN FOR YOUR WIFE - (Herrliya. David,

tonight at 10 p.m.)

DANCE

Jerusalem

DANCE AND CIRCUS — One-woman per-

formance hy Miri Hen Baruch. \ look behind

Ihc sec net of circus .Irtish. (Khan Theatre. In-

dus ut 2 p.m.)

Tel Aviv

INBAL DANCF. THEATRE — Steps and

Strands, choreographed by Sura Levy Tanai

and others. (Neve Zedek Theatre, Thursday at

X p.ni I

Others

INBAL IIANCK THEATRE (Beershebu

University. Monduy ut 9 p in.)

For Itst-adnule changes In programmes or dines

of performances, please contact boa office.

Material Tor publication must be at The

Jerusalem PoV offices In Jerusalem (In writing)

on tits Sunday morning of lhe_wsek of publica-

tion,

Dally ! 1 1.30 a.na; Friday at 9 ami. — Jewish

Quarter archeulugical and historical tour.

Meet al Cardo information booth, Jewish

Quunvr.

Sendiy through Thursday at 9‘a.n. Temple
Mount Seminar, from First Temple period to
the present. Meet al Cardo information booth,
Jewish Quarter.

Other towns
Dully expeditions to old Jewish quarter of
Sitfnd. synagogues. War or Independence

landmarks, cemetery. Tel. 067-30448.

PSYCHO II — About a mama's boy wilh a

killer's streak. Bui instead of being taut and
tension building, Richard Franklin's movie is

rather tiresome.

SIX WEEKS — Mary Tyler Moore. Katherine

Healey and Dudley Moore star in this tear-

jerker uhnut u leenogCT soon to die from
Leukemia. Amusing and colourful in pans,

hut also rather synthetic and corny.

STAR CHAMBER - A group of disgusted

court jurifes review eases where criminals gm

ofT scot-free because of loopholes in American

Inw. Pretty subdued entertainment.

SOPHIE'S CHOICE — Pakula's film not only

doesn't add uny new dimensions to William

Styron's novel, but also diminishes lls impact

by pulling terrifying conceptions that should

hi beyond anyone's imagination Into clear pic-

torial images.

TIME BANDIT - Directed by Terry Gilliam

of the Monty Python gang, la, us expected, full

of Tun. Along with an impressive array or liars,

including Sean Connery. Sir Rnlph
Richardson. Shelley Duvall und Katharine

liclmnnd, this romp through history features

the typical Monty Python Irreverence towards

anything sacred.

TRADING P1ACES — The prince and the

pauper theme b buck again, this time in

Philadelphia. When the grfgs ere good, the)

are vefy good, but too many silly plots in

between.

YOL — 5 jailed Turkish men are given u

week's furlough, Through their stories, we get

lo see Turkey ond her people. Excellent (lim-

ing und some incredible perrarmonces make
this a film no true film buff would want to

Same of (he films listed are restricted to adult

audiences. Please chick nhh Ihe cinema.
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IICIWI-VI-X I All. in coming,
wirier dues usually appear tin nur

doorsteps ami this week it would

seem llr.il cold weather Is finally

upon us.

l or those of us who spend a great

part of our unking hours thinking

.ihniii food, it is u time fur soup,

preferably the thick, heavy kind

that warms the house while it cooks
ami heals its from inside out when
uc consume it. Soup also happens

to he good for us. and cheap to

hunt.

lake, for example, one or my
favourite soups of all time, a urea*

imu which I came to know and love

in Tuscany, :uppa efi pane. or bread

soup. Simple and hold in its concep-
tion, it is one of those foods which
are so routed in peasant life ihul

they attain a chic flair uiL their own.
To make the soup, one must start

with small while beans either

soaked overnight or brought to

the hoi I, covered and left to cool fur

a ho hi two hours. Using a cup of

heans Tor about six people, rinse

them after souking, cover them with

about six cups of fresh water and

Simply souper
MATTERS OF TASTE / Haim Shapiro

cook them for about an hour, until

they arc tender.

Meanwhile, chop u .small head of

vahhuuc (or half a large head) and

an onion or two. When the beans

show some signs of hecomirfg

tender, throw in the cabbage and
onions. When they arc quite tender,

season with salt, pepper and, if you
niLi.st, a pinch of thyme.

Just hcforc serving the soup, toast

a slice of bread for each person.

Preferably the bread should be the

coarse type sold in Italy and should

he toasted over :i charcoal fire, but

it might he possible to gel by with

our local “black" bread, toasted in

the iwen nr even in a toaster.

Kith (he slices with the cut side of

a clove of garlic, dribble fresh green

olive oil over it and pul it in the bot-

tom of the plate, ladling the soup

•over it. Pass around u pepper mill

with the soup.

1-0 K THOSE who like their

pleasures light and ethereal, rather

than heavy and hearty, it is well to

remember that what in Europe are

considered spring vegetables are

usually best during the winter in our

country. Thus afresh soup of lightly

cooked, still crisp young vegetables

is the perfect follow-up to a walk

through the open market.

If you time yourself well, you can

begin by putting the first vegetables

into the cold water when you put

the pot on the fire and end by add-

ing those items which need just a

moment or two of cooking.

Sturt with a leek or two, cut into

thin rings, add a turnip, a Tew young

carrots, u hit of celery and perhaps u

small cauliflower or curly cabbage.

Follow this with a few young baby

squashes and finally add some fresh

peas, if they are available, a sliced

mushroom or two, some green

onions and a few leaves of fresh

spinach or even lettuce. The lust

items should cook only long enough

to wilt and turn u deep, rich green.

There are those who insist that

such a soup must have some

sort of flavouring, usually in the

form ofsoup powder, but I think the

fresh taste of the vegetables is more

than adequate. If you feel the need

to add anything, try grated cheese.

THEN THERE ARE some who feel

[hut u soup without meat is just not

nourishing enough. For them, the

problem is amplified by the fact that

those of us who do not have a

brother-in-law who is u butcher find>

it almost impossible to find soup

hones.

I have more or less solved this

problem by occasionally buying a

frozen calf's foot and having the

butcher saw it into small pieces.

Then every lime 1 want some soup

dkS

bones, 1 throw in a few. The
cheaper cuts of frozen beef are

perfect for soup, either left in one
piece or chopped up.

One of my favourite winter soups

is a hearty horsht, which bears only

the slightest resemblance to its cold,

summer cousin. If you have the

time, roust the bones in the oven

hcforc using them in the soup.

Bring the bones and meat (the

quantity depends on how much you

want) to a boil in a large pot. Add
three or four peeled and sliced

beets, cabbage, onions and celery.

Cook for at least an hour, until the

meat Is very tender. At the end,

season with a little lemon juice and.

if you must, u little sugar.
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JERUSALEM RESTAURANTS JERUSALEM

Far the purs
pleasure of

gracious dining.

Open 7-9.30 pm
except Sundayi.

Relax — and any
drink under tha
tun can bayours.
.Opep 10 am till

the wBfl hours.

Graat snacks

around the clock.

Open 24 hours,
7 days a weak.

Indonesian Restaurant

Evary Tuesday “''albyou-can-eat-
from-tha ri|tt tafer • $10

.

" Under the supervision of
thq 'Jerusalem Rabbinate

Discount for parties

Open Sun.—'Thu r*. noon—3 pm
& 6—11 pm; Set, 7 pm—midnight
44 Emek Refeim St., 102) 636789

Tile Iwlttn rcjleunnl MAHARAJAH
1 1 Siitaingfiin.lljiimlku Sliwi, J«.-ruvitam
,.i Tel. 1 02 J 24 J 186

D'iuun 1 Dili

leromme jerusolem

Glatt Kosher

Enhance your fiaitronomicaf
delightswlihovarlatyof our r

musical virtuosos: piano end
violin background music,
dance music In tha bar and
"LosTras Paraguayos", with
thair superb, warm sound.

Liberty Bell Garden, Jerusalem

TeL |02| 663161

<OFF THE
CfflUDP

1

uylJAI\D
TWO RESTAURANTS

f DAIRY AND MEAT i

IN ONE

. LIVE MUSIC

| B Yoel Salomon St.

Call (02) 242649 for

"TjPJJgjjjjjjl
reservations.^

Oriental mid international ilishnj,

featuring live mu sit nightly. Open
nuon- 1 am. Dine amidst lush green

ory next to a fo untaiit — n veritable

liarjtlisa for the lover of good food,

iratoro anil great live music.

dallies are smoked fish, hotel with

T
orenm cheeso and Jox and home-

ie soup of llie day, Located in
a Cardo lu the Jewish Quarter

1 lox and name-
day, Locateriln

of the Old City.
Open Sun.1—Thura. 9 ert»r*7 Prt.

Frt. 6 am—8 pm.

;

K oilier. We cun eater affaire up to
: .BO persona.

ill flnrAo 511,. JfllufHh Quarter,.

CHUNG CHING
Kosher . JL
Chinese
Restaurant vflRestaurant

Catering.service For

all addresses. In the
city: Belt Haherem
(Smadar Gas Station)

Kosher, under the

supervision of the

Jerusalem Rabbinate •

Open noon-3 pm, 6.30 pm -midnight
122 Herel St., cornu Ysh Nof,

Tel. (02) 52S 152

* Fish restaurant
* Light hneals
* Beautiful garden

'Reasonable

prices,

* Airconditioning

12 Aza St. (naar Kings Hotel)
• Tel. (02) 632813

bml<rR^ptmm fenabtUhed in 1 93If

Roof Garden
Gourmet Arabian Culsino *EnJoy typical Arabian specialties

and “mazas" while watching scenic Old Jerusalem.

Please call (02) 282246 for reservations

Open seven days a week
The National Palace Hotel. Al-Zahara St., East Jerusalem

SABRA
2 KING GEORGE

CORNER JAFFA RD. 1st FLOOR

SUPERB SEAFOOD
ELAT HAYAM

Henryk Seafood Restaurant *12

SPS of eaquliltely prepared fish
*6 different shrimp dishes * oriental
ailsds • exclusive meat dinners, £]*-
Aesanl dining. Open 7 days a
J •woek for lunch and dknneT.

S Ben Sira St,, Jerusalem. TeL
(02 ) 243122, Your host—Bober

I I AH URLMM Fit
HIM. Alt IAN ItLST.Al HAST

MANAGE II II V I I All imi MMI It

Jl'MMI DINIII S
IN A HUM I I -i A IMOSl’MI RI

KOSHI It

12 JA) I A HI),, /ION SO. 0 2-22HUS3

Ristorante

Italiano

KOSHER
All Italian niorialUi'S with homemade
pasta, pl.-./a. Hally nuon— mldulnhl,

Frl. till 4 pin. Indoor ft Rank'll sea ting.

“Padroni Itallanl"

1 B Rabbi Akiva St., Tel. (02) 2 I80B0

ROSEMARY,
Vegetarian & Dairy v

Restaurant
*

9Simtat Ezrat Israel'

at 58-60 laffa Road

HHSmes
ISRAELIS LIKE IT .-YOU'LL
LOVE OUR i •Steaks •Kebab

*Shlshllk, end more. *Free seled bar

Inside orpatio dining

88 Emeh Refaim St., Tol. 024B432B
Open 7 days a week, noon—raidnight

FOR THE GOOD TASTES
CHECK YOUR COPY OF
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IF ANYONE has still to be con-

vinced that wind instruments are

more than the handmaid of the

more established orchestral instru-

ments, that in fact they have a

character of their own, he should

listen to the new recording by Cana-

dian Brass that I discuss below.

The trouble is thnt wind instru-

ments in general, and brass in par-

ticular, arc connected in the pop-

ular mind with military bands and

with music of a rather chauvinistic

character, full of pomp and circum-

stance, but certainly not on t level

with the music performed by string

and orchestra groups.

Since the Renaissance and the

Early Baroque periods, wind instru-

ments have acquired a kind of

second-class status for many
reasons, but mainly because they

could not meet the technical re-

quirements of composers until, in

the course of the 19th century,

changes were introduced in the

woodwinds, and pistons were in-

troduced for the brass.

However, the 19th century was

the century of string instruments

and of the pianoforte, of the opera

and of the orchestra. It was in the

middle of the present century that

great improvements were in-

troduced, and that wind players ac-

quired more technical facility, and
began to perform with breathtaking

virtuosity.

BECAUSE composers have
neglected this family of instruments,

their present repertoire is borrowed
mainly from works written for other

combinations. Many pieces had to

be arranged in order for instrumen-
tal ensembles to acquire a reper-

toire, This is the reason why all the

pieces performed on Canadian Brass

Breathtaking
MUSIC & MUSICIANS / Yohanan Boehm

(Eastronics, Israel-RCA, Red Seal

ARL 1-4733) are arrangements, but

brilliantly made, and even more
brilliantly executed. The recording

begins with an amazing and
overwhelming setting of Bach's
Toccata and Fugue in D minor.

The choice is extremely eclectic.

The recording includes a Canon by
Pachelbel and a Sousa Medley; and
Fats Waller is represented by two
pieces of great charm and lilting

rhythm. A brilliant and breathtak-

ing performance of “The Flight of

the Bumble Bee" by Rimsky-
korsakov shows, in particular, first

trumpet Frederic Mills at his most
exciting. All five musicians —
Frederic Mills, Ronald Romm,
trumpet; Graeme Page, French
horn; Eugene Walts, trombone;
Charles Daellenbiich, tuba — are or

were principal players of well-

known orchestras, und are now
artists-in-residcnce during the sum-
mer at the Banff Centre in Canada,
and all live in Toronto. This
recording should win new friends

for wind music in lsrnel.

I RECALL how, nearly 50 years

ago, Bronislaw Huberman tried to

find Jewish musicians for his

Palestine Symphony Orchestra pro-

ject (it has become the Israel

Philharmonic). He ran into enor-

mous difficulties in finding musi-

cians for the wind section. In

general, Jewish musicians studied

the piano, the violin or some other

string instrument, but hardly ever a
wind -instrument, as these were
generally associated with military

hands.

Today, in connection with the
forming or strengthening of youth
hands in Israeli towns and settle-

ments, young people begin their

musical education with a wind in-

strument. Thousands of young peo-
ple have passed through these
organizations in the lust 25 years but
it is still uphill work. There are not
enough qualified instructors and
conductors, und the authorities

have still mostly to be convinced of

the great value of these ensembles
— musical, educational, social. The
Isruel Bund Federation have fought
for two and a half decades for

proper assistance from the
authorities, government und locul.

They want, with the help of more
generous grants, to play a larger

educational role.

Another problem is (he
availability of instruments. For
many years customs-duties were
prohibitive, yet everything has to be
imported. Over a long period,

AM LI (Americans for a Music
Library in Israel) provided many in-

struments and accessories. Later,

their role was assumed by the Music
Foundation located in Chicago, and
the Rothschild Foundation (Keren
Avi Hayishuv), but more help still is

needed.

Seminars, regional band
meetings, courses, summer camps

and holiday gatherings arc now
organized on a fairly regular basis

through MATAN, a roof organiza-

tion combining the Band Federa-
tion, the Music Foundation, the

Ministry of Education und Culture
and Onianut Lu'um. A National
Youth Band has been formed with

representatives from over 20 dif-

ferent bunds from nil over the

country. It has established new stan-

dards of performance, and helps to

dispel the normal reservations
about wind instruments.

ANOTHER BRANCH fighting for

recognition is our own Israeli music.
A new release, also by Eastronics
Israel, is Israeli Cello Music played
by Uzi Wiesel, and offering five

compositions for cello solo. This is a

commendable pioneering effort by

the artist, supported by thcTcl Aviv
Foundation for Literature and Art
and recorded at the Jerusalem
Music Centre and the Isruel Broad-
casting studios. Represented are

Noam Sheriff (“Confession"). Zvi

Avni (“Elegy"), Paul Ben-Haim
("Three Pieces’*), Josef Tal
(“Treatise"), und Slulchevsky (“Sine

Nomine").

I find it encouraging that enough
music has been written to fill two
sides of a record with solo cello

compositions of Isrucii origin.

Mostly influenced by Jewish prayer

traditions und folklore, all were
written between 1966 und 1975

(Stutchevsky was 84 when he
produced the work included here).

Each work presents different

techniques and textures, and ull are

given dedicated performances by

Uzi Wiesel, who seems to Identify

completely with the composer's in-

tent. Wiesel is a dedicated exponent

of Israeli music, and has premiered

many compositions. He is a master-

ly cellist. An interesting and
valuable release (Eastronics RCA
RI. 83032).

TRADITIONAL JEWISH music is

presented by the Rinat National

Choir, conducted by Stanley
Sperbcr. The whole range of
liturgical and non-synagogal music
is offered in 13 settings; from the

traditional “Shalom Aleichem" and '

“L'cha Dodi’’ to settings by
SuLumonc Rossi (ca. 1570-1630).

The 1946 “Kiddush” by Kurt Weill

is an interesting contribution from
the composer of the Threepenny
Opera.

Israeli composers are amply
represented; Oedocn Purtos with a

“Hamavdil,” based on Sephardi

motifs; Moshe Vilensky with an
“Url Zion" reminiscent of the

style of the early Forties but with a

distinct Yemenite influence.

A brief composition, “Yihyu
Lcratson," of Ernest Bloch ex-

emplifies the more “Jewish" tradi-

tion of the Diaspora, while Hajdu's

"The Four Types of Man" contains

fine choral harmonies. Aharon
Harlap's "Afeedui Yitzhak" (The
Binding of Isaac) offers new tex-

tures combined with more
traditional motifs, and interprets

this dramatic episode of Genesis in

an expressive style. It rises to an
impressive climax. In contrast to

Harlap's setting, Paul Ben-Haim's
famous “Hitrage'ul" (Tranquillity)

contains fine harmonies. The two
concluding songs by Naomi
Shcmer have more of a folk

chnructcr: Rinat’s performance
brings out the tonal contrast of these

songs, and is finely articulated. A
very fine record (Eastronics, Israel-

RCA RL 83031).
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REAL ESTATE JERUSALEM FILMS JERUSALEM SERVICES

27ANGLO-SAXON 3RANCHESy
AT YOUR SERVICE THROUGHOUT ISRAEL B^jMiy^

:

'1iilillllllillllll^AT YOUR SERVICE THROUGHOUT
Apartments to suit your taste, prices to suit your pocket.

ANGLO SAXON
REAL ESTATE AGENCY LTD

ISRAEL'S
t.FADING HEAL ESTATE ORGANIZATION WITH 27 URANCHLS^

Israel film archive jurusalcm

DECEMBER 30 - JANUARY 6

Frl. ot 2 pin: Missing Costfl-Gsvrns

Sat. at 7.30 pm: Veronika Voss

9.30 pm: Klute

10 pm: New Year’s Eve Party

with music, dance and films.

Entrance fee, hid. first drink

- IS 500. Members only.

Mon. at 7 pm: A SpecialDay Scola

9.30 pm: Circle ofDeceit
TUes. at 4 pm: Heidi’s Song

7 pm: TheNight ofthe Generals

9 pm: small hall Stage Struck
t:njugirg<u}I]IILi

Wed. at 7 pm: Dog Day Afternoon

7.30 pm: small hall Parts QuIDort
and Entr’Acte Rene Clair

9.30 pm: A Man Is Not a Bird

Thurs. at 7 pm: The Front

7.30 pm: small hall The Ghost

Goes West Rene Clair

9 pm: Tree of Wooden Clogs

midnight: Dona Florand Her
Two Husbands

Frl. at 2 pm: Et Dleu Crea la Femme

Library hours: Sun., Mon., Wed.
10 am-3 pm: Tubs., Thurs. 10 am-
7 pm; Friday dosed.

BgaiBSBSgL

TCNIk BIER
Individual computerised JA
services by our

professional _J»/7 8 Karon

tsam . CCaO' Ksyemeth St.

V* Rehivla, Jerusalem

ySP* Tal. 02-226231

(l
r* 8 Ke

Wmi
B5S

NURSING
Private nurse at hospital & at homa

Escorts for medical purposes

: Escorts for organized tours

1 Varied medical treatment

@ 24-hour service

Joiusaknn: 1

1

. > . I . 4404, tel. (I2Ti3IjD 0&. GiiMtayi.in: p.o.li. 1133,

t.-t. 03-73/94/. Haifa: [J.o.lj. 9700, tel. 04 CM 0809

in

When it Comes to Transportatlo

A

WE ARE THE PROFESSIONALS!
|t It invnlvL-a PEOPLE, plchsc cell uur Travel ft Tours Dupl., 10
Hlllel St.. Tel. 02-333371.

If It Involves THINGS, P least: call our FrciKhl Dept., 60 Ytrml-
yahu SI., Tul. 02-826162.

K It Involves ANIMALS, It dupunrts on whi-Uu-r or not they an-
accompanied. If yes, pliw&u call uUr Travel ft Tours Dept. At 10
HUlii Si. If nol, out Freight Dept, at 00 Yirmivahu St. will serve
ycu.

In liverv caw. we ere the prafcailon&la.

II THE PROMISED LAND LTD.,
* JERUSALEM

Managed by Perry Roded and Peter Nathan
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ThisWeek in Israel
SHOPPING

£et n?©re gold ai?d diait?©t)d

jewelry for your n?ci?ey.
})

Huy yum gokl chains,

rings ,bracelc 1 s . c;t rt ing

and pcmlanls. dirccl from
the factory showroom and
save up to 40'',-, on retail

price.

JERUSALEM

Hegev

Safaris
2 cloys, every f'rlday *

S 99
S tluys, every Monday $240

Two-, Tour-, and five-day trips
,combining Arkfa nights front Tel
Aviv or Jerusalem to Eilat and
bock with desert Safari.

Tours

SERVICES

Sinai Safaris

%£ & Trekking
*S-I $50

*• S-2 2 days $ 99
S-3 3 days, every Tuesday $145
S-4 4 days, ovqry Friday $195
S'5 5 days, every Monday $240.
ST-1 7 (fays (camel trekking)

.

. every Monday
. . $295

sinai Diving adventures
$425.

(PLUS BORDER TAX)

*Mon., Wed. & Snl. guided in English
Tucs. guided [n English & French' •

Tlmis. guided In English & Gorman
* Mon. guided In English
.Wed. guided In English & French •

' FrL guided in English & German
E-4.4 day^ every Thursday $185.
E-5 5 days, every Sunday ' $210 '

; -
. ,

.....
iv8 6 days, every Thursdqy $498
E-8b 8 days Budget Tatir

,

every Sunday $365 .

li-15 1 5 ilnys • $650 '

J Por Information and booking, contact.

.
38 Karen Hayesod St., Jerusalem, Tel. (02) 698365, 636494, 660686 1

1 62 Hayarkop St., Tel Aviv, Tel. (031 2331 20 , 22641 0 - =
• l‘

1

- -
1

.
Or your travel agent .

Professional

approach
THEATRE
Uri Rapp

RECENTLY, the Israeli theatre ap-

pears to have arrived at a new stage

of compc lent professionalism in

directing, acting, design and music

arrangement. Many things are ex-

pertly done, and inept mistakes

avoided. It is quite possible that this

professional craftsmanship goes

hand in hand with a certain lack of

creative imagination. Thus, we may
appreciate a performance without

admiring it, be satisfied without be-

ing fascinated. Two such perfor-

mances arc now on stage, one at the

Flaifa Municipal Theatre and one at

the Tel Aviv Camcri Theatre. To-
day we shall deal with the former.

Shakespeare's Much Ado About
Nothing has been culled "a poetic

conversation piece," possibly writ-

ten by the Rard to amuse himself as

much us to entertain the audience.

(I has always been popular on both

sides of the curtain, and the whole
rich world of Shakespeare is

secreted in it.

Much Ado enn be presented as a

light-hearted and light-headed com-
'

cdy or errors and mistaken iden-

tities, which are all unravelled in a

happy endipg. It can also be
directed and acted as a sound and

‘ v ''

profound unalysis of character, and
as a comment on the irrationality of

; .
7

'

love, from both a romantic and a r.—'-j..
cynical point of view. Director

’ ’

Omri Nilzan has chosen the first .
;

s
'.

i

method, ably assisted by the transla- Ze'ev Revah, Ami Weinberg and Han 1

lion (T. Carmi), the set and 1

costumes (Ruth Dor), and the music themselves. Their early avowals of
(Guy Meroz, Avshalom Fargun). disdain for love and marriage turn
The comedy is almost entirely out to he a kind of idealism about

verbal, and therefore not easy to act
. ihe lwo slates. They also help some

satisfactorily. In large parts of the of the other characters in the play to

y.

V. “

Ze'ev Revah, Ami Weinberg and flan Toren in the Haifa Theatre 's ‘Much Ado...

'

the play the team was successful; in

others, especially in the second half,

where the Shakespearean
"philosophy" shines through, there

are some arid stretches. These arc

mainly the scenes where the pur-
pose of all the disguises and mis-
leading activities has to be ex-
plained.

THE PLAY has a double plot, but it

is different from that in other
Shakespeare plays. Instead or hav-
ing a noble and aplebeian love story,

’the lwo affairs here both involve
the aristocracy. The dual perspec-
tives are those of a romantic and
of a cynical approach to love.
Claudio falls in love wjtlt Hero, and
gels her and her father's consent to

their marriage. But his love Is shal-

low; he only sees her pretty face arid

her modest manner, 1

and has never
really got to know her. He twice
doubts her loyalty and her virtue,

almosl to the .point of tragedy.

Benedick and Beatrice, one of
Shakespeare's most charming, cou-
ples, engage In a combat of wits, of
mutual Insults and verbal sparring.
They denigrate love as foolish, but
filial!y discover their affection and
respect for each other, .

heal the breach between Claudio
and Hero by their understanding
and loyally.

THERE ARE PLENTY or comic
situations: undetected disguises,
musks, conversations meant to be
overheard — and very wittily and
intriguing!? arranged to that end; a.

villain who engineers the principal
slander of the play but turns out to
be a rather incompetent organizer;
two ridiculous policemen who stum-
ble on the (ruth.

And all Ihe way through, except
in the final part (which turns
solemn), the brilliant repartee of
Beatrice and Benedick— especially
the former.

And speaking of Beatrice, she
stays vividly in one’s mind after see-
ing this performance, thanks to the
acting of Yona Elian. Her beauty is
well known to Israeli thealre-and
cinema-goers; but it is again a plea-
sant surprise to see how well she
acts, aided, of. course, by a marvel-
lous text. .

One commentator, Norman
R_abkin has said that
Shakespeare’s women are mixtures
of masculinity and femininity. The
villainous women (e.g.. Lady

lain tomboy strain in speech and
movement. Yet she is nil woman, in

a high-spirited, self-assured, no-

nonsense manner. This is n perfor-

mance to remember.

HER PARTNER, Ze'ev Revah,
presents a credible and creditable
Benedick, fully rounded. But to get

the laughs, he uses ninny of his well-

tried mannerisms, especially in

facial expression, which are by now
almost predictable.

Gideon Shcmcr as the Governor,
forceful but with a sense of humour,
Rami Danon as the mischief-maker,
and Avruhain Mor as the Constable,
ridiculous but knowing his own
worth, arc impressive.

As already mentioned, most of

the other actors display com-
petence, stage presence and dis-

cipline in acting, and they are well-

directed. The movement on the

stage is precise and painstakingly

orchestrated. There still remains a

sense or something missing. The
Haifa Youth Orchestra, close to 20

youngsters, play well and look at-

tractive dressed up as a Scottish

band.

The *set and costumes are not

those of Southern Italy and the

Renaissance, but of Palestine im-

mediately after World War I:

British, Oriental, Jewish. The set is

charmingly contrived, and the

costumes are more exotic than. In contrast to the feebleness pf Mathethv
:8“ V-

y costumes are more exotic than

Claudio's love for Hero, which in managerial Henvu!
usua1, ^ the intention was merely to

ahe end becomes (hopefully) n^ore '

femininity The weak nil

r add 00 Interesting visual element to

mature and free of sentimentality, Ophelia and Hern in

kC Mucfl Ado (without changing the

each begins to recognize the other's too exclusivelvTInilini
,la!ian names and the more remote

qualities of intcgrUy, high spirits wOm*
>
TSktlS-

J

1

*?-1 “Itnosphere, except in the collo-

nndgpodjudgment. They are comic incharm andl^S quinism or (he text), this is

withodt being tidjculous, and their ' place i the Inctr hv u°
f

-
5®r iegitimate; but ihe effects are

very names show Shakespeare’s in- ' equinoed w?th*? m
h ^chy,

.
Il

but achieved by a gimmick. It has been
tentions -about them:; benedjetus sSonras imn

1 dorte before- with this as. well as

nnH 'hA-ihui
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.
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A WOMAN’S film par excellence,

Coup defnudre is one of those honest

but superficial efforts which, unless

you are specifically interested in the

subject, leave you cold.

The theme is the love between

two women. To add some dramatic

weight, the story lakes place in'the

1950s, since nowadays one would

hardly bat an eyelid at the

phenomenon. Indeed, director

Diane Kurys, who hints at the end

of the film that this may be her own
mother's story, concedes that

without the perspective of the

period, there would be very little to

get excited about.

Helene Weber is a Belgian Jewish

girl interned in a French refugee

camp during World War II. She
marries one of the guards, also a

Jew, seeing it as her only chance to

get out of the camp before deporta-

tion to Germany. With her husband,

she escapes to Italy; later, they set-

tle down in Lyons, where her hus-

band becomes a successful garage

owner.

Madeleine is a Catholic. On the

eve of the war she marries an art

student like herself, who gets killed

in one of the first incidents with the

Vichy police. Madeleine suffers a

severe nervous brenkdown.

Years later, she meets a would-be

actor and maverick businessman
and marries him because he makes
her laugh. They settle in Lyons, the

husband wheeling and dealing in

anything he can lay his hands on,

from American shirts to stolen

paintings. Mndeleine dabbles in art,

visits fortune-tellers and looks for

other ways to relieve her boredom.
The two women meet at a school

party, to which Helene has accom-
panied her two daughters.
Madeleine arrives late to pick up
her son who has been left in

Helene's cure. From the first mo-
ment, there is un affinity between
the two women (the French title

means “love nl first sight"). As lime
goes hy, this affinity grows into af-

fection, then dependence and final-

ly rejection of everything else in

their lives.

The plot documents this process,

which is not terribly painful —
mainly because one of the husbands
is clearly obtuse, lucking nny sort of
sensitivity to his wife’s needs, while
the other is irresponsible, un adoles-
cent who refuses to grow up and
realizes that he has very little cluim
on his wife.

The eventual separation in both
families is made even eusier by the
fact that neither of the marriages is

founded on any real emotion.
Contracted lo escape the con-
centration camps in the one case,
and a self-imposed seclusion in the
other, both are brittle unions, in-

capable of withstanding any exter-
nal lest or strain.

ALL THIS is told simply and with
reeling, with Isabelle Huppert and
Miou-Miou giving fairly convincing
portrayals of the two women who
find solace in each other's com-

,.Pany- But once the relationship is

established, there is precious little
else of interest.

There are threads which could
nave been fascinating to follow,
such as the difference of religion
between Helene and Madeleine, in
a country which has been known to
pay more than passing attention to
such details. Qr the changing
political and economic climate in
trance at that particular time (a
French play, L'AUlier

,
which Ijos

peen produced in Israel, goes into
'

^
^pect). Or, for that matter;

npw did the society of the time feci
. about this unusual liaison — which
M) a more outspoken movie might

(

described as lesbian, but

.^RIDaY, DECEMBER 30, 1983

Women
rn^ove

Isabelle Huppert In 'Coup de foudre

’

CINEMA
Dan Fainaru

which Kurys is careful never to

define too precisely?

Kurys is aware of these threads,

huL she doesn’t attempt to follow

any of them. She sticks lo the niRin

plot and doesn't budge an inch. The
result is a pretty lame affair, a

novelette that won't leave any
lasting impression.

UNLESS YOU are a historian or

have had legal training, there is a

good chance thut the name Star

Chamber means nothing to you. It is

not. as some may suspect, a conven-

tion of Hollywood luminaries, nor is

it connected with either astronomy
or astrology. In fact, had Peter

Hyums not picked it as the title of

his latest movie; most of us would
probably still be sunk in blissful ig-

norance.

However, thanks to production

publicity supplied for the enlighten-

ment of Ihe poor critic, I can now
inform you that the Star Chamber
was a special court of law, which, by

the time of Henry VII, in 1487, had

become an instrument of the crown.

It allowed its judges the widest

margin outside the law lo pass

judgement according to their con-

sciences: they were answerable only

to the king himself.

Henry used this select body to

strike buck at dissenters, but that’s

beside the point, as far as the movie

is concerned. Whul matters is that

they used to meet in a vaulted

chamber with stars painted over the

ceiling, hence the name.

NOW FOR HYAMS' Star
Chamber, located in the State of

California. No king, governor or

otherwise select authority is behind

it, but a bunch of disgusted superior

court judges who can’t stand to see

criminals gel off scot-free because

oT senseless technicalities and

loopholes in American law.

The chamber meets lo review all

the cases which were dismissed

because sloppy prosecutors didn’t

do their work properly. They are

reviewed off tnc record, behind

closed doors— but once a verdict is

reached, it is applied implacably,

without the possibility or appeal.

The premise of the script, of

which Hyams is co-author, is

laudable enough; what he is saying

is that even a faulty legal system is

better than no legal system at all,

and that nobody should be entitled

to be above the law. But the exposi-

tion of this thesis is much harder. to

lake.

Judge Steve Hardin, young and

sincere, burns with rage when he

has to let a murderer of old ladies

ofT the hook, only because the

policemen who caught him
searched his garbage can too soon,

and thus invaded his rights of
privacy. Then he has to release a

couple of hoods accused of tortur-

ing and murdering little children, on
a similar technicality.

Despairing of the law, he is ripe
for a seat in the Star Chamber,
along with colleagues who arc as

dissatisfied as he with normal legal

procedure. However, being a total

idealist, he comes to his senses at

the last moment — perhaps even
loo late.

All this could be admirable, but
there's one problem; Hyams makes
a much stronger case for those who
consider themselves above the law
than for the law itself.

First, he presents us with such
clear-cut, black and white cases
where there is no shadow of doubt
about the culpability of those found
not guilty in court, that one im-
mediately identifies with those who
are out lo gel them.

And, as if this were not enough,

he has cast these parts, carefully, us-

ing such despicable-looking
characters, with such disgusting

personalities, that even lynching

seems loo good for them. All of

which convinces you that any court

that could let these guys go must be
an instrument of injustice.

Then, switching gears, Hyams
sets about showing us that, revolting

ns these characters are, there may
be some doubt about (heir
culpability.

Bui even as he is trying to correct

mistaken impressions, Hyams can’t

help displaying his inner feeling:

that criminals are criminals — and
even if they are not guilty of one
specific crime, they are responsible

for countless others, and their

elimination is a service to respec-

table society. If the law can’t do it,

he seems to be saying, so much the

better for those who dare make
their own law.

A PAINTER, musician, Tv per-

sonality and scriptwriter before he

stnrled directing, Hyams has gone

on record several times as a staunch

supporter or the unobtrusive school

of direction, in Which the story is

the thing and the technique is

played down so the audience is not

distracted from the message.

But, judging by the amount of

camera-ucrobaties in this film— the

extensive use of (he ultra-modern

I.ouma crane which allows the

smoothest movement on the most dif-

ficult ground and the intricate and

complicated lighting — Hyams
doesn’t practise what he preaches.

Moreover he has often stressed

that movies are first of all entertain-

ment, and that any social, political

or psychological statement should

slay in the shadows and not detract

from the commercial appeal. But if

there is entertainment in this movie,

it is pretty subdued in the first half,

where Hardin is busy with his crises

of conscience. H develops only

towards the end, where the film

shows a certain tendency to turn

into a thriller.

The acting is the usual brand of

TV-typc righteous postures, with

which Michael Douglas has been

familiar for many years. Sharon

Gless offers yet another version of

the flippant, charming and not very

astute blonde wife, and Hal

Hoibrook Js cast as the world-woary

cynic, whose deceptive indifference

to his surrounding* hides the nature

of a pure vigilante.

Finally, Tor a film whose action

takes place in sunny California, this

is an unusually dark picture, shot

mainly indoors or at night. The

wood panels on the walls and some

of the interior decoration are

reminiscent of East Coast art direc-

tion. !. : .

[ThisWeek in Israel •Till

JERUSALEM MUSEUMS

this week

the israel museum
jerusalem

The Israel Museum is located on Ruppin Street, Tel. (02) 69821 1,

EXHIBITIONS
Qabi Klaimer. Paintings, A series of superfec on masonite paintings
Orl Reiman: Paintings
Tom Seidmenn Freud — an illustrator of children's books
(sponsored by DUBEK]
Scrape - creating home theatre sets and greeting cards
Memphis Milana — Furniture and accessories
David Bomberg in Palestine 1923—1827
Moritz Oppenheim - The First Jewish Painter
Tip of the IcebBrg no. 2 - New acquisitions in Isreuli art
Permanent Collection of Judalca, Art and Archeology
Kedesh Barn tie - a fortress from (he Judean Kingdom (RockeFeHer Museum)
How to Study the Past — for children. Closed on Saturdays. IPaley Center,
next to the Rockefeller Museum)
Yosalt Cohnln: OUR TOWN - PHOTOGRAPHS. A documentary project of
Aion Shvut, carried out in 1962/83. (From January 3. Library Entrance Hall)

Special exhibit: BronzB axes, daggers and pins from tombs In Safiy*

EVENTS

GALLERY TALK
Saturday, Dacember31 at 11.00
JEWELLERY & AMULETS
Shuiamit Elsenstadt. in Hebrew. (Meet in Upper Hall)

FILM
Tuesday, January 3 at 1 6.00 and 2060
LA PASSANTE DE 5ANS-SOUCI (France 1981}
Dir. Janjues Roufflo, with Romy Schneider

CHILDREN'S STORY HOUR (in English)

Wednesday, January 4 at 16.00
For 7-9 year olds, with children's participation

LECTURE
Wednesday, January 4 at 20.30
PICASSO S INTERACTION WITH MATERIALS AND ART
Dr. Ziva Amlshal-Miesals

theatre
Saturday, January 7 at 20.30
COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE
Two stylized comedies by Dennis SHk, based on the "Thing Theatre"
Directed by Fe Chu, with Rachel Bar-Dor Tens, Micky Mevorach and
Rony Pisker

GUIDED TOURS IN ENGLISH
Museum: Sun., Mon., Wed., Thurs. at 1 1 .00; Tubs. Bt 16.30

Rockefeller Museum: every Friday at 1 1 .00

Archaeology Galleries: Monday. January 2 at 16.00

RUTH YOUTH WING
Recycling project IsopBn Monday 14.30—17-00 and Tuesday 16.00—20.00.

Registration for second session of adult classes begins January IB. Classes

begin February 6. They Include: drawing and painting, ceramics, sculpture,

ethnic or artistic embroidery, allk*creen printing, film, creative movement,
puppBt theatre, weaving, photography, interior design and calligraphy,

For further information about Youth Wing activities, please call (02) 633278.

Tha Museum keeps its doors open with the Help of He friends:

MAUERBEROER FOUNDATION FUND -January 1-7, 19B4'

VISITING HOURS; Sun., lylon.. Wad., Thurs. 10.00 to 17.00;Tues. 16,00 to
22.00; Fri. & Sat. -10.00 to 14.00

8HRINE OF THE BOOK: Sun., Mon., Wed., Thurs. 10.00 to 17.00; Tubs. 10.00
to 22.00; Fri. 8t Sal. 10.00 to 14.00

BILLY ROSE SCULPTURE GARDEN. Sun.-Thurs. 10.00 to sunset; FrL,

Sat. & holidays 10.00 to 14.00

ROCKEFELLER MUSEUM: Sun.-Thurs. 10X10 to 17.00; Fri. & Sqt. 10.00 to
i4X)o

;

LIBRARY HOURS: Sun.;. Mon„ Wed., Thurs. 10.30 to 1 7.00; Tubs. 18.00 to
20.00

GRAPHICS STUDY ROOM. Sun., Mon., Wed!, Thurs. 1 1 .00 to 1 3.00; Tbes.
16.00 iq 20.00 ,

TICKETS FOR SATURDAY: Available in ndvanceet the Museum and et the
ticket agencies: Tel -Aviv-Rococo, Etzlon, Le'anand Castal; Jerusalem—Kla'im
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Problem No.3I53
DANIEL ROSENFELDER, Haifa

Chess Life. 1969

While to piny and win (6*6)

SOLUTIONS. Problem No. 3151

(Afek). 1 . Rb5 ! Kb5 2.Ne5 Ka4
3.NJ7 He2 4.Be2 RbS S.Bb5L! Rb5
6.Kn2! and wins.

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
WITH THREE games to gn. huth

fi.iry Kasparov and former world
champion Vassily. Smyslov were
leading S'A-.V/* against Victor
Korchnoi and Zoltun Ribli respec-

tively. Kasparov equalized the score

by winning the sixth game and then

established a one point lead by win-

ning the seventh game. The eighth

game was drawn and Kasparov won
the ninth, increasing his lead lo two
points. Smyslov increased his lead

(n two points by winning the

seventh game, while games eight

and nine were drawn.
KASPAROV KORCHNOI

7th game of the match
I.d4 Nffi 2.c4 e6 3.g3 d5 4,Bg2 dc4
5.NN Ud7 6.Qc2 c5 7.0-0 Be6 8.Qc4
Nhd7 9.Bg5 Rc8 IO.Bf6 Nf6 ILdeS
Bf.l I2.BT3 Bc5 !3.Qb5Qd7 14.Nc3
QhS l5.Nb5 Ke7 I6.b4l Bb4 l7.Na7
Re7? Ih.Rfel ! Rd7 19.Rabl Bd2
20.Re 2 Rhd8 2I.Bh7 KfK 22.Nc6

Re7 23.Rh-b2 Rd6 24. u4 Bel
25.Rbl Nd5 26.Ba8 Rc8 27.Bh7 Re

7

2K.Rc4 Nc7 2Q.Nc5 Ba5 30,Rb5 Ng6
3 1.N eft Kdl 32.Kg2 Bel 33. a5 Nc7
34.ufi Nc6 35.Rc6 Rc6 36.Bc6 Ral

37.RH8 Ke7 3H.RH7 Kd6 39.Bb5

Be3 40 Rf7 Bft* 41 Rtl7 Ke5 42.Bd)

hh 43.RH7 Ra3 44.a7 Kd5 45.f3 Kd6
4fi.Rhh. Black resigns.

NONA REIGNS IN SPAIN
SOVIET CiM Nona Gaprindashvili

dominated a 10-player women's
tournament held September 7-17 on

the Costa Brava. Gaprindashvili

won seven and drew with Pia

Crumling of Sweden and Nieves

G urciu of Spain lo reach a total of 8-

I. Crumling, who seldon plays in

women's tournaments, finished in a

lie for second place with Women’s
Candidate Murgarela Muresan of

Rumania. They scored 7-2 apiece.

Crumling was undefeated, while

Muresan lost to Gaprindashvili.

After the tournament, Gaprin-
dushvili accepted (he 1982 Player of

the Year award os the outstanding
woman player.

MURESAN GAPRINDASHVILI
I.Nf3 d5 2.c4 e6 3.g3 Nf6 4.Bg2 dc4
5.0-0 Nbd7 6,Qa4 c5 7.Qc4 b6 8.d3

Bb7 9.Qc2 Be7 IO.Nc3n6 I I.e4 Rc8
12. Kdl H5 1 3.Qc2 h4 l4.Nn4 Bc6
15.1)3 Bu4 I6.bu4 0-0 ]7.u3a5 I8.ab4

ch4 !9.Bb2 Nc5 20.Nd4 Qd7 21.e9

NU5 22.Ng4 Nh6 23.Bcl f5 24.ef6

Bff. 25.Be3 H5 26.Qh5 Bd4 27.Racl

Bc3 2H.fe3 Nd5 29.Rc5 Rc5 30.Be4

Nfh. White resigns.

RUGBY VS.

BUREVESTNIK
A RECENT club match between

the Rugby team of England, and

the Burevestnik club of Moscow
resulted in a lop-sided victory in

favour of the Muscovites, lOft-l'/J.

The English team was weakened

when team members John Lit-

tlewnod and Mark Hcbden were

unavailable, due lo other commit-

ments.

The only ray of sunshine for the

British came when first board

Arkcll upset GM Lev Psakhis.

ARKELL PSAKHIS
Ld4 Nf6 2.c4 c6 3.Nf3 Bb4 4.Nbd2

b6 5.a3 Bd2 6.Bd2 Bb7 7.Bg5 d6

S.e3 Nbd7 9.Bd3 Qe7 10.0-0 1)6

I I.BH4 g5 !2.Bg3 Ne4 !3.Be4 Bc4

!4.Nd2 Bb7 I5.b4 h5 I6.h3 g4 I7.h4

NCR IH.cS dc5 i9.bc5Ng6 20.Rcl b5

2l.c6 Bc8 22.Ne4 Nh4 23.Be5 Rh6
24.Re 5 f5 25.Bf4 Rg6 26.Ng3 Rg8
27.Qb3 Rh8 28.Be5 Rh6 29.RH5
U u6 30.Rb8 Rb8 3 1 .Qb8 Kf7 32.Rb I

Ngh 33.1)e7 Rh8 34.Qa7 Bc8 35.Rb7
Bb7 36.ch7 h4 37.Bd6. Black
resigns.

SALOV TAULBDT
I.d4 Nf6 2.c4 e6 3.Nc3 Bb4 4.Qc20-
0 5.e4 dS 6.e5 Nfd7 7.a3 Bc3 8.bc3

c5 9.Nf3 Re8 IO.Bd3 h6 Il.h4! Nb6
!2.Rh3l dc4 l3.Be4 cd4 !4.Rg3!
Kh8 l5.Bh6!g6 I6.Bg5 Qd7 I7.BF6

Kg8 1 8. Bg61 Black resigns.

BRILLIANT TOUCH
White — Kbl; Qa5; Rdl; Bf5; Nc8;
Pu3, b2, c2, h6. (9). Black — Ka8;
Qh5; Ra7; Bc6; Nb8, Nf6; Pa6, b5.

( 8 ).

l.Nb6 Kb7 2.Bc8 Kc7 3.Na8! Kc8
4.Rd8 Kb7 5.Qb6. Black resigns.

(Grinfeld-Van der Flitt, Amster-
dam. 1982.)

ART OF ATTACK
White — Kgl;Qd3; Ral, Rf|; Bb3,
Bel ; Nd5; Pa2, b2, c2, e4, f2. r2, h3.

(14) Black — Kh8; Qg6; Ra8, Rf8;

Be7; Nd4, Nh5; Pa7, b7. c7, d6, e5.

g7, h7. (14). Black to play.

I.— Nf3 2.Kh 1 Qg3! 3.gf (3.fg

Ng3x; 3.Bf4 Rf4) 3.— Qh3 4.Kgl
Rf3 5.Qf3 Qf3 6.Ne7 Qg4, 7.— Qh4,
8.— Qc7. and Black won.
(Ycrcminn-Chekhlov, Riga, I982.JD

li isWeek in Israd-Tlie Leadinq Tourist tiuide-This Week
RESTAURANTS TEE AVIV RESTAURANTS TEL AVIV sy NICHE

The Blentnet and style of the
'

103fl's back on the Til Aviv icsiwry.

To the gourmet, for whom ovary mail h a feast, wo pffar a

brilliant salactlon of International dlihas whow Fra nth
flavor Is (Broody Inspired by tha Tour d’Argant" in Pork.

Breathtaking Mediterranean view. Dina to tha sounds of
(ha music and tha waves. Opan dally from 10 am until lata

night hours.

Reservations recommended.
81 Hayorfcon St„ Tel Aviv, Tel. (03) 657021.

Oo

i)

< J lift

RESTAURANT

&
Phntuijrapluc Gollcry

Wholesome mnalsseived

in a cullnretl iettinq,

141 Rothschild BIvcL, (03) 236730
Q|icii 10 am-1 am;

Fri, fit Snt. 7 pm— 2 am

IUSTOKANTB ITA LIAMO

oorda Hotel

^ RAMATHASHARON r

BUNTZ HOUSE v
offers a wide range of

delicious blintzes * salads

soups *ice cream *cocktai!s

as well as business lunches.

Open from noon
158 Herzliya Rd.,Tel Aviv. For reservations and

special occasions call (03) 491747

PNRTfli
I^V|

Natural Pood Restaurant
Cookad Delicacies

Salad t 'Take-away too
"ItaaaonablB price*

SS4 Dlzengoff Street
TflL (08) 457481
Open midday to

midnight, except Pjtday

m A pleasant gastronomic surprise
& personalized gift await you

each time you celebrate at DOLFI
Cell Gaby at tha DOLFI
(or reservations & details.

DOLFI RESTAURANT
Charles Clore Park

rtext to the Dolphinarium
2nd floor

Tel. (031 650786
666363

ft t
il

3uLi
ONCE AN OLD TURKISH BATH

OLD JAFFA
or th€ FinePLAce

•Coffee-Theatre
FrL Dec. 30 at 9.30 pm: ODED
TEOMI in his program “Above
and Beyond" - parapsychology.
FrL Dec. JOatmidniaht: DANNY

S*L. Doe. 31 at 10 pm: NEW
YEARS PARTY with guests

riental Restaurant
(R0pen from 19.30 to 01.30

10 MlfraU Slilomo Rd.
Tel. 887000. 888637

_ OLD JAFFA ^
1IHHG3SEDB#

(dfcaflen
4 KIKAR MALCHEI ISRAEL

TEL AVIV

KAiL it

Th« Chines? Restaurant

317 Hayarkop Street

.
Tel Aviy

Tel.,4,43400; 458785, 451282
Open for luhch & diritier

Business lunch nienli $ 1

2

HALF JAPANESE HALF CHINESE.
ONE RESTAURANT

FOR A TOTAL DINING EXPERIENCE.
OPEN FOR LUNCH AND DINNER UNTIL
LATE NIGHT. SUNDAYS. DINNER ONLY

FHE SUKI PIANO GAR OPEN FOR COCKTAILS
AND SNACKS UNTIL LATE NIGHT
reservations recommended
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THE OCCASION was solemn. The
main purpose was the presentation

by the Kibbutz Company of Gene

Hill Sagan’s Edge of Darkness in

memory of Timna Yeriel, who died

lust year.

A booklet of photographs show-

ing her in various roles, had been is-

sued without captions, but with the

title Dancer Timna and a brief

biographical note.

The Recunati Hall or the Tel Aviv

Museum on December 19 was
crowded lo overflowing — a dis-

comfort for some.

Sagan, who had worked with the

Kibbutz Company during his years

here, und knew Timna, has created

a work to Beethoven's “Grasse

Fugue." It invited comparison with

Hans van Munnen’s work to (he

same music (presented here by the

Netherlands Dance Company).
There was another similarity. The
men, torsos bare, wore black skirts

— but here the resemblance ended.

Rather oddly, Sugan choreographed

a work only for male dancers; Man-
ners work was for four men and
four women. Where Mannen main-

tained a fugai strictness, Sagan used

embellishments —.long whirls like

trills, a swift reversal of sieps recall-

ing mordents, sharp flinging out of

limbs upward und outward in a form
of stuccato.

The prevailing lone was elegiac.

There were flailing arms like shouts,

sudden thrusts and swings of the leg

like cries.

Each or the five dancers hud solo

passages in which to express grief.

Boaz Cohen danced the longest and
most subtle piece, but Shlomo Zaga,

Mike Levine, Zichri Dagan and
Rami Be'er were all compelling in

their intricate moments.
Yet ultimately, despite the patent

Elegaic
tone
DANCE
Dora Sowden

sincerity, the avoidance of sen-

timentality, the skilful mixture of

single und ensemble movement, the

impression was more of high
rhetoric than of emotional depth.

Too much energy was packed into

the performance time, und even

when the music quietened, and the

dunce pace slowed, there was not

enough of the stillness of sorrow.

Other works on the programme
were Yaacov Sharir’s Shapes, its in-

geniously sculptured acrobatics

more brilliantly done than ever, and
Jiri Kylian’s La Caihedrale
Engloinie. which indicates how a

sense of loss can be suggested

without excessive stress.

EST1 POMERANTZ is a finely con-

trolled dancer with a well-built

body. Amnon Ruviv is a good-

looking young man who plays the

guitar outstandingly well. Their

Two Dunce Theatre presented Mir-

ror — a series of sketches which, in

a little hall of the Tel Aviv M uscum

on December 20, caricatured and

construed everyday life.

The stage was too small for them,

und made them look larger than life

(which may be what they wanted),

and offered no perspective (which is

surely not what they could have

wunted). Except for two moments,

the lighting didn’t help. Once, the

shadows thrown on the back screen

gave I'nmerunt/. two figures towards

whom to move. The other lime, the

light threw multi-coloured images

that danced with her.

Eight ‘‘scenes” were loo many for

an hour — and un hour was too

short for a full show. Yet the short-

fall was not in that, but in the

choreography, however well done
and well defined. The best items

were at the end, when Pomerantz,

with clever jerky movement and

without the aid of moving light,

gave an impression of silent flicks,

and of consecutive stills of film

footage.

This was the raw material of

dance, and it served as New Wave,

mime theatre or whatever, but it

needed more fertile choreogruphy.

ELI DOR-COHEN, an artist who
has been experimenting with move-

ment, hus returned from a five-week

stay in London, where he had Ihe

use of a sculpture studio in (he John

Cass College near the Whitechapel

Gallery. There he creuled Ihe

material for a one-man street show
that stopped the traffic in the

Whitechapel Road.

When police came to find out

what the crowds were about, they

accepted his explanation and let

him continue for three hours. The
photographers with him guided him

across the road, for he hud masked

his eyes and painted new and open

ones over them. The public was

fascinated.

Dor-Cohen was also invited to

stage a show indoors at “The Place"

(the London Contemporary Dance

School). He gave one performance

for students, and one for the public.

Now he and his dancer-

Thnna Yeriel

choreographer wife Alice (who is a

member or the Batsheva Company)
will perform an expanded version of

his Crucified Woman, the first part of

which they performed some time

uco at the Dubcll Gallery in Ein
Kerem.
The venue will again be the

Gallery, on Januury 7 (noon and

4.30 p.m.). On Junuury 27, they wilt

appear at the Klmn Theatre in a

work (hey arc setting lo

M onlyverdi’s Tancredi and CInrinda

(hused on Tusso'x Jerusalem
Uberarni. They call their work
Chrlnda.

WITH NO programme to consult, it -

wus hard to decide whether Shalom
‘83 (Jerusulein Theatre, December
24) wus intended as a successor to

Ihe Jerusulein Dance Company, or

as u folk dunce frolic.

Gavri Levi, the director, ap-

parently uimed at a popular show

with a folk-dance basis. As pop
goes, his dancers covered con-

siderable mileage. The musical

director, Yitzhak Graziani, main-

tained the pace, und kept his musi-

cians lively, (hough microphonic

volume often rose to decibels

beyond eardrum tolerance.

The dancing had a strong clement

of Israeli folk dance, mixed with

Greek. Arab. Turkish, Spanish.

Italian. Russian and Hungarian
features (in costuming, also).

Apart from some spectacular mo-
ments danced by the men. the steps

were generally simple (as folk dance
should lie), hut had un energy and
speed (hut concealed their
.sameness. The bewildering number
or ‘costume changes also guve a

semblance of variety.

The dozen young men danced

throughout with precision and defini-

tion. The dozen young women were

not always so exact, hut fast tempos

and flowing skirts covered the

vugue footwork of some of them.

As staged in the Jerusalem
Theatre on -December 24, Shalom
‘S3 hud plenty of bounce. However,
if it wus intended us a showcase for

the best in Israeli folk dance, it left

much lo be desired.
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REAL ESTATE EILAT SERVICES

LAST PERFORMANCES BEFORE
THE ISRAEL BALLET TOUR TO
_ EUROPE, U.S.A. & CANADA

JERUSALEM THEATRE
Sunday, 8. 1 .84 nl 8.30 pm

WOLFSON AUDITORIUM, ACRE
Subscription scries no. 4

Series A - Saturday, 14.1 .84 ot 9 pm
Series B - Sunday, 1 5.1 .84 at 9 pm
Series C - Monday, 16.1.84 at 9 pm
Series D - Tuesday, 1 7.1 .84 at 9 pm
heychal hatarbut afula
Saturday, 28.1 .84 at 8.30 pm
rUjtSKAII, DISCOUNT BANK!
lAEin support of Art and Culture.

RENT A CAR
CD

9Ubetf
ZaiSo

HAIFA

SHOPPING

^
Albert /arco b your

\ personal advisor on
all aspocla of Real

7 Esiale and Invest-

ment properties in, Israel.

If you arc Interested In inventing in a

home, apartment or villa or if you

prefer to invest In land, phone Albert

Zateo: 484370 or drop by 42 Sokolov

Street in Ramat Hasharon. He speaks

your language - English, Spanish,

Italian or French.

Galei Nechess
Real estate, houses, villas, plots and

businesses.

Special for tolirlstsl Short- and long-

term rentals of rooms, flats, villas.

270 Dlzengoff St., Tel Aviv

Tel.03-245036

Eurotour .provides free transporta-
tion from your hotel to its offlce.and.
Back, ‘Possible >to. return car ?t the
' rco

" BUROTOVR

1

T
3
1^!(?**,St- T,,AV'V

T»l. (031 2?9623, 220180

NOGA-the talk of the town.
Designers and manufacturers of 14 and 18 kt gold jewelry

set with diamonds end precious stones.

Retell showroom at Koge Holla Ltd. Opan dally 9m - 7 pm {nonstop)

10 Zahal St., Klryat Eliezer, Haifa Tuesdays am-; Bpm,
,

Tel. (04) 628282/3 'Ur Friday 9 am - 1.30 pm —

Tho Most Famous Chinese Restaurants in Haifa

PAGODA GHIN LUNG
‘OPEN FOR LUNCH & DINNER. AIR-CONDITIONED

B 1 Set Gelim Ave.

w'FY'i Bat Gatlrb, Haifa

Tel. 04-624585

126 Hamsil Aye. Tf
Central Carmel, Haifa 1 *

Tel. Q4-8J308

make eilat economica
stay at

The Melony Tower apartments In Eilat can be a luxurious vacation fora family

on a budget. The cost of eating out b a major expanse on any vacation. We at

Melony offers full kitchen with each apartment both for your convenience and
savings. Included In each apartment la a telephone, full bath, airconditioning,

dally cleaning -8< towel changes.

For information and reservations call 059-73181-5 or 053-961 12
6 Tzoflt Eilat Canter

MELONY TOWERS Up to B people In a mite

gwTfiWtViYffl'myrmYm
UNIQUE

HOSPITALITY PROGRAM
You’re invited to join

our hospitality program in

Eilat & Tiberias for a

long weekend for only

$109 < +vft) per couple.

For detailed information aontuel Tel Aviv 06-331261
' ex'le. 28, 58, or 28, 08-880686 (special lido— 16.00—18.80)

Jerusalem 02-227081; Hilfa 04-87628

Sff eii.at ci.fu Hotel 18 R,val Tb1 Aviv 07778

ota
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TEL AVIV MUSEUMS

Beth Hatefutsoth
Nahum Goidmann Museum of the Jewish Diaspora

VhUlnfl Hours
Sun., Mon.. Tues., Thurs. 10am-5 pm; Wad. 10am—9pm; Fri.&Ser. CLOSED
— Children under the age of B are not admitted.
— Organized tours must be pre-arranged, tel. 03-42B1 61, Sun.—Thurs. 9—1 pm.
Permanent Exhibit
The main aspects of Jewish life in the Diaspora, presented through the most
advanced graphic and audio-visual techniques.
ChroiMMphere
A special audio-visual display depicting the migrations of tho Jewish people.

EXHIBITIONS
— Jewish Communities In Spanish Morocco.

JEWISH CINEMATHEQUE
1, "L'Affieho Rouge" (in cooperation with the Insutut Francois. Ambassade
de France en Israeli. Tho story of the "Manouchtan'' Resistance group, com-
posed of communists, young Jews end Spaniards, active in France during ihs

Second World War. The group was eventually exterminated by the Gestapo.
Tho film won the Joan Vigo prize. Starring: Pierre Ciemanti, Roger Ibanez and
Aniceo Alvina. Director; Frank Cassanti. The film Is In French with English

subtitles. Monday, Junuury 2 and Wednesday. January 4 at 8.30 pm.
Admission fen; IS200. for moinhoft of Friends Association: IS1 60.
eounosvoi ^ bankleumi utprtiua

EVENTS
1. Prof. Mordacaf Kaplan and ids contribution to the Jswish cultural snd

practical life (in cooperation with the "Movement of M'soratl Judaism In

Israel"). Lecturer: Prof. Simon Greenberg. Moderator: Dr. Jack G. Cohen.
Sunday, January 1 at 8.30 pm.

2. The opening ceremony of the exhibition: "Jews In Germany from Roman
Times to tha Weimar Republic". Thursday, January 5 at 7 pm.

Bath Hatefutsoth is located on the campus of Tel Aviv University (Gate 2).

Klausnor St., Ramat Aviv, tel. 03-425161. Buses 13. 24, 25. 27. 45, 49. 274.

SERVICES

Ya'ctixch
t inf WoiJii Zionist Oryjiuijiicm

. o r ImmisjMiian 81 rtlxorptnn

WE ARE

A PERSON
TO
PERSON
SERVICE
Sometime or enother you hew thought
about rattling In ISR AE L. You have

.

wondered if your future might not be

TOURVAALEH exhts specially for you

:

To helpyou Investigate settlement possi-

bilities; To Nip you decide. Whether
your question is todo with Housing,
Immigration, Investment, Business. Em-
ployment, Education or anything else

about ISRAE L, come in and Inquire ft
TOUR VA’ALEH . We, a group of experts
On all aipeots of Immigration, ere not e
fief teas, anonymous organization. We
work On the spot, with frlindjl nasi end
discretion, itUalweys a pleasure form to
meet people inurested in ISRAEL.Come
sni| 'say hellbi We. speak yotfr language.

Area Offices r

TEL AVIVt 12 Kaplan St., M-2M311
HAlFAi 8 Wedgwood St.

JERUSALEM! 8 B*n Yehuda St.,

02-248622

uyk
PIONEER WOMEN

's'‘—

^

Tourist Department
Morning Tours

Call for reservetlani:

Tel Aviv: Histadmt Hoadquarters
’ 93 Ariosoroff Street

Tel. (03)256006,431841
.

Jerusalem; 17 St reus Street

Tel, (02) 221631
Haffe: Tel. (04) 641781 ex(. 241

Sea the InsDlringwark of

Permanent collection of
Rubin paintings on exhibition.
Open Sun., Man., Wed., Thun.

10 im-S pm; Tues. IQ am—7 pmi
Fri. end holiday eves 10 cm—1 pm
14 Bfaltk St„ Tel Aviv, 03-6&B981

TEL AVIV

SHOPPING

_

p\y&

is,

^ZENTNER«M JJD

The largest'wholesaler and retailer

In Israelfor handbags, briefoases,

suitcases and other loether goods.

•Manufacture ‘Import
marketing Repairs "im
porter of Sannonite
attache was /\
lid luiteem, JUJ
4 Pliliker 8t- '• •

Tor. (031
297B91, 2B773U -

Help from some friends

PERHAPS the easiest way to write

a bridge book is to ask your friends

lo help you. That’s particularly true

when you happen to be Rixi Markus
of ‘ London, one of the world's best-

known — and best — woman bridge

stArs and bridge writer for Vie
Guardian and Evening Standard. And
if your “friends" are people like

-Giorgio Beladonna, the Italian star,

Jeremy Flint of Britain, Ron
Klinger of Australia, and Michel

. Perron of France.

The book (Bridge Table Tales, by
Rixi Markus. Unwin Paperbacks.
London, Boston, Sydney. 96 pp.
£1.95) is a collection of greater and
lessor masterpieces contributed by
Rixi's comrades, with the” addition
or some memorable hands by Rixi

I

herself. Let’s look at some exam-
ples.

North

Q5
tf73
<> KQ J 10763
*84

West
*97642
<?K862
0 None
*9753 '

East

* K J 8

VQ954
OA84
* K 62

South

* A 103
<?AJ10
0952

- *AQJI0

RON KLINGER claims, our first

deal Is - a "true story,” Klinger,

prepaed the hand for a friend's

bridge party, but didn’t know that it

was |o involve husbands.and wives,

:
;
According to Klinger, the idea is

that North opens three diamonds,
and South tries three no-trump. Op
the spade lead, South .wjns East's

jack and tries lo establish the .dia-

monds, East holds off until tho third

BRIDGE
Hanan Sher

.
round to deny an entry to dummy.
Now South will go down, unless he
realizes that he has to use the first

two diamonds as entries to table, in

order to take two club finesses. The
king or clubs drops on the third
round, and South has nine tricks —
iwo diamonds, four clubs, two
spades and a heart.

At the party, Klinger went to
watch one of the husband and wife
pairs playing the hand. North, the
husband, opened three diamonds.
After what seemed long contempla-
tion, the wife oarried on to five dia-
monds, rather than the anticipated
three no-trump. With a heart lead
from East and a losing spade guess,
South did not make the contract.

Let’s let Klinger provide the post-
mortem.
"Over supper I happened to be

talking to Wife-South.

"'Do you recall the hand when
your husband opened three dia-
monds, and you gave him five dia-
monds?-* I asked.

‘“Yes. I remember it yery well.’
“‘Did you consider any other ac-

UOn over three diamonds?'
"‘In fact l did,’ she replied. ‘The

hand .seemed ideal for three no-
trump. Not only that, 1 spotted you
hovering behind me and I knew that
you would want .mb to bic| three no-' trump, The difference is that you
dpn’l have

.
td drive home with

Mm)'?*

In a closing-comment, Rixi calls
;lhi? . “another good illustration of
the soundness of die principle that

/. J*™.
and husbands should not play

y- budge-, io^eUjer.” That's probably

the best advice Rixi — or nnyone
else — could give.

NOW LET’S LOOK ul a hand con-
tributed by British player Derek
Rimington, in which Rixi challenges
the reader lo “spot the trup.” The
contract is four hearts, reached
after Rimington in the South sent
opened an eight-trick Acol two
hearts.

North

* K Q9 863
<3862

West

* J72
<?A94
0 KQ10
*K 8 3 2

East

*1054
<?5
0976532
* J 10 9

* A
<3 K Q J 10 7 3
0 AJ
*A Q64

"When a hand looks easy,” writes
Rixi, “it is timo (o look for snags."
The norma] play, she says, is to

win the ace of diamonds, cash the
ace of spades and play the heart
king. But a competent West would
hold off the first round, and whether
South continued hearts or played
another suit would be able to deny
South entry to dummy's luscious
spades, simply by winning the ace of
trumps and playing the nine. Which
makes only eight tricks available.
The right way to bring home the

contract is disarmingly simple —
just win the diamond ace, cash the
ace of spades and exit with the jack
pf diamonds. West is end-piayed,
and cannot keep South from getting
to dummy,

Rixi’s latest book is not a master-
piece, hut it is ap often-amusing col-

lection oF47 deals, played by the
best. If only we all had friepds like

these!.

I RETURNED lo my Baker Street

lodgings to find my companion [lac-

ing anxiously back and forth across

the room.
“Whatever is the matter,

Holmes?" I asked. But there was no
response. It was obvious that the

great detective was at work on a

complicated case, and i knew better

than to interrupt him.

Some minutes luler Holmes
abruptly stopped his pacing, and

slumped down heavily into his

favourite armchair.

“Watson,” he said, “there’s

something amiss. Take a look at

these." He passed me a pile of

records and I dutifully looked

through them. A few of the names
were familiar — Paul McCartney,
Boh Dylan, The Kinks — but I am
no great rock expert, and 1 must say.

many of the names meant nothing

to me.
“Well, Watson, whut do you

make of that?”

“I confess Holmes, I’m at

something of a loss..." I trailed orf

rather vuguely.

“Come, come Watson, even you
must have heard of some of these

people."

“Yes, Holmes, of course —
they’re pop slurs from the 1960s.”

“Well thul’s just it Watson,” iny

companion beamed exultantly.

“Now look at the dates on the

records.

“Good gracious Holmes," i ex-

claimed, realizing now what he was
getting at. “They’re ail marked
1983. Whatever’s going on?”
“That, Watson,” he said, “is whut

(Above) McCartney, (Right) Dylan

ROCK, ETC.
David Horowitz

I mean to rind out. In the meantime
let's take a listen."

1 HAVE admitted that I am no pop
expert, but I must say l found the

records most impressive, particular-

ly the Boh Dylan album Infidels

(CBS). Here was impassioned, ar-

ticulate writing the likes of which I

had not previously encountered

when listening to popular music, in

evidence, too, was some sparkling

guitar playing from Mark Knopller,

(he force behind Dire Straits.

I have heard Dylan sing better —
his voice is even more eccentric

limn usual on Infidels — but the

lyrics arc certainly the best he has

come out with in years, since before

his Christian phase in fact.

Dylan sings of working-class

America (on “Union Sundown"), of
Israel (on “Neighbourhood Bullies”)

and of love (on “Sweetheart Like

You") with remarkable intensity

and intelligence, making lujitfels a
truly remarkable album.

Till- McCartney record. Pipes of
/Vnrr(C BS). on the olher hand, was
rather dull. There were lots of very
worthy lyrics, pul lo music by an all-

star cast (including fellow ex-Beatle

Ringu Starr) and sung with all Mc-
Curlney’s usual style and control.

But ihc result was rather wet and
smacked of insincerity and
triteness, particularly when con-
trasted with Dylan’s work.

The next disc in Holmes’s
mysterious pile was The Kinks'
Slate nf Confusion (General Music),
and an excellent pop record it was
too. The title truck was a punchy,
up-hcal number; and u natty little

calypso was thrown in, as was a

beautiful ballad entitled “Don't
1-orgiM lo Dance."

THE FINAL record in the batch
hud us both somewhat bemused.
Culture Club's Colour by Numbers
(General Music) was, lo my mind,
definitely sung by a gentleman of

Jamaican extraction. Holmes,
however, would have had me
helieve it was u girl singing, while

the front cover photograph featured

a heavily made-up youth or dubious
gender, lo say the least.

The music was pleasant enough,
however, and it was with a sigh of

regret that I repluccd the needle in

its rest at the end of the record.

“Well, well, Holmes," I said,

“what an exhilarating experience."

“Ah, but Watson," said my com-
panion, "have you solved my
mystery?"

“Why, of course, Holmes," 1 ex-

claimed, “that is the music of the

1980s — (here can be no doubt.

Didn’t you enjoy it?"

"I don't know, Watson," he

sighed. “Sometimes I think I'm liv-

ing in the wrong century."
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MODULION 2000
THE FIRST HIGHLY EFFICIENT INSTITUTIONAL ION GENERATOR

CLEANS AND ENRICHES THE AIR ELECTRONICALLY

MODULION is sophisticated air ionizer and an

electro nic air chaner that uses a minute amount of

electricity to generate billions of negative ions

(charged eir molecules). In addition to enriching the

Ir with vital negative Ions it shoots down dirt thBt is

circulating in the air before it can reach thB lungs.

;l

.jrA -tf-y ..

* MODULION 2000 Is equipped with high output ion

generator (11KV) and with two high pressure, high

volume tangential blowers that circulate the air in

the roam through exlusiva carbon filaments ionizing

elements (patent pending). MODULION 2000 enrich-

es the air with negative ions end actually rebuilds the

[an count indoors.

* MODULION 2000 clwns-the air from solid pollutants:

dust, cigarette smoke, soot, pollen, and reduces

household odors.

* MODULION 2000 reduces substantially tha number

of afr-horne bacteria indoors, thus reducing thedanger

of contagious diseases.

* MODULION 2000 has e rich walnut eabinetthatde-

coratBs every interior.

AIR IONS An ion is a molecule that has gained or

lost an electron. Molecules with extra electrons farm

negative ions and have e positive affect cm tha environ-

ment. They neutralise odors and contribute to tha dein

air and fresh small wb find in non-industrial, sparsely

*AMCOR
. Jerusalem branch: CLAL CENTER,

• 97 Jaffa Rd., shop no. 207,

TEL. 69—242700.

populated areas. Positive ions are produced by car and

factory exhausts, cigarette smoke, dust, soot and other

pollutants. Out in wide open spaces these poHutants are

attracted to the negative ground when the discharge is

harmless. But in tha endowd environment of modern

society they cannot be discharged to tha earth.

«SXym RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH uikaTriAim

University, Rimat Aviv have found that

a) AMGOR'SMODULION air farizer is highly

efficient in removing cigarette smoke. It reaches 90S

efficiency under tha tact condition after 10 minutes

of operation. MODULION retains it* high efficiency

during many repeated tests.

b) MODULION 2000, made by AMCOR-lsreel,without

blowers, is efficient in removfni cigarette smoke

from a standard room.

e) MODULION 2000, made by AMCOft-lireel, fc very

efficient in removing cigarette smoke from a stan-

dard room.

solo distributors; RICKY CLINIC

21 RABUTZKI ST., RAANANA 43220

TEL. 052-24088. 31820.
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Derek Stein: master

of the clean wash
Meir Ronnen

DFRHK STEIN must be one of the

few surviving musters of the tradi-

tUin of the Great English Water-

colour; how lucky we are to have

him here! Working wash over wash

on toned paper without ever gelling

things muddy or losing the wonder-

ful sense of freshness that this dif-

ficult medium can offer at its host,

Stein renders atmospheric land-

scapes and »l tractive nudes with

elarily and atmosphere; and u depth

of light (hut comes from u splendid

control or local colour, usually u

trap for less sensitive plein air wulcr-

eiilourists. Traces of l he pencil

fniiiicliition add a touch of spon-

taneity to .Stein's figure puinlings.

all carefully organised with an
impcccuhlc sense or composition.

There tire of course ups and
downs; some of the treatments urc

less .sublie than others; hut the good
ones are so grcul they make even

the most competent work look over

literal and humdrum. I .was enor-

mously impressed with the colour

and composition of the back of the

nude on the yellow chair (30) and

the organ i/al ion of the shudows and
negative ureas behind the same
model in 31. A more dense effect is

achieved in the very overpainted 32,

where the trousers form a brilliantly

placed abstract patch of rich colour

that complements the rest of die

composition (all these are in the

hack room; don’t miss them). Two
landscapes or the Judean desert

(5,f») arc ulsti very fine, the smaller a

splendid example of the rough-edge
direct wash, the larger u misty

overlay of washes of greul delicacy.

(Ella Gallery, Turu l, Yemin
Mnshe). Till Jan. 12.

lOSliE KAPKLYAN (b. Bobruisk,

1936) was trained in Leningrad and

Minsk und came here in 1980; his

work has been seen at various

venues in the (ireulcrTe! Aviv area.

Mis ehnrcoul drawings of nudes
show a wonderful grusp of unutomy
nail volume mid his studies of tree

details are quite virtuoso. The
strong renderings of ruechorses are

rather more flashy und dramatic.

The artist also shows liny wel-on-

wut watercolour landscapes that, are

a liLtle loo ingratiating. Kupelyan

bus n complete ucudemiciun’s grasp

or whatever he tackles; it will be in-

teresting to sec if he can develop

something more contemporary
here.

At the same venue. Ehnd Ofer (b.

Rccrshchu, 1955) who has studied at

Israel Museum to close

every Monday and Thursday

Post Art Editor

MORE PRESSED limn ever for

funds, the Israel Museum is to close

its doors every Monday and Thurs-

day between January 9 and Murch
15, in an effort to eul heating und
security hills. The duys selected arc

those that register the lowest

average of visits in winter.

This is the first occasion on which
the M iiseuni has hud to lake such an

extreme action. It is little comfort to

know that museums elsewhere ure

doing the same.
Now winter hours ure os follows:

Sundays and Wednesdays 10-5 p.m.
Tuesday 4-8 p.m. Fridays und Sutur-

duys IH-2 p.m.
In addition to the above

riicusurcs, the Museum has let go
some 17 slafTers, some of whose
salaries were paid by grants or who
were working for the museum purl-

limc as curatorial assistants. O

Bioclimatic solutions
Gil Gold fine

A R’CHlTliCTU RAL problems
related to energy (heat und light)

ure'dlic subject of a fascinating ex-

hibit titled "Diocliinnlic Architec-

ture.” organised by ENIiA, nn
Italian roof organization responsi-

ble fiir nuclear energy that also In-

vests funds io develop and promote
the understanding or energy
.problems. The'dcscriptlve panels In

this exhibit cover (he spectrum of

building from basic studies or sim-

ple igloos and Bcduln tenia, to

modern :uml futuristic hqrdwure

const ruction.

11 iocl i in ut ie architecture is

described as "the whole ensemble

or design solutions (hat will creute a

satisfactory level of comfort within

ii .'specific building." The viewer is

presented with didactic informa-

tion, charts. diagrams, photographs

and drawings I hut develop thematic

principles. The written material is

informative and presented in an

easily understood, succinl manner.-

Problems of nir temperature, wind.

,.'7i

Derek Stein: mtercolour portrait (Ella Gallery, Yemin Moshe).

humid ity and solnr radiation ure the

central factors around which works
by famous architects, city .planners,

environment ulfsls and futurists urc

discussed.

The range
. and type of construc-

tion is vast, covering projects from
American Indian rock dwellings at

Mesa Verde, Colorado, to (he

Renaissance Villa Madame in

Rome, Interspersed with works of

Kalin, Lc Corbusier, Alvar Aalto,

Wright and Buckminster Fuller.

Contemporary solutions utilizing a

great deal of glass and steel arc easi-

ly understood and accepted because

of one’s current environmental and

cultural conditioning. But interest is

generated here by the odd exam-
ples. One ease describes the Villas

or Caslo/v.n. a group 'of six hbtiscs

iwiu Vieetuu in Northern Italy,

where interiors urc ac.cilmiilized.by,.

natural drubs brought (d
.
ground'

level flooring via ducts that;

originate in "covoli," largo un-
derground hollows found In hills

behind (lie villas. Ralph Erskine’s

plans for a Subarctic City .harnesses

the problems of energy to man’s

psychological problems in extreme

(he B ccrshcba Art Centre and at the

Avni Institute, provides un enor-

mous contrast. Ofcr’s large,

geometrical drawings -cum-
puinlings nn smooth card are full of

brash energy but crude in technique

und colour, despite some conces-

sions to overpaying. Best is the

ccnlrul work with flat green
isometric forms painted on with

masking tape to give an almost coi-

lugc elTect. Orcr’s rigid black sculp-

tures also use form as line; und oc-

ensionully contrast the lumber-like

forms with soft entities. What Ofer

appears to lack in sophistication

and patience, he makes up for with

sheer force.

Also lit the sume venue is a large

display or woodcuts by Yaacov
Gitdor (b. Germany, 1948, here

since 1949) who .has studied at the

Bat Yam institute und with Ernst

Fuchs. There isn’t any trace of

Fueh’s Fantastic Reulism however.

Ciildor rather romanticises the

sadness of the human condition by
depicting the poesy of nudes with

birds, girls with playthings, or, by

geographic locutions. Or take the

Algerian (own of Ghurduia, situated

in a high altitude river bed on the

northern fringes of the Sahara
desert, where the temperatures
range from one degree in winter to

50 degrees in summertime, und
where the cVolvement of architcc-

thrill solutions by the local popula-

tion over the centuries ure simple

and effective.

“Riocliivmlic Architecture” is the

kind or exhibit one would like to sec

trimmed u hit, with models udded to

accompany the correlated learning

material, then sent to schools as an
educational package. Unfortunate-

ly, it wjll have limited nppeal to the

select few, mostly architects,

engineers .and energy buffs.

Presented together with the Italian

Cullurul institute, (his show is

worth seeing. (Bet Hnmehandcss,
Association of Engineers and
Architects, Dizcngoff, Corner
ArlosorofT).

HAVING- BEEN selected with a
kccii eye uiid a desire to create' a

. halanced show of singular paintings

and sculptures, “New Works” (by

guilerv: regulars) holds together ex-

,

t.remely well. It is a curious thing*

hut many qf the artists on . view,

When exhibited alone, do noi main-
taljtlu standard as well as they' do

Ehud Ofer: sculpture (Jerusalem

Artists House).

1
contrast, the sad and elderly seeking

company of sorts at the cafe or bar.

Some or the latter are moving; but I

liked best the less realistic treat-

ment of the almost carloon-like

couple of 24. All the prints are

hcuulifully mude. (Jerusalem Artists

House). Till Jan. 1 1.

SAMI BRISS (b. Rumania 1930,

came to Israel I960, settled in Paris

1973) is a skilled puinter of the sort

of decorative image made famous
here by Jean David. In fact Briss’s

work is part of a line that stretches

from Victor Bruuner to Horst Antes
(and ull or them have taken a leaf

from Picasso and Henry Moore).
Heuds combine with fish or birds;

themes ure formalised into poster-

like cyphers. Despite the pretty-

pretty charm of it all, Briss’s ability

to win a respectful smile lies in his

very great technical abilities and
pieusing surface texture und colour,

both on paper and firmer supports.

Most or these neur-miniulures are

impeccably brought ofT. (Dcbel
Gallery, Eln Karem). Till Jan. 14.

when represented by a single work
stationed alongside other single

pieces by (heir colleagues. Moshe
Gershuni, Gab! Klasmer, Ygal
Tumarkln und Raffl lavl “play”
together like a harmonious, sym-
biotic quartet, euch one sup-
porting the next. Nachum Tevet’s
linear open-face model for a larger
geometric installation is echoed in

Drora Domini’s solid, butcher block
totem. A prime, classic looking,
Moshe Kupferman hungs across
from an atypical Aviva Uri und a set
of smull serial drawings by Micha
Ullman. None of these are random
works. And this is not an ordinary
display of contemporary art. In
many respects the show indicates
the extension of one generation into
the next, emphasizing the fact that,
despite one’s acceptance, love or
.rejection of certain forms, Israeli art

. is houlthy, pluralistic and very
much alive. (Neomi Given Contem-
porary Art, 4 Natan Hachacham,
Tel Aviv). Till Jaq.$.

'

1 YORAty A.FEK Js probably one of
the lu?t environmentalists still- ac-
tively, working .(locally) on concep-
tual projects. His sculptural room-
sized .Installation combines" painted

.
twigs, tin floor.

; covering,..battered
and.painted Wpod^n planks with ap-
plied .glass: chunks; an unimai-flah

»at

losef Kapelyan: ”Horse and
Rider " (J'lem Artists House).
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Sami Briss: painting (Debel
Gallery, Eln Karem).

trap und u repetitive cornucopic
horn shape. The profile relief

decorating the gallery portal gives
one a clue that Afek might be deal-
ing with the subject of sacrifice and
myth. Guessing aside, the work is

mundane and a mirror image or the
recent nrl past. (Ascoli Gallery, 57
Frishmun, Tel Aviv). Till Jan. 19.

NEW EXPRESSIONISM often
spills over into the sculptural and as
it does the boundaries between
puinting*und dimensional art quick-
ly come tumbling down. Except for
Drora Domini whose elegant
wooden wall reliefs pass muster
ohcc again, this time bordering on
Archipenko’s cubism, the young ar-

t ists in this group show are joined by
a common denominator of ex-
perimental forms. Bilu Blich’s
colourful construction contains es- .

oterjc lines and shapely mannerisms
in contrast to Oren Tchechlo's mas-
sive steel-and-wooden floor imple-
ments, Ruth Katz’s altar piece,
drawn from red stripes arid green
velvet pillows is serene and subdued
compnred to the iconoclastic wish
mash of Michel Shamir’s mixed-
mediu. sculpto-painling. This is a
confused, and unrealized exhibit,
surprising at this gallery. (Ahad
Hu’um Gallery, 9QAhad Ha’am,Tel
.Aviv). Till Jan. 12. ; .

,
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The magic of Miro
Meir Ronnen

JOAN MIRO, the famous Catalan

artist who died this week aged 90,

was one of the most singular figures

in modern art. He was the only sur-

realist to successfully defy the

traditional devices of pictorial

representation and composition.

Miro’s singular world of slick-figure

images was an amazing marriage of

the unconscious und of reason, of

symbol and abstraction. At the

same time, his puinlings and
cerumics had all the joy of creation

of the huppy child at work with pots

of paint.

Miro was born in Barcelona in

1893 and studied there at the Ecole

des Beaux-Arts and ul the
Academic Gali. His first exhibited

pictures, shown in 1918, combined
Catalan folklore with a Fauvist ap-

proach. Even his early portraits

showed a highly developed colour-

sense. After several visits to Paris,

where he successively tried Cubism
and Duda, he fell in with the Sur-

realists and by 1924 had found his

own spiky, intensely personal style.

His symbols for men and
women, sometimes disembodied
and accompanied by stars and
planets, were painted on colourful

hut fairly flat backgrounds; they

seem to have emerged from u
strange but not altogether disturb-

ing dream. Yet Miro spurned all of

(he literary and superficial
representational devices worked to

death by the surrealists. Further,

there was nothing gloomy about his

oeuvre, although un occasional

work projected a certain menace.
For (he most part, Miro is pure joy.

MIRO FLED France for Spain during

the German invasion and remained
there till 1948. Mis "lute period"
was opened with his Constellations,

magical images of space, the earth
and the cosmos. In 1944 he begun

\ «#|ff
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Miro at work In his studio In the Fifties.
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i ^a,t "The C.owr’s Complaint," 1953.
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Composition, 1933.

his famous association with the pot-

ter Morans Artigas, creating both

sculptures and maruls in ceramic.

Two of his immense ceramic niuruls

arc at the UNESCO Buildina in

Paris, completed in 1958.

In the Fifties Miro also began his

great series of coloured etchings

and aquatints (his recent aquutints
’• have been selling in New York for

between SI 6,000 and $20,000) and

, in 1954 lie received the Grand Prix

j
for graphic art of the Venice Bicn-

nalc.

MIRO’S HIGHLY personal

mythology, sense of humour and

i sense of the magical was so unique

• that it deterred imitators. Probably

the major artist most influenced by

his pork was the late Alexander

; Calder. Miro was a world figure but

‘ not a leader of u world movement.

. When he said, “I am Miro; 1 have

invented nothing," he meant that he

-v had not invented a new ism. But, in

vi a sense, he had, like Kandinsky, in-

V: vented everything. He worked into

f his middle eighties, putting in "a

labourer’s eight-hour day, every

'

: day.” He himself was Influenced by

v, found objects, Melanesian masks,

Catalan primitives and Oaudi, He

often used long-handled brushes

• “writing” his images.

'U Miro was famous, honoured with

:J shows ull around the world; his
\

t',3 work can be found in nearly every

major museum. The Foundation

Joan Miro. opened in . 1975 in a

complex designed by Jose LuiS Sert

id and overlooking Barcelona, is both

a memorial museum and an art

centre But Miro’s true memorial is

his immense and delightful legacy of

thousands of inventive' paintings,-

:

prints and ceramics. No other artist

has given us so much fun.

TREj JERUM^K POSTWAflOTK

If you plan on partying on New Year's Eve, better

make it a long affair, say. to the end of April. A four-

month stupor will help 1984 pass more quickly.

1984, the year of doom, coincides with the

Hebrew year 5744. for which tha numerical

configuration is "Tashmad" (resembling the verb

lehashmid

\

to destroy.) Jewish mystics have been

as apprehensive about this year as George Orwell

has influenced us to be.

The REALLY superstitious should have a field-day

two weeks into the Gregorian year, on Friday the

13th of January. All these implications, combined

with the growing threat of global nuclear

confrontation, offer very little reason to venture

outside this year.

However, your friends and relatives abroad will still

want to know the news and developments from

here. Save them the risky trip to a newsstand —
THE JERUSALEM POST INTERNATIONAL
EDITION is delivered every week right to their

front door. All the good news (and the bad news, if

ever there is any) taken from the week's issues of

THE JERUSALEM POST. Order a gift

subscription for someone who'd like to keep an eye

on Israel and the Middle East, with THE
JERUSALEM POST INTERNATIONAL
EDITION.
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Plai

NAI

THE JERUSALEM

P.Q.B. 81. 91 000. JERUSALEM

5utKCupt«>ns can bo handed m al

Haotid. 2 Rahov Hahavatialat. Jarusalam

Jerusalem Posi 1 1 Carlebach St . Tel Aviv

Jerusalem Post 16 Rehov Mo«lau. Haifa

Plaase sand Tha Jaiusalam Post Inlernaliqnal Edition to:

ADDRESS

CITY.:
STATE ...ZIP

My cheque (or tsea rates balowJ is enclosed.

Pleas* sand a glh card to tlio recipient in my name.

Name

Address *

AIRMAIL. 6 Months

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 26 IgSUOS 52 ll

U-S.a:, U.K., Europe U8$2S USS'

\ Year

52 Isauea

US$44.95

Other countries / USS54.96

Payment can be made In Israel shekels at the rate ol

exchange, on the day of payment, plus 15% VAT.
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V i uc lueimtui
OF ISKAFL

—

A VISUAL HISTORY

The monumental television series is now an
extraordinary volume... Pillar of Fire is a drama of the
revival and liberation of an ancient nation that found
its youth in the land of its forefathers.

Pillar of Fire is a magnificent book that traces Zionist
history and Zionist thought in words and pictures;
with well over 1000 photographs of historical impor-
tance contained in 547 pages. Pillar of Fire is "the
most wonderful collection of photographs that has
ever been seen about the history of the Jewish Peo-
ple:.." ’ This history of Zionism... a book so magnifi-
cent that it is almost impossible to find adequate
superlatives for it." Pillar of Fire is published by
Shikmona Publishing Co. Ltd., and is available from
The Jerusalem Post.

PRICE: IS6150*
(* price valid unlll January 31. 18B4).

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem
91000.

Please send me Pillar of Flra; I enclose a cheque for

1861 50 (VAT and postage Included).
l

1

.Name

Address.

City .......

I
The Camerl Theatre

of Tel Aviv

Habiina
The N ationnl Theatre

QUAflTERMAlNE S TERMS
Sai.. p*c. 31: Sun.. Jfcn. 1

RUBBER MERCHANTS — Tzavlfl

Sun.. Jap t; Man.. Jan; -9. .

Final prfa.. Camari
Man. Jan .2: Tua.. Jan. 3

GOOD NIGHT.MOTHER -~T*
Sat. Jan.. 7:. Sun., Jan. '8

Tuo.. Jan. 10: Wed. Jan. 1

1

SANGER — Premiere

Sat., Deo. 31: Mon.. Deo. 2
Sun., Jan. 1 — almtiltaneouaitranalall

HAMLET— Premiere
'

• ’
• Sat.. Dec. 3 ) : Sim,. Jan. I

••

CAVIALE E LENTICHIS
Tub., Jnn. 3: Wod,. Jan; 4

’ PASSION PLAT — 8.46 p m.
. Tue.. Jan: 3; Wed-. Jan. 4’

IT IS NOW abundantly clear (h;it

Tushmad. under the present dispen-

sati'in in Israel, is turning oul as

catastrophic as even the most super-

stitions among us feared it would.

So I have decided to brave the

wrath i>f the obscurantists among
us. and to pin my hopes of better

limes nil the civil New Year that

hundreds of millions of people will

be celebrating tomorrow night. So I

wish a Happy New Year to us all.

Unfortunately, I see few
prospects of the Gregorian calendar

offering us uny more merriment

(hun Tashmad has brought us. The
year 1 984 is coming in with doom
and gloom. It requires great

strength of will to watch 4$ minutes

of news every night, and to listen to

the various commentaries, knowing
that we are to get nothing but mis-

ery piled on misery.
,

Our economic position is even

worse than it was when Tashmad
began, und it wus very bad indeed

then.

Night ufler night the news is full

uf reports about inflation gulloping

at a speed Ihut would leave Nijinsky

breathless. Rveryhody who is

anybody is either on a full strike or a

go-slow strike. Finance Minister

Yigal Cohen-Orgad has succeeded
in effecting certain cuts in govern-

ment spending — no more
proslhcses Tor the crippled, slashes

in education for the children, less

food for the pensioners, reducecd
health services for the sick. But
lavish waste on ideological non-
sense proceeds apace. Religious

fanatics have taken over, the

government or the land and are dic-

tating the Israeli way of lire. The
parliamentary system of govern-

ment bus collapsed.

OH DEAR, Oh dear, oh dear. Here
I was planning to write a very jolly

piece to cheer everyone up for the

New Year weekend, but my
typewriter has had a rush of blood
to the keys, and has got completely
oul of control, and has typed the

truth.

Maybe I should have the courage
not to look at the news or listen to

the commentators, and to turn to

Jordan Television, where, my spies

tell me, they take Christmas and
New Year with lots of sugar. But
there is a certain fascination In

watching the Israeli news, rather

like putting one's tongue on an
abscessed truth.

My heart bleeds for Cohen-
Orgad, whose stock soared so high

just two months ago, only to plum-
met like shares on the Israel Stock
Exchange. Not even Lucifer fell so
fnr and so fast. In October he was
hailed by the Likud as a knight in

shining armour, certain to slay all

the dragons and rescue the
beauteous maiden of economic
recovery. Now even the most
devout Likud supporters are dismiss-

ing him as a Don Quixote who can-

not even win a tilt against windmills.

Hamlet explained the speed ofhis
mother's marriage to his- uncle,

after the death of his father, as be-

ing uq economy move: "the funeral

baked meats did coldly furnish the
mnrrlnge tables." In Cohen-Orgad 's

ense, the reverse seems to be hap-
pening: scraps from the marriage
dishes are being used for the wake,
like an Israeli caterer carrying his

wares from party to parly.

STUDENTS of economics and
politics in Israel should consider do-:

ing their theses, with appropriate'

graphs, on the linkage between the:

Tate of inflation and,the decline} in.

prestige Of Likud' 'ministers of
finance: frohi Simha Ehrlich to

whal’s-his-name, to the forgotten'

man to Cohen-Orgad the chances of :

Out of

control
TELEREVIEW
Philip Gillon

survival diminish as rapidly as the

value of the shekel.

This week, Dan Raviv, con-
ducting one of his midnight forums,
said that Davi;i Knafo, Likud
secretary of the workers' committee
oT the Dead Sea Works, had
described Cohen-Orgad as "an
Alignment agent in the
government." Appearing on Raviv's

programme, Shalom Ubenish, the

Likud secretary or the Labour
council in no less a place than Beit

Shc’tm, the fortress of David Levy,

admitted that he hud said that Beil

Slic'an was u powder-keg that was
only waiting for a match, and that

the wriling was on the wall for all to

see.

When pressed to odmit that these

drunialic, if not exactly original

phrases meant that he was facing

the dilemma of having to choose
between his fellow-workers and his

party, Ubenish tried to escape
between the horns by saying that he
was not against the Likud, only
against Cohen-Orgad's policies. But
he did concede that, if the policies

were unchanged, he would abandon
the leaking canoe.

What the Likud want from poor
Cohen-Orgad I cannot conceive. It

seems to me that he is achieving the
dreum of. the Likud, of Herut before
(hat, of the Revisionists before the
state was created — real slashes in

workers’ wages, sufficient un-
employment to enforce labour dis-

cipline. Raviv quoted the minister
as saying that he is aiming at a cut of
7 per cent per month in real wages:
my impression Is that he is doing
even more; he is attaining at least 1

2

per cent.

FOR YEARS and years and years,
workers’ real earnings were
protected from inflation by
automatic linkage to the rise in the
cost-of living, so that all the govern-
ment gained by devaluing the cur-
rency was a couple of months
before the allowance made good the
theft from the pay packet. Now, by
inflating at the speed of a rocket go-
ing to the moon, Cohen-Orgad has
left the cost-of-living allowance
trailing behind him like an old-
fashioned biplane. Clever.

Like other conservative
economic thinkers, such as Presi-
dent Ronald Reagan and Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher, he has
also managed to pul a brake on the
waste of public funds on the crip-
pled, the aged, the sick, the young
and the workers, while boosting it

for ideological causes dear to his-

party’s heart.

There ha? been criticism of his
failure to cut the government
budget by IS8 billion because of op-
position inside the cabinet. But this

procrastination may pay olti at the
current ratt'af Inflatton, 1L8 billion
frill; be ft trifle in the very near
future. , ; !

'

SEVERAL
,
coAimentalors dealt'

with the riddle of Israel’s fury over
the .meeting between President

, M ubajrak and . Yasser!, Arafat; and

the mysterious shelling of Tripoli

hcforc this country stood
courteously aside and in effect said

to the PLO, "This way, if you
please, sir.”

Aluf (res.) A vigdor( Yanosh) Ben-
Giil promises to be a very valuable

addition to our list of commen-
tators. He is good-looking, pleasant,

well informed and articulate.

However, despite these admirable
qualities, he could not explain why
the cabinet was so upset or why we
first shelled Tripoli and then did

nothing.

Even more baffled was one of the
world's geniuses. Professor Edward
Lultwak, an expert on strategic

studies, who appeared on Ram
Evron's show. Luttwak told us that

he very nearly became one of ours,

as he expected some years ago to

head Tel Aviv University’s Centre
of Strategic Studies — but. at the

lust minute, the post went to Aluf
(res.) Aharon Yariv. So Luttwak has

had to console himself by advising

President Reagan and the Pen-
tagon, for some vast fee, but he said

he still loves Israel and spends a

great deal of lime here. And he en-
joys watching the passing parade on
Dizcngoff.

He dealt very lucidly with
something that has baffled many of

us — the significance of the
strategic accord with the U.S. Ac-
cording to Luttwak, this does not

nicun any kind of political agree-

ment on such issues as helping
Arafat get away, or supporting
Mubarak's talks with him, or ac-
cepting West Bank settlements: it

applies specifically to long-term
strategic goats.

In the light of Lutlwak’s area of
expertise, it was rather surprising

that Evron insisted on questioning
him about political matters, like

Israel's attitude^ to the Tripoli
evacuation and 'our fury with
Mubarak. The professor explained
very carefully that he knew no more
about this than any other layman,
Nevertheless, Evron pressed him to

deal with these matters.

But Luttwak could shed no light

on this. He said he would have
thought that the last thing Israel

wanted was a unified PLO com-
pletely under the thumb of Syria,

and that it was better for us to have
the PLO divided into fiercely
feuding factions.

WE SEEM to be having n run of
Kirk Douglas films, most or which
are extremely enjoyable. He is a
fine actor, and very versatile — he
con be a villain with a dimple in his

chin as- well as a hero with a dimple
in his chin.

This brings me to the curious dif-

ference between watching actors in

the cinema and watching them on
television. We go to the cinema free
from preconceptions, and prepared
to let the actor portray whatever
part comes his way. I remember
seeing Lewis Slone and Ramon
Novarro in The Prisoner of Zenda
and Scaramouche: in Zenda. Slone
was the hero, and Novarro the vil-

lain; in Scaramouche, they reversed
roles. This seemed to me the
greatest Thespian achievement
imaginable,

;

With television, the actors are
right there in our drawing-rooms,
sharing our lives. And we resent
very bitterly any inconsistencies,
changes of role, and reversals of
character, just as we object to such
behaviour in our nearest and
dearest. One great offender is J.R.
®f Dallas, who used to be the
astronaut in Jeannle: it took us a
long time to accept his descent from
outer space into the Avernus of Dal-
las, llrh&y have been easy for him,
but it was hard for us. P
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HV1R SINCE: Eve ale the fruit of

the tree of knowledge, (here have
been humans trying lo expand their

powers beyond what arc normally
considered man's natural limita-

tions.

Andrija Puhurieh seems to be
familiar with most of them. The
powers, and the people who ac-
quired them.
“They cull me the elder

statesman of the para-
psychologists," he told TheJerusalem .

Past in un interview this month,
“mainly because I've lived longer
than most uf them." Puharich, who
was in Jerusalem for Forecast 84, n

multidisciplinary conference on
prognostication which attracted
parapsychologists, astrologers, kub-
halists, palmists, healers and clair-

voyants from around the world, is

no stranger to Israel. He claims to

have discovered IJri Geller. Jt is

probably true to say that if it

weren't for Puhurieh, Geller would
still he un obscure nightclub enter-

tainer, unknown mitsidc the borders
of this country and dismissed by
many or his fellow countrymen as u
magician and n fraud.

At Wi, Puliiirich, who says he lias

no special powers of his own, scents

lo hiivc more than enough of the

conventional son of energy. With
twinkling blue eyes, u trim
moustache and u haircut that is dif-

ferent enough to he unconventional
hut not freuky, he speaks with dis-

arming reasonableness and humour
about flying saucers, messages from
outer space and winning wars by us-

ing tclcpulhy.

With the same good humour he
relates that his house bus been
burned down several limes and (hat

a number of secret services huve
tried to kill him. Asked who, he
laughs: "All of them, the CIA, the
British MI 5, the Mossad, etc.’*

BORN IN CHICAGO lo Yugosla-
vian parents, he was raised in what
he describes as a “tough
neighbourhood." When he com-
pleted high school, he wus all set lo

go out and work ns a labourer when
a judge who knew him and look an
interest in him persuaded him to go
u> university, where he studied
philosophy.

Because he didn't see how he
could support himself through
philosophy, he switched to
medicine. In addition Lo his MD, he
also has n PhD in physiology. At
some point towards the end or his

studies he begun lo take tin interest

in. telepathy and other paranormal
phenomena. Using u Faraday cage,
lie set up art experiment lo establish

thtif thoughts could be transmitted
lelcpalhicnlly, from mind to mind.
The next step was lo deter-

mine whether mind could influence
matter. If only he could rind
someone who could move u mutch
just u millimetre under glass, he told
hijnscir. Soon afterwards, he heard
-of. Ur! Geller and came to Israel (o
see .him.
r

! 8°l to. Tel Aviv and saw some
crazy kid in u nightclub, II was very
low level. Everybody was sitting
around smoking and drinking, and
he was doing his thing. B util got my
interest. Geller snapped a gold ring
iij someone’s clenched list, and I

sent the ring off to.my colleagues ut-
Stanford to hnve tha break cx-

• amined in a lab.
;

! • .... ••

“Thousands of people can’ bend
metal .today and slop and start
watches, but Uri wus the first," saVs

. Puharich.
, . )

i.
. ,

Puharich, who, extended, his: stity

. ;
in Israel fur almost,five months; says .

..-'jiis;visit was arranged by ‘an Israeli

e

:

j- intelligence officer, Wfien -Puharich-:

;>
::realbejj/thal; .Geller c^uld beof use.!';

mteliigencei he;
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spoke lo Aluf Eres.) Aharon Yariv,

then head of military intelligence,

about the Israeli wonder. Geller
was tested by the mlliLary
author it ics and, according lo
Puharich. correctly guessed the
number or Migs in the various Arab
air forces.

At the same lime, Puharich over-
came (idler's resistance to being
hypnotized. The reseurcher
reasoned that, under hypnosis, Gel-
ler would be able to reveal the
source of his powers — “the big

power in the sky," os Puharich calls

it in seini-jcsl.

THROUGH the hypnotized Geller,
Puharich started talking to whut he
is convinced is a power from outer
space. Among the messages was one
saying that (he Egyptians were plan-
nine to uttack Israel on December
27, 1971. The information was pass-

ed on to Israeli intelligence, says
Puharich: Israel let Egypt know It

wus aware of the plans and the at-

tack wus averted.

"Uri has worked with various in-

telligence agencies for the last 12 .

years, which is really funny because
everybody ip Israel thinks that Uri
GellCr is the biggest schmuck
alive," says Puharich.

Asked why, if Geller prevented war -

in 1971, he did not do so in 1973,
Puharich says that, in October 1973,
lie was in Germany with Geller
when the Inllcr got a messuge that
Egypt was going to attack. The
Israelis were informed; but this
lime, apparently, Israel had to go
through (he war, to leach a lesson Lo
the whole world. The lesson came,
he says, when the Arabs cut off their
oil supplies to the West.

Puhurieh adds that he has trained
many people lo work for military in-

telligence, using the same techni-
ques us he used with Geller under
hypnosis. In the U.S., as in the
Soviet Union, he remarks, psychics
arc used by the military. One psy-
chic warned President Ronald

;
Reagan that he would be shot
three days; before James Hinckley
tried lb Kill; him. . Despite!- the
stepped-up precautions, the 1

presi-
dent was shot, but not killed, just as
t lie psychic liadiprophesie'd,'
Puhurieh' says. '

: , ,

He inuinUEps, with h' goo'd-
huiiipured smile, , that he Is undtfv
Constant Surveillance. "I can’t.talk

Andrija Puharich claims to

communicate with

intelligences in outer space,

using a code based

on the Hebrew alphabet.

HAIM SHAPIRO reports.

on the phone because It is being tap-
ped by five different nations."

When he visits Israel, he says, the
police ajways find his name on their
“bluck list" and detain him until the
word comes from the authorities to
let im go.

"In Israel, of course, they would
never admit to using psychics,” he
says. “Too ipany religious fanatics
would object and other countries
could use such information."
The psychic powers, he says, can

bd used for “good or bad." It is pos-
sible to kill at a distance, lie says —
"the Soviets like that kind of thing."
There arc psychics who specialize in
stopping tanks. "Yoil don't have lo
stop the whole mass, it would take

. Tar loo much energy. All you have
to do Is move one little fuse."

In America, he says, the first
contact with military intelligence
came when he wus doing tests with
Geller nt the Stanford Research In-
stitute. A military computer on a
different floor of (he.same building
begun Ip go hnywire and the intel-
ligence people came down to- find
oiit the source of the trouble. Short*,
ly nfter>yards,_he says, the US. in-
telligence; services began to work on
psychic phenomena, while ut the
same lime conducting a public cam-
paign to discredit it.

. The .climax- of the, campaign was a
large spread in Time magazine "ex-
posing Uri Geller as.a charlatan"
Now; Pdharich says; the: intelligence
establlshpient .iii Aiperica has done
an about-turn, and treats ,the psy-

chics seriously, in public as well as
in private. Once again, he says.

Time has been called into action,
this time to support their claims.

But it is doubtful whether any
paper not devoted to psychic sub-
jects would lake seriously
Puharich’s account of his first en-
counter with life from outer space.

BEFORE describing the encounter,
perhaps one ought to recall that
Aldous Huxley was so impressed by
Puharich’s first book,. The Sacred
Mushroom, that he called him “one
of Ihe most brilliant minds of para-
psychology."

Colin (The Outsider

)

Wilson
writes (in Mysteries ) that
"Puharich’s chief contribution to
parapsychology can be found in his
book...flmwrf Telepathy (1962), a
balanced ncount of experiments in
telepathy conducted by well-known
psychics.like Peter Hurkos and Eil-
leen Garrett. It Is also an attempt to
create a 'physics’ of paranormal ex-
perience based on ‘psi plasma'...
Puharich suggests that we become
good telepathic senders when we
arc in stules of singer, fear and ag-
gression, and good receivers when
wc are in states of relaxation and
serenity...The theory caused con-
siderable discussion, and Bevond
Telepathy quickly became a classic
in its field."

But when Puharich met Geller his
credibility received a tremendous
battering. This is how Wilson
describes it: "If Beyond Telepathy
buttressed Puharich’s reputation,
his next book came close to destroy-
ing it. It was called Uri: A Journal of
the Mystery ofUri Geller (1974). This
is a straightforward narrative of
Puhurieh ’s three-year investigation
of Geller; yet it ends by producing
total confusion and bewilderment.,.
Puharich’s meeting with Geller...

occurred in a Jaffa discotheque in

August 1971. Geller’s Teals of
telepathy and precognition impress-
ed Puharich;’ and if the bqok.was
restricted: to describing these. feats,

vil wqUld undoubtedly impress most
open-minded •’ readers. B ut at this
point... ’extra-terrestrials’ ... enter
the story, .and it turns into a chroni-
cle of marvels and improbabilities.
Placed id a trance, Geller described

-

(

how, & the age of three, he had Tail-

ed asleep- iri a garden opposite his

home,,yhd awa^ned to see a huge

shining figure standing over him and
a bright, bowl-shaped object
floating in the sky overhead. And
while Geller was still hypnotized, a
mechanical voice began lo speak
from the air above his head, ex-
plaining that ‘they’ (the ‘space intel-

ligences') had found Geller in the
garden, and had been ‘program-
ming’ him ever since. Puharich, the

voice said, had been programmed to

take care of Uri.”

A ‘‘relentless succession of
miracles" fills the rest of the book.
“Objects are always disappearing
and then reappearing. UFOs are

sighted. The car engine stops and
starts again Tor no reason.
Puharich’s camera bag is

miraculously ‘teleported* three
thousands miles from New York to

Tel Aviv...|Ail this] leaves the-

reader bewildered and exhausted
and curiosity finally turns to a kind
of punch drunk indifference."

NOW FOR Puharich’s description
of his first encounter with a UFO.
Sitting in his Hilton Hotel room in

Jerusalem, Puharich recalls that he
was with Geller in Tel Aviv in the
early ’70s when the latter suddenly
[old him that they must get into a
car and drive around. Geller in-

sisted that Puhnrich drive, although
the Amcricun hnd no knowledge of
the area.

They drove at random for about
half an hour. Then, says Puharich,
they came to “a sand embankment
in East Tel Aviv" and Geller
ordered* him lo slop. They climbed
the embankment and saw a round,
saucer-like object with something
resembling a strobe light. Geller
entered the object while Puharich
wuiled outside and photographed it.

When Geller emerged, he look
Puharich’s camera and held it for

n while and the film vanished. The
rest, as the saying goes, is history,
recorded in the annals of the
Society for Psychic Research.

Puharich believes he has now
perfected a system of com-
municating regularly with intel-

ligences from outer space. He goes
to sleep and leaves on a tape
recorder, and when he wakes he
finds a mechanical voice has been
recorded.

Other communications come
through his watch, which starts and
stops for no apparent reason. By
noting down the times at which it

stops and starts, and using a code
based on the- Hebrew alphabet,
Puharich gets his "messages.” He
tejls me he had prior warning of the
floods and droughts that have
recently been plaguing the planet.
This phase will end in 1984, ap-
parently, and will be followed by
something worse — sporadic freez-
ing spells of two or three days.
"Somebody is screwing around

with the planet," he says, explaining
that he means extra-terrestrials.

IN OREffeR to check his and other
people's prophecies in a methodical

r manner, he has suggested setting

up an Institute for Prophecy In

.Jerusalem, where people can send
in their predictions up lo.a year in

udvahee^

“We’ll set aside those who are
1 wrong and concentrate on those
who are right," he says.

He appears amused at being told

of the Jewish saying that since the
" destruction of the Temple, the gift

of prophecy has been given To fools

and babes.

"I . think we have entered a new
age 5f prophecy," he counters. "It

began in 1947. That was when flying
saucers were first reported in large,

numbers, that whs when the UN'
Voted' to partjtion Pale$tine, and
that-. was when Uri Geller was

;
born." .

THE FAILURE of the recent effort

to form a national unity government

resulted, in some measure, from

contrasting perceptions of the .West

Bank. While the Likud and its

partners see Judea, Samaria and

Gaza primarily in terms of territory,

the Labour Alignment see a large

and hostile population. For the

Likud, the territories provide

security and historic lands for settle-

ment, while for Labour, the Arab
population is a threat to Jewish

sovereignty and Israeli democracy.

Neither perception is wrong,
though each is incomplete.
Together, they create a dilemma.

This dilemma was highlighted by

the Camp David accords and the

autonomy which they promised.

This autonomy was to provide suf-

ficient political independence to

satisfy the local Arab population,

but not so much as to threaten

Israeli security.

LIKE ALCHEMISTS seeking to

turn lead into gold, or geometers at-

tempting to square the circle, many
politicians and academics are

searching for a formula to separate

control of territory from control

over inhabitants. This search oc-

cupies the contributors to Governing

Peoples and Territories, a collection

of papers and responses presented

at a conference held by the

Jerusalem institute Tor Federal

Studies. Many of the articles focus

on the types of federal or quasi-

federal arrangements which exist in

the world and which might provide

a model for the future relationship

between Israel and the West Bank.

As Professor Daniel Elnzar, the

editor and chairman of the

Jerusalem Institute, notes in his in-

troduction, over 100 examples of

autonomy and self-rule cun be

found in the world. In each, power
is divided among various levels of

government. However, in many
cases, such as the European
Economic tommunily (the Com-
mon Market), the delegation of

sovereignty is minimal, and the

anulogy with the nature of the

relationship between Israel and the

West Bank is very far-fetched.

In those cases which seem more
like the West Bank, arrangements

are unstable and conflicts frequent.

A number of urliclcs deal with these

often violent conflicts and with the

problems of irredentism in par-

ticular. The histories of modern
Greece und the Balkans provide

particularly useful examples for

analysis. In one of the best articles,

Myron Weiner explores this history,

noting that, like the Middle East,

THE H ASKA LA, or Jewish
Enlightenment, is an example par

excellence of a period of intense ac-

tivity. The dispersed Jewish spirit

regrouped itself to revive a language
which had not been a vernacular
since the period of the Babylonian
exile.

Morris Neiman chronicles these

hundred years which have at-

tracted the attention of many
scholars, He begins in 1784, when
Ha-Me’Assef (The Gatherer) was
first published. Some scholars,
however, believe that this
periodical, which included book
reviews, was first published a year
earlier. There is another reason why
1.783 would have made a better

starting point for Neiman. For it

marked the publication of Moses
Mendelssohn’s Jerusalem and also

! his translations of the Pentateuch
arid the Psalms. HiB Jerusalem as-

serted the right of Jews to freedom
’. of conscience and equality before

: ,

the law,.

The anonynous writer of the
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’'The Impossible Takes a Little Longer: A History of Israel in Political

Cartoons.
” bv Noah Bee (Bloch. SI 1.95) covers the ten tumultuous years

from the Yom Kippur War to Operation Peace for Galilee. The cartoons

were syndicated in the U.S. and Canada by the Jewish Telegraph Agency.

West Bank dilemma
GOVERNING PEOPLES AND
TERRITORIES, edited by Daniel

Elazar. Philadelphia, Institute for

the Study or Human Issues. 350 pp.

No price stated.

PLURALISM AND POLITICAL
GEOGRAPHY: People, Territory,

and State edited by Nurit Kliot and

Stanley Waterman. London, Croom
Helm, 323 pp. £17.95.

Gerald Steinberg

the stales in these regions were

formed as the Ottoman Empire

declined. The boundaries that were

drawn left individual ethnic groups

divided. In addition, each state

could point to some period of

history in which its ancestors ruled

much, ir not all, of the region. In

other words, irredenlism and

violence were the norms; and any

independent Palestinian entity can

be expected lo behave similarly.

ON THE OTHER hand, Francine

Friedman and Fabio Lorenzoni

note that Italy and posl-War

Yugoslavia have successfully

developed political structures to ac-

comodate ethnic, religious and

pnlticiul differences. Perhaps

something could be learned from

these examples which would be ap-

plicable to the search for a formula

Tor the West Bank. Alas, upon

closer examination, the factors

which were responsible for the low

level of conflict in Yugoslavia and

Italy are absent in the case of the

West Bank. The linguistic

minorities which enjoy some form

of autonomy in Italy constitute only

one per cent or the total population

— hardly the demographic threat

that West Bank Arabs present.

In contrast, modern Yugoslavia,

as the descendant of Serbia, in-

cludes large numbers of rival ethnic

groups, which do pressent a threat

lo national integrity. As is pointed

out, however, since the Second

World War, outside powers have

refrained from involvement in inter-

nal Yugoslav disputes. While con-

flict continues, no individual group

is able to gain external support for

its activities. (Since Tito’s death,

however, the Soviet Union has

become more interested in

“destabilizing" Yugoslavia; and

Albanian irredenlism has increased.

This has led lo increased conflict

and even violence in the Kosovo

province, which includes large

numbers of Moslem ethnic

Albanians.) If the local external

powers, such ns Syria and Egypt, as

well as the Great Powers, were to

lose interest in the future of Israel

and the West Bank, then the

Yugoslavian model would be of

greut interest.

FROM THIS theoretical and com-

parative base, the discussion moves

to “Realities." The contributors to

this section include Raphael Vardi,

former Military Commander of

Sarcastic midwives

A CENTURY OF MODERN
HEBREW LITERARY CRI-

TICISM, 1784-1884 , bv Morris

Neiman. Klav, New York. 247 pp.

$20.00.

V. Elisabeth Timmons

“News Concerning New Books"

section of Ha-Me’assefattempted to

analyze and discuss aesthetics and

critical theory. Although he was in-

fluenced by Lessing and by Herder,

at times In what he wrote he was

more in the nature of a publicist.

Neimaii, however, discusses some

of the broader aims of the German

Haskala: “The brotherhood of man,

the acquisition- of secular

-knowledge and the ever-growing

aesthetic approach to the Hebrew

language." A hallmark of the early

Berlin Haskala was Us insistence on

Biblical Hebrew, preferably without

Aramaisms. Many articles criticized

the incorporation of foreign words

into Hebrew and savagely. attacked

poor grammar or style. Raphael

Cohen's Marpe Lashon (A Soothing

Tongue), for instance,was censured

by Shaul Berlin for its

repetitiveness, poor organization

and plagiarisms.

IT IS clear that all Hebrew literary

' criticism before Abramowllz and

Paperna was of an extremely

rudimentary nature. However, the

foundations had been laid for a more

developed criticism. At the beginn-

ing of the 1

9

th . century, Haskala

writers began to emerge in Galicia,

Poland and finally Russia. A

Judea and Samaria, a number of

Israeli academics, and Emile A.
Nukhleh, a Palestinian academic
from the American Enterprise In-

stitute, in Washington. While the

presence of Israelis and Palestinians

on the same panel is noteworthy in

ilseir, the presentations arc disap-

pointing.

Vardi's review of Israeli ad-

ministration in the territories pre-

sents n very benign picture of lull

autonomy for the population, ex-

cept in areas which arc linked to

Israeli security. Conflicts over land

use and the growth of Jewish settle-

ments, particularly in populated

areas, are entirely ignored. In a

microscosmic imitation of the

broader conflict, Nakhleh fails to

acknowledge the legitimate Israeli

security concerns in the West Bank
and the problem of irredentism. For

him, the Israeli presence is entirely

oppressive. "The ubiquity and per-

vasiveness of military occupation

are evident to nil strata of the pop-
ulation". Or particular importance

has been the expropriation of lands.

Nukhleh concludes that only a

sovereign state will satisfy Palesti-

nian demands, although there is a

realization (hat some less-than-

sovercign political entity must arise

as a transitional step. In addition,

Nakhleh ’s work is academically

weak. The interviews on which he

buses his conclusions do not con-

stitute a proper sample, und the

questions appear formulated to

elicit particular answers. Instead of

being confronted with a theoretical

choice between sovereignty and oc-

cupation, Nnkhleh’s sources might

huve been asked to choose
realistically between limited

autonomy and federation, or con-

tinued occupation. Under these cir-

cumstances, autonomy may seem
more attractive.

Among the Israeli academics,

Shmuel Sandler, of Bar-Ilan Univer-

sity, introduces a novel perspective.

He proposes that irredentist conflict

occurs under the combined in-

fluence of an intolerable irritation

und an irresistible temptation to at-

tack. Withdrawal from the ter-

ritories will lower the irritation but

raise the temptation. In theory,

there should be an equilibrium

point, where enough territory is

abandoned to lower irritation, but

enough kept to prevent temptation.

To be useful, this theory must be

developed further and its validity

tested against historical cases.

THE ROLE or land and settlements

is central to the analysis of political

geographers, as is evident in

Hebrew novel, Ahavat Siyyon (The

Love of Zion) was published in

Lithuania. Its author, Abraham
Mapu, was criticized by S.D. Luz-

zatto. To write a novel, he argued,

was lo indulge In lies and to des-

cend to an unreal world.

Luzzatto was not the only critic to

react sharply to the emergence of a

new literary form in Hebrew.
“Others refuted the argument that

the Hebrew novel would enrich the

language with new vocabulary.

Hebrew, they said, has no need for

new words. Who would use them?

The Hebrew language was destined

to express only ideas, not lo deal

with everyday matters, and for this

purpose there is an ample
vocabulary."

IN THE 1860s, fiiere was a Russian

Hebrew group of
' "positivists"

headed by Abramovitz, Kovner and

Paperna. They maintained a sar-

castic tone. For example, ir an arti-

cle was published with 1 the title

“The
;

Voice of the Lion," then the

THE JERUSALEM POM MAQAWNE

Pluralism and Political Geography.

Muny of the contributors are busy

rediscovering much of political

science, hut some of the papers are

of interest, particularly with respect

Lo Israel's West Bank dilemma. In

theoretical discussions and case

studies, the influence of geographic

properties — such as boundaries,

spatial growth and expansion, and

physical dimensions — on conflict

arc exumined.
One of the most interesting exam-

ples of thitf approuch is presented by

Arnon Soffer, from the University of

Haifa. His analysis of Jewish-Arab
interaction in Galilee notes the con-

tradictory geo-political roles which

have their effect on politics. This

Arab community constitutes a ma-

jority in the hills and the “Little

Triangle," and a distinct minority in

the stale of Israel. However, it is

part of a vast majority in the Middle

East. Thus, there is pressure lo act

simultaneously as a majority and

minority, and this leads lo inconsis-

tent political behaviour. At Ihe

same time, however, increased con-

tact with the large Arab population

in the West Brink, which followed

the 1967 war, has lowered the

salience of the minority status, and

Israeli Arabs hnve become more as-

sertive.

THE ANALYSES of other

countries and regions provide little

hope for solving Israel’s West Bank

dilemma. The city or Belfast, in

Northern Ireland, is a tragic example

of human folly, and the inability to

solve historic ethnic conflict. Irish

Catholics, like Israeli Arabs, are

caught in the minority- majority

contradiction. The history of

Bcifust, in which neighbourhoods

are divided between Protestants and

Catholics, demonstrates that the

theory that common language, com-

munication and daily contact can

bring tolerance and peace is merely

wishful thinking.

The overwhelming impression

from both volumes is that Israel’s

West Bank dilemma will not be

solved easily. Neither federalists nor

political geographers appear able to

provide a magic formula or

philosopher's stone that will allow

. for a painless resolution. There is no

way to guarantee a particular

regime or government following

withdrawal. However, to maintain

the stnlus quo will increase the

political weight of the large Arab

community. A choice must be made

between the risks of. continued

occupation und of at least a partial

withdrawal as suggested in the Al-

ien plan. O

counterblast would be called “The

Voice of the Fool."

Neiman devotes more than half

his book lo this group. They did a

great deal of work defining genres;

they distinguished “idealist” from

"realist” poets; und they demonstrated

an increased sensitivity to language

and style. Their “cultural-historic'’

perspective allowed them a much
more balanced view of literature.

The concluding chapter is short

on information bill includes two im-

portant writers, Smolenskin and

Gordon, and discusses the new
preoccupation with literature rather

than, the philosophic and the didac-

tic.

This much -needed book gives

useful summaries of the important

writers in a period or rapid change

for the Hebrew language. Each age

has its particular .demands, and

Neiman has described the responses

of these critics to them. To
paraphrase T.S. Eliot, t)iey

responded as well as human frailty

allowed. ^
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IN 1*1 77 .in American TV company
invited faiiics A. Michener to visit

•iiiv exotic place i»f his choice.
Michener chose Poland because he
was l'a%cin,itcd by its geography and
ils ideological predicament.

In the following five years, he
visited Poland eight limes. He
studied Us customs and history with
his usual thoroughness, and planned
his novel from a low-flying
helicopter hovering over this mostly
flat, agricultural land. He was
fascinated hy I he castles, and by the
museums with their relies of the
Polish past. He visited churches,
schools, and industrial /ones also,

and seems to have fallen in love
with Cracow and Warsaw.

Michener had long conversations
«ith Karol Wojlylu, who is loduy
John Paid II. Ik met the late Car-
dinal Wwynski and his successor.
Cardinal (Hemp. He visited Maj-
danek and other reminders of the
N.i/t past. During his travels, his
Polish hosts indicated to him (he
ever-preset] l, though well-hidden,
Soviet armoured columns that were
carefully monitoring (he activities
of their ally.

hfichencr engaged u stuff of
Polish historians mid translators to
help him in Ins work. He then began
to construct a narrative based on
the history of a single, well-chosen,
characteristic locality. This was u
literary method he had employed
successfully in the past, l or this
new Polish novel, he invented the
village of R ukuwo, where Buk the
simple farmer confronts Bukowski,
the man of power, today the
representative or the Communist
Polish government. The encounter
of these two types recurs in succes-
sive generations.

THU NOVEL is extremely wcll-
writien, Michencr handles the
romantic elements with his
customary flair and attention to
detail. The preparation of meats in
the I6lh century is worth the price
of a cookbook. The characters arc
very much alive, and their situations
rccull those of the classical Polish
historians.

The novel begins with the
devastating 1 3th century Tatar inva-
sion, and unwinds to include the
battle of (ininwald, where the Poles
defeated their Teutonic oppressors
in 1410, the Swedish invasion of
1655, and the splendid victory at
Vienna in 1683.

THIS BOOK is a soberly written at-
tempt to discuss the Lebanese
predicament during the last couple
of decades. The author does not
seek overly lo moralize, as so many
writers on Middle Eastern topics
do, but he is not afraid to criticize
those whom he. sees as responsible

:
for the present situation. ^
.Pjlflqur sees Lebanon's

problems as having their foundation
in the very nature or the state,
whose independent existence Is

..
toffjcly the result of the imperialist
ambitions of western countries, par-
ticularly France, in the Middle Oast.
Lebanon's borders are seen as ar-

,
liflciaily created by the French in

:
ordcr tp give iheir protdgfa, the

* Miirom^o Christians, more territory
do control than their numbers and

.
regional significance entitled them

. to. Her nature as a result haa beeft
one of mixture and variety, gnd,

. perhaps inevitably, pf intermittent
•• P^lfiershlp between factions whose
most comfortable. relatiphsTUps
Mve always. becn

;
those of hostility.'

jtivd ,wniVomuUqn. -..c'
m

(
.

;

\

'

; ^Mnitnw'e; politics are analysed -by

- j
a* essentially nPo-

;
•'•Woiiort, -nod tending' towards a

lhe za'tW'

"Chambers of Delight" hy Lucinda Lampion {Gordon Fraser, no price
stated) is the inevitable sequel to her best-selling "Temples of Con-
venience, " an enjoyable and lavishlyphotographed history of the lavatory.

T/iix rime she deals with the pat-de-chamhre. from its invention hy the

Sybarites to modern times. Over SO illustrations arc accompanied in- on
anthoiagv that includes Athvnaeus, Swift, Smollett ami Dryden. A.R.

Book of Bukowo
POLAND by James A. Michener.
I.ondo ii. Seeker und Warburg. 556
pp. No price slated.

Alexander Zvielli

Michener has a section on the
downfall of the Polish monarchy,
another on the restoration of the
republic und on the Battle of the
Vislulu in 1920 which saved Europe
from the Soviet invasion. The open-
ing and closing chapters are about
Poland in 1981, and the birth of
Solidarity which prompts Buk, the
eternal farmer, to demand his own
farmers' union. Again he is opposed
by Bukowski, who is now the Polish
Minjsler of Agriculture (whose
policy is decided in Moscow). There
cun be little doubt that Michener
has succeeded in his masterful
presentation of the Polish past, at
least for English readers.

HOWEVER, while no one would

deny Michener his expository gift,

he might he expected to exercise a
more meaningful choice of subjects,

und to provide a more appropriate
viewpoint, in an historical novel of
such scope.

For why should he describe the
fateful defeat by Jan Sobicski of the
Turkish^ Kara Mustafa at Vienna in

1683, without discussing the conse-
quence of this brilliant victory? For
Sobicski und his hussars, at the
Pope’s request, relieved Europe and
Christianity of the Turkish yoke but

. in doing so disturbed the balance of
power in Europe. The victory
resulted in an enormous strengthen-
ing of Poland's neighbours —
Austria, Prussia and Russia, who
finally ubsorbed their benefactor.
A selfish aristocracy, powerful

magnates, frivolous intrigues, crude
materialism, self-righteous rhetoric,
the self-aggrandizement or politi-

cians, destroyed Poland. Ils ruling
class controlled the king, main-
Inined the right of an individual to

Doorstep Ulster
LEBANON, THE FRACTURED
COUNTRY by Duvid Gilmour. Ox-
ford, Martin Robertson. 229 pp.
£9.95.

David Wasserstein

allying themselves today with the
enemies of yesterday in the un-
ending struggle for power and
profit. One feature, amid the cor-
ruption, the private armies and the
rest, remains fairly constant: the
Christians' determination as a group
to retain the upper hand In the
country even when they no longer
had a majority there.

NOT SURPRISINGLY, such' a
system, has not always worked mil.

<
The blame for this' is, placed, not at

i?®,
1 “°9.r

:<" Palestinians, whom
Gilmour secs as 'essentially' a
catalyst; |n (he development of the
cycle or violence in Lebanon, hior at
tpc door of. tho Syrians, whom he
secs us, suffering from “perfectly
•valid fears'- of war wjfh a

"pathologically anti-Arab Israel."
Rather, the main villains of the
piece in this analysis remain the
fashionable ones, of the moment,
Israel mid the Lebanese Christians.

;

Israel, with her constant in-
terference in a neighbouring
country (evon before the invasions

' of 1978 and 1982), and the damage
which her actions did to the south,

.
and to the rest of the country, her

,
support Tor the Christians, and her
fanning

1

or quarrels between dif-
ferent Lebanese factions, is respon-
sible, in Gilmour's view, for a good
deal of the trouble.

But the Lebanese Christians are
still more .responsible. They stub-
bornly refuse to admit what is so ob-
vious to Gihnoiir, that they are ac-

: family, Arabs (although Gilmour at-
. tributes tp them an “Aramaic"
origin),

: and that their country is

.pan or the ‘’distinct historical,
cultura I and geographical

. entity"
tpat is Greater Syria. They are un.

.... willing tb lose ,t}ie privileged posL
.
tiori they h^vp. enjoyed for so long;

obstruct the will of a community, lo

conspire against authority and vilify

his opponents. In this connection,
Michener has little to add lo what is

already known. But he fails almost
entirely to describe the real forces
which held [he Poles together for

over a century or foreign occupa-
tion.

FOR IT wasn't the Polish kings, or
the French-speaking aristocracy liv-

ing abroad, und their retainers, who
moulded the character of the Polish
nulion. Nor was it the oppressed
peasantry, living at a bare sub-
sistence level, or even the clergy in

this predominantly Calholic land.

By the end of the 18th century, the
Poland that Michener so admired
had vanished forever. Il was
replaced by a new Poland. A small
group of Polish intellectuals, writers
and social reformers living in cities

kept the Polish flame ulive. They in-

eluded such great poets as
Mickiwic/. and Slowacki. And the
three uprisings of 1830, 1848, 1863
eventually moulded the Polish
character. Michener does not deal
adequately with this period. And he
over-simplifies the role of Tadeusz
Kosdus/.ko, the general who con-
tributed so much to American in-

dependence, und who was one of
[lie initiators of [he Polish social

revolution.

MOREOVER, Michener seems to
have been unaware that Berek
Yosdewioz and his Jewish legion
1 ought in Kosciuszko’s army.
(Adam Miekiwicz had ialer com-
pared Poland to ancient Judea, and
worked for the creation of a Jewish
force which would help to establish
Palish independence.) Jews and
their millennium-long contribution
lo Polish history seem enlirely ub-
senl from Michener's novel. They
did more than lend money or make
music. They loo worked for Polish
freedom, and in the epoch which

* Michener almost enlirely ignores.
Michener fails to mention King

Kazimir the Great, who never
fought great wars, but found a
Poland of wood and bequeathed a
Poland of brick, according to the
popular saying. Kazimir understood
thul the Jewish settlements in Polish
cities prevented a fresh influx of
German craftsmen. He granted
them more privileges for he under-
stood their importance for com-
merce. Jewish merchants conveyed

to be swallowed up in that
neighbouring slate, enlarged now to
its natural frontiers. Why, there are
even some unnatural people among
these Christians who “liked to pre-
tend that they were not Arabs.”

WITH A few obvious name-
changes, but liule else, this is the
sort of urgument that can be, and
often is, made for the unification of
the British province of Ulster with
the Republic of Ireland. It is the
sentimental and unthinking argu-
ment or those who think that unity
equals uniformity, and Jhat il must
be good to have the latter foisted on
you, especially if you happen not to
want it. It is not of very much help
in understanding, or- proposing
realistic explanations

t
for, such

problems as those of Lebanon (or,
[or that., matter,: pf northern
Ireland);

The book does contain,
.
nevertheless', some '

useful under-
standing of the Lebanese situation.
It is argued, for example,; that the
confessional system of the country’s
National Pact built confessional dif-
ferences into .the structure as a per-

.
manent. .feature of the' country's
political , life. The /result: was. to

their wares on the Vistula lo the
port of Gdansk, at the lime when
Poles themselves largely ignored
their only outlet to the seu.

At this point 1 will allow myself a
reminiscence. The legendary Count
Poniutowski hid in the village
owned by my family when he was
pursued by the Russians, and this
episode is recorded in Polish
literature. My great-grandfather
would jokingly observe that since
that time blue eyes and blond hair
have been a recurring family
characteristic. The same great-
grandfather Taught in the Polish up-
rising oT 1863, and was exiled to
Siberia. All his possessions were
confiscated, and he never returned
from exile when Poland regained its

independence. He lost all his
forests: this whs not the treatment
afforded his Polish gentile com-
rades.

This little episode illustrates that
Polish anti-Semitism was not just
imported from abroad. Il was a
weapon employed by a new gencru-
lion or liberated Polish merchants,
officials and academics who, with
the encouragement of u semi-fascist

government, look advantage of
their Jewish compatriots. The
Polish republic which rose from the
ashes in 1917 was soon taken over
hy those who hud exercised power
before, and who quickly forgot their
past mistakes. It was a grave disap-
pointment for all the minorities —
Ukrainians, Byelorussians, Jews,
Lithuanians and others. And il was
one of the reasons why lhe republic
perished so quickly.

Michener’s gravest mistake is his
hclicf that it is the farmers who will

determine the country's future. It is

true that they arc a strong stabiliz-

ing element, but again it will be the
urban intelligentsia and students —
the core of Solidarity — who will
provide the base of u national move-
ment struggling for civic freedom.

POLAND’S grave crisis is not en-
tirely due lo ils domination by its

Russian neighbour. The entire na-
tion is in a state of disillusionment
and uputhy, and finds refuge in

prayer. Michener, with his sharp
eye, should have observed that
representatives or the liny remnant
of Polish Jews arc among the
leaders of KOR, the Sociul Self-
Defence Committee fighting for the
rights of workers and the intelligent-
sia to organize themselves.

solidify divisions rather than to
weaken them, and to make the final
collapse more rather than less likely
an outcome.
This is a welcome point to make,

but it is then all the more disap-
pointing, after the realization of il,

to come upon a statement like
“Thus the leader of an Arab
country not only supported foreign
aggression against another Arab
country but wished it had gone
further." Apart from the question-
begging implicit in the use of the
term "Arab" in connection with
Lebanon, this statement does not
suggest an incisive analysis of real
political situations. It is true, as
Gilmour points out, that the Chris-
tians were forced by the Syrians to
slate in one document that Lebanon
was, among other things, an “Arab"
country, but, as he points out as
well, they did not like doing so. He
might well have considered the pos-
sibility that the reason for their un-
willingness was the desire to avoid
the facile sort of analysis which
Gilmour himself brings tp bear on
the vexed question of the ethnic
identity of poh-Moslem Arabic-
speaking inhabitants of the Middle
East,

THERE IS something very wrong

uhout this book on Kissinger’s ser-

vice in the first Nixon Administra-

tion as National Security Advisor. .

Here we have a renowned jour-

nalist. Seymour Hcrsh. who made
his reputation by revealing the truth

about My Lni nnd some of the

CIA’s misdeeds — a "truth seeker"

— using biased sources of informa-

tion or various kinds to achieve one

goal: crucifying Henry.

I am no admirer of Kissinger as a

human being, and think Lhe late

Nahum Goldmann hit the nail on

the head when he said “Kissinger is

a brilliant man but his brilliance is

overshadowed by his bad
character." Yet Kissinger’s striving

for power is no crime (show me one

man or woman in politics who does

not seek power!) while his success

in gaining and wielding it may be
considered as proof that he had
mastered the art of survivul in the

far from savoury Nixon Ad-
ministration. If he hadn't, he would

have gone down in history as little

more than another brilliant Jewish
political science professor.

II is known that Kissinger is a

double dealer. I personally en-

countered this trait of his when I

worked with the late Yigul Allon.

Face to face, Kissinger flattered

Yigal, and hud many nice things lo

say about him. in public after his

death. Yet, on other occasions,

persons, who were not necessarily

intimate friends of Kissinger's heard

him sing a different tune.

However, none of this justifies

crucifixion, especially since it could

lead to canonization, and Kissinger

is certainly not deserving of that. I

am sure that a serious, unbiased

biography of Kissinger would pre-

sent him neither as a saint nor a

devil, hut rather as a brilliant and
ruthless num who knew how to

manipulate the system, and through

haekstuirs diplomacy secured many
important international agreements
which could never have been ar-

rived at in conditions of open
diplomacy.

IT coin.D BE ARGUED that the

Vietnam peace agreement was all

wrong, or could have been achieved

'dr- ;.!!

** ei»’~ •••»

The work of the young Israeli cartoonist. Ori Hofmeckler appears in

many International journals. "Anshei Hofmekler," the Hebrew edition nf

"Hofmekler's People , " reviewed In the "Post" last March, has now been
published by the Domino Press, Jerusalem, at ISIJtH).

A case of overkill
KISSINGER: The Price or Power

hy Seymour M. Hcrsh. London,

Faber & Faber, 698 pp. £15.

Susan Hattis Rolef

several years earlier; or that the

SAl.T-I agreement w:is the product

of catastrophic ignorance on Kis-

singer's part concerning the real is-

sues: nr that the 1974 Disengage-

ment Agreement, between Syria,

Egypt and Israel, and the 1975

Israel-Egypl Interim Agreement,
were poor substitutes for a Rogers

Plan imposed several years earlier.

However, all these objections are

merely speculation in Lhe light at

the fact (hat, after years of

stalemate on all issues involved,

Kissinger did get something dune,
lie achieved an imperfect, hut none-
theless impressive, breakthrough.

Why Seymour Mersh, the "truth

seeker." chose Kissinger as a target,

should probably he discussed hy a

psychiatrist rather then a student of
international relations. My first

reaction was Jew versus Jew — no
goy would have dared write such a

hook as this about u Jew. He would
have been called a rabid anti-

Semite. Nevertheless, I shall dare lo

make some observations about it.

The hero in the fictional The
Spike, by Arnaud de Borchgrave
and Robert Moss (Weidcnfeid and
Nieolson, 1980), is R obert
Hockney*. It is believed that (his

character is based on Seymour
Hcrsh (sec for example, Ruel Jean
and Eric Isaac's The Coercive Uto-

pians, Regnery Guieway, p. 253).

Now. even if we reject the implica-

tion in The Spike that Hockney
(Hcrsh) was manipulated by KGB
nge ni s. l lie hook l rc a I s a

phenomenon often encountered not

only in lhe ll.S. and in Europe but

in Israel also. It is what occurs when
liberal or left-wing individuals fight

for good ami honest causes —
against political, economic and

MUCH OF what we perceive as

image poetry is often not much
niorc than character assassination,
inspired by liule more than mere
jealousy. This is only one of the
facts that emerges from this mam-
mo i h and much-praised
autobiography, now published in

paperback. It is also a very quirky
work, written in what one can only
describe as curiously unfelicitous
English, a defect the more
noticeable in an author who fre-

quently looks down his nose at the
prose style of others.

_ There are other drawbacks.
Seymour-Smith is personally
beholden to Graves, a dose friend,
in many ways. He was once
employed to tutor a son, while his
wife worked for Graves as
secretary-editor on several projects.
He is reserved, sometimes even
dreadfully arch, about many aspects
OF an old friend's turbulent life, so at
tne end of the book we ure still left
in the dark about questions even
jnorc important than why Graves
jumped out of a lower-door window
when his muse-nemesis, the dread-
fal Uura Riding (nee Rcichenlhul-
vMOttschulk) jumped out of a higher

^ Sr
C
Lhl

n
,

a near|y successful attempt
’;» W11 herself, it is stiij not dear to

.

Etr
W

.

Graves was trying to
/jcnieve by jumping at all.

also falls into the
=rror of assu mlhg ijwhis reader has :

ir.ery one of Graves' fa,;

social corruption : against
superfluous wars: against avoidable
pollution - but lose their perspec-
tive and end up acting in ways, and
using means, that are often as cor-
rupt. avoidable and damaging to

democracy as the evil trends they
are fighting. Now, just as the CIA
and corporate business arc not per
sc enemies of democracy, liheral

and leftist intellectuals arc not perse
its enemies cither. But they can all

he corrupted (hack to Aristotle),
and what Hcrsh has done is corrupt.
For he offers as objective truth the
views of those enemies and critics of
Kissinger (there arc certainly many)
whom he tirelessly interviewed.
Kissinger's crime is that he belongs
to )he Establishment and
manipulates it successfully. He is at-

tacked from the left, from the right,

and below the hell, but it is impossi-
ble to draw a coherent picture of
wlau Hcrsh believes a "good guy"
should have done and achieved.
One liiuy conclude that perhaps he
has no such views.

I HAVE not read reviews of Hcrsh's

hook though I gather from those

who have that many reviewers with

area expertise found fault with his

reporting of facts. 1 too have
detected inaccuracies, none directly

concerning Kissinger, hut all

demonstrating Hcrsh's disregard Tor

factual accuracy. 1 set them out

below*;

"The West Hank and the Gaza.
Strip were teeming with settlements

and refugee camps holding hundred
of thousands of Arabs, many of
them Palest inian refugees from the

1948 and 1956 Isrueli-Arub Wars"

(pp. 214-15). 1956 refugees? The
only ones 1 know of are Egyptian
Jews.

“...Menachcm Begin, who in

1969 wus a minority member of the

Israeli Pari inme ill..." (p. 219) Begin
was a member of lhe 'Cabinet in

1969.

"Some of the most intransigent

Israeli leaders fin 19691 had illegally

emigrated to Israeli us passengers

on overloaded ships ihm eluded

British blockades after World War
Two” ) (p. 219). Who? None I

Hcrsh writes the following about

Succession of muses
ROBERT GRAVES: His IJfe and

Work hy Marlin Seymour-Smith.

London. Abacus-Sphere Books. 623

pp. £4.95.

Meir Ronnen

numerable published prose works

and discusses some of them without

introducing sufficient explanation

lor the benefit of the reader who has

not.

GRAVES HAD a sexually
frustrating first marriage. He
emerged from it a romantic idealist.

The author is good at showing us

just how much Graves needed his

succession oTMuses to stimulate the

output of love poetry on which

much or his reputation rests. A
number, of these Muses appeared

after he had stopped writing love

poetry to his second (and evidently

long-suffering) wife Beryl, who
seems to'have stood by him through

thick arid thin, blonde and brunette,

throughout their long lives. The

protective author is at pains to

emphasize that the muse-liaisons

were largely, platonic, but details are

not forthcoming and several in-

.
amorala !. are- referred to only . by

their first (possibly invented) names.

THIS IS far from being a hopeless

hook, however. Seymour-Smith is

superb at correctly chronicling the

long, long Who's Who of men and

women who came in and out of

Graves’s li Te — from Jacob
Bronowski lo Ava Gardner — and

how und where many of the vast

cusl of characters crop up in various

poems.

The hest and most revealing pic-

ture lo emerge is that of the writer

as a journeyman, hacking away at

innumerable projects in order to

support two families, assistants and

hangers-on. For a man hard up for

much of his life, Graves seems to

have been a soft touch.

The tough, blunt ex-Captain war-

hero could also be easily led by the

nose. One could cry at the treat-

ment he received (and gladly put up

with) from that arch-manipulator,

the sometime-poet and pamphleteer

Laura Riding, who milked him for

all he was worth in every sense

. before deciding lo leave him for

. someone else (one of the best things

that ever happened to Graves).

Seymour-Smith is' as kind ^possi-

ble to Laura, lhe Ijterary climber

with the face of a witch; for there

were evidently many limes when

she brought Graves much-needed
love und intellectual stimulation

and expressed genuine care for him.

Graves had much lo do with Jews
und wus particularly taken with

those who nurtured their intellects

in their Jewish heritage. His
friendship und collaboration with

Joshua Podro led to his then con-

troversial presentation of an essen-

tially Jewish Jesus, something now
quite widely accepted by both

scholars and many churchmen. He
worked with Raphael Polai on The

Hebrew Myths; admired Moses
Hudas and Roman Jakobson; and

rescued his German-Jewish assis-

tant from deportation back to Nazi

Germany. He also admired Ben-

Gurion (who doesn't figure in the

enormous index of names) and on

his sole visit lo Israel in' 1959 took

an early morning walk with the old

man, discussing the Greek myths.

He prized a rug from Sde Baker he

received from B-G.

Graves hud come to Israel to gel

background for a musical on

Solomon and' Sheba, for which a

Jewish impresario had commis-

sioned him to write the book and

lyrics. Graves enjoyed the task.

Everyone thought it a "great” script

— except Lena Horne, who was.to

have starred in it. The project,

petered cut-

in the evenf, all that came out of

Graves’s Israel -visit was,an article in

Holiday magazine, “I discover

the three hijacked planes made lu

land at Zurka in September 1970;

"A compromise. in which Israel

played a key role, was eventually

worked out anil the hostages were
freed. Israel agfeed to release 450
Palestinian prisoners in return for a

fedayten commitment to begin

releasing the hostages in small

groups" (p. 237). This is pure fic-

tion. llershV’faeis" about Brandt's

Osipnlitik arc just as solid: "Brandt
had been elected Chancellor in

September 1969. and immediately
set out lo redeem his campaign
promise to accept the postwar divi-

sion of Germany as permanent and
to negotiate final peace treaties with

the East’' (p. 415). Yet Brandt never
advocated or accepted the perma-
nent division of Germany, and the

West German policy is that the final

status of Germany mu/ Europe will

be determined some day in a final

overall peace treaty. To dale there

is none.

Again. Ilersli writes: "...the

pending ratification of. Brandt's

peace treaty between the Soviet

Union and West Germany (May
1971) which established diplomatic

relations between the two nations..."

(p. 337). There was no peace
treaty, and diplomatic relations

between the Federal Republic and
the Soviet Union, were established

in 1955.

A Latin \inerican expert (who
happens lo be a left-winger, and
highly critical of what Kissinger

wrote in his memoirs about Chile)

informs me that Hcrsh's two
chapters on Chile are as sloppy as

those on the Middle East and
Berlin.

It really seems a shame that such

an intelligent and hard-working

man as Hcrsh should have invested

so much time und energy in this sort

of hook, und will lhcrchy lose much
of his credibility w ith so many peo-

ple who approve his past crusades.

Ahhu than, for instance told me
thul, after reading this book, he

wrote to Kissinger to say that the

hook was too vicious lo justify it

reaction on Kissinger's part. I’m

sure that ir Kissinger had decided Lo

crucify l-lcrsh, he would huvo done

il more precisely and thoroughly.D

Israel." The poet also gave a public

lecture on the pitfalls of his cruft ut

the Givat Rum campus; it was a

restrained performance und one fell

he was simply discharging un un-

welcome duty to a nevertheless

enthusiastic audience.

GRAVES IS known throughout the

world as a novelist, the man who
gave us Belisurius und Claudius (so

successfully presented on television

in the winter of Graves's life; he saw

only the first two episodes during a

visit to Britain) yet he stopped

writing novels as soon as possible.

Seymour-Smith goes along with the

Graves's own insistence that only

his poetry carries weight, that his

prose, from Gaodby To All That to

King Jesus, had something to say;

that his translations of classics were

original, but that the novels,

however well done, were merely

bread and butter. But it is difficult,

after all, to pick at Seymour-Smith 's

contention that Graves is the

great love-poet of this century.

Katherine Hepburn recently
remarked (hat all there is to life is

love and work. For Graves, one was
difficult, if not impossible, without

the other. And in his old age hc :

could still write:

. With yah for mast md sail andflag.

And anchor never known to drag.

Death's narrow but oppressive sea

• Looks not imnavigahle to the.
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C YNICS V | F:W the psychic
sciences as the prole viiunal
province* nf shysters. Nu one needs
.1 iliphniu in set up a.s a fortune id-
ler. All uf us sire horn with cerium

. intuitive abilities, hut few of us
bntlier M develop them 10 the ex*

lent uf being able to predict the

I mure. The 1 rue psychic can make
accurate predict fans vs’itlicmi the
use of usirolugical churls, tsrnit

cards, palm prints, crystal balls, eof-
lee grounds, tea leaves, melted can-
dle was nr any other medium which
serves as a bridge between reader
and seeker nf fortune.

But because intuition in itself is

so tenuous, most people gifted with
psychic percept ion chouse to exer-

cise their skill through some bridge
with which they can make tangible
contact with their subjects. Now
much significance cun he attached
to any specific medium, no one
knows. Although there is a
relationship between astrology and
palmistry, there arc pulmists who
cannot fuilium the intricacies of

astrological charts mid astrologists

to whom the numerous patterns uf
(lie hand are meaningless. Similarly,

coffee readers who arc completeJv

on the hall when niiaiy/ing the sedi-

ment of Turkish coffee arc totally

baffled when confronted with lea

leaves.

A really good psychic masters
several media, to overcome the ob-
stacle of cloudy vision. Where intui-

tion doesn’t work in one field, it

may in another.

Throughout recorded history,
people have been fascinated by psy-
chics. Kings and statesman have
hud a childlike dependence on their
personal star-gazers and prophets.

Yet, with all this, the clement of

doubt remains. The proof-oriented
scientist fs not satisfied with the
number of Instances in which a psy-
chic has given a correct reading. His
focus is on the number of inac-
curacies. It is irrelevant to point out
that psychics, like the rest of us, ure
fallible. What concerns the scientist
is that there are no absolute princi-
ples to back up the different psychic
sciences. Consequently, the very

Mirror to the psyche
APPLIED HANDRKADING by
Arnold llnll/man. Toronto, The
Greenwood Chase press. 213 pp. No
price slated.

Greer Fay Cash man

thought of any linkage hel ween psy-

chic and science is horrific.

NONETHELESS. THERE is suf-

ficient evidence' In suggest that at

least some branches of psychic
media deserve to he legitimized.

Palmistry Tulls into (his category.

Admittedly, there arc still vast gaps
of knowledge on the origins of
pnlmistry, but the ground rules for

rending palms arc well defined, to
the extent that any good map reader
can, without too much effort,

become a competent palmist.

Just us land formations, with all

their grooves and ridges and
colouration of the soil, tell us a lot

about any given area, so the hand
(ells us about the character, health,

intellectual potential, emotional
mulurity and many other factors of
n human being.

Arnold Hultzman firmly believes
that applied hand reading can
become a valuable diagnostic
medium of analysis in clinical psy-

chology. Holtzman researched and
tested his theory for many years
prior to embarking on his book. In
the process of writing it, he com-
piled so much evidence that the

manuscript Luuk seven years to

complete.

Eii the preface to this remarkable,

well-written and admirably il-

lustrated hook, Hultzman asserts

that “the hand us a diagnostic

medium is a window la more human
expressions than can be provided by
any test or group of tests so far

devised.*’ With the aid of .113

photographs, palm und linger prints

of male and female subjects of dif-

ferent age groups and backgrounds,'

Holt/man convincingly explains his

theory. The reader is given some in-

sight into the subjects’ case
histories, together with, in each* in-
sianee, a reading of specific signs in

the hand of the subject under dis-

cussion.

To generalize here about the

significance of the length and shape
of fingers, or any aspect of Lhe pat-

terns of lines across the hand, would
he a disservice to Hollznmn’s pain-

staking work because, as Holtzman
himself points out, the overriding

rule in h a n dreading is that
"everything modifies everything
else. More often than not, a

behavioural pattern will be the sum
total of individual stories, many of
which will directly contradict the

other."

What is particularly interesting

about this hook is that Holtzman
docs not confine himself to studies

of adults but begins with the hands
of infants, in which everything
"speaks oT dependencies." From
this base, he traces the progressions
of adolescents and adults, observing
that certain features found in Lhe

hand of an infant should be foreign
in the hand of an adult. When they
dp appear, they are signposts to ar-

rested development.

ALTHOUGH THERE arc many
similarities between the left and the
right hand, there are enormous dif-%

Terences, not always visible to the
naked eye, 'hut clearly discernible in

palm prints. Hultzman stresses the

importance of establishing whether
the subject of u reading is left- or

right-handed because the dominant
hand, the hand which takes in-

itiative, is the one with immediate
potential, and the other, the passive
hand, is the one with immediate
references. The dominant hand in-

dicates the subject's capabilities,

whereas the passive hand relates to

the subject’s vital references, which
may be genetically determined
needs, attributes und tendencies, or
conscious and subconscious pat-

terns conditioned by learning and
experience.

Not only the patterns of the hands
arc of relevance to the clinical psy-
chologist. The texture of the flesh

indicates a great deal about the sub-
ject’s reservoirs of energy^ hard
hand indicates enormous physical

energy; a soft hand identifies the
subject as lacking in physical
energy und having a dependent
personality.

To the astute reader, the hand is

virtually a flawless mirror to the
psyche. It reflects ambition,
cgoccntricity, sex drive, will-power,

idealism, vulnerabilities, suicidal

tendencies, intellectual abilities,

power of concentration, tempera-
mem, discipline, insecurity — in fact

everything which is part of the psy-
chological make-up of the human of
the species.

It is to be hoped that Holtzman
wilt be taken seriously by clinical

psychologists and that his con-
siderable contribution to studies in

this Held will be given, at the very
least, the benefit of the doubt.
Those who would reject his ideas
should consider how many medical
and scientific discoveries were first

dismissed but have since become
basic text book material. Clinical
psychologists, who may not at ull

points be fully convinced by
Holtzman's findings, nonetheless
owe it to themselves and their

patients to utilize his system of
analysis in tandem with more ac-
cepted practices. Eventually, it.may
replace (hem and provide a short-
cut to psychological therapy.

Good old days

O. HOW THE WHEEL
BECOMES IT! by Anthony Powell.
London. Hcincmann. 143 pp. £6.95.

CAPTURING a sense of how things
seemed to have been and con-
trasting them with how they really

were give O, How the Wheel
Become^ It! its special flavour.
Shad hold, a fairly successful literary

man who began his career back in

the roaring Twenties, is approached
to edit an old friend’s diary. His
memories of Winterwade, and the
diary's descriptions, do not quite
coincide. Shudbold is especially dis-

concerted by Wintcrwadc’s illicit

week-end in Paris with an old flame
or his own — and how much more
disconcerted he becomes when this

old flame turns up just in lime to

turn a television interview into u
nightmare!

Powell’s description of an elderly

man, who desperately tries to cling
to his • memories and has them
rather ruthlessly lorn from him,
makes u very satisfying intellectual

novel. For those unacquainted with
England of the Twenties, the in-

direct picture painted here is ex-
tremely edifying. The portrait of the
correct, rather pompous and
prudish Shudbold is only
overshadowed by that of his old
flame, once Isolde Upjohn, now the
exotic and slightly impure Mrs. Ab-
dullah. Interviewed on camera with
him, Mrs. Abdullah inadvertently
destroys Shadbold’s peace of mind,
by undermining memories he once
considered his own.

This is not an easy novel to get
into but, once immersed, the reader
finds himself entranced by the
slighily sad, nostalgic overtones that

poor old Shadbold’s memories
evoke. Powell’s skill lies In investing
the present with a sense of the past.
It is this skill that makes O, How the

Wheel Becomes III a very special
hook.

Michelle Cameron

STEIMATZKY MEANS BOOKS

Center for Conservative Judaism
Congregation Moresliel Yiarael

2 Agron Street

are pleased to announce

that on Tuesday evenings, beginning January 3, 198+

Rabbi YosefGreen
will recommence teaching two courses, on a regular basis:

.7 p.m-. — Selected Readings from the Writings of Malmonldse
8 junJ — The Book of Daniel: Narrative and Revelations

.Tour Va'aleh

f$h\ W.iO. Dept, ol Immigration & Absorption

VfJ ,

Th* Foi,«d"«on of Mseoretl (Can tsrva live)

,
Judaism In Israel 1

.
Invl*9 all overseas visitors to a free half day .

tour of Jerusalem to discover tha world of
Masoratl {conservative) Judaism In Israel ;

. , EVERY* WEDNESDAY at 8.30 a.m.
Tour starts- from the Sohaken Institute 6 Balfour St., Jerusalem.

- fvppoeite thS Prime Minister's residence, oehtral hotel areal.
’

; .
Rs0lstrfltlon‘and farther Information:

“Wild* 02-8313031 02-887404 balwaen.BjOQ a.ip. and 2.00 P-m,

J70J^Yehuda St.. Tel Avly — Tel. 03-235618, 223165

NEW OHM «« I LAN makes it easy to buyt
Interest Free credit •Spocial discounts for cash • Authorized agents
of Amcor, Tadiran, Eltyctra, General Electric, Amana, etc. 9Personal-import via liaison offices in the principal capitals of
Europe, North and South America -• Showroom open Sun., Mon
Tubs.. Wed.. Thur.. 9 a.m.-l p.m. and 4 — 7 p m. Closed on Fridays'*

|SRAE LITISCHES WQCHENBLATT
Founded In 1M1 REVUE JUIVE
CM-80M Zurlob/Swilierland, Floraatraase 14

%man
i
a
?.
d ®Y«noh. This Independent

8wtas paper will week by week keep you informed
happening to Jews all over the world in

tne fields of religion, politics, and culture. Large adver-
tising section ftp business and personal notioea.
sample copies and advertising rates available.

PLEASE HELP
make the New Year
baiter for animals aa
well.

j
••nniujjn

please help us prevent
animal suffering

Contributions to: .

Society for Prevention of C
Cruelty to Animals

|
In Israel Tel Aviv (non-profit) /
30 Setame St., Tel Avlv-Yafo. ”

Design and manufacture

?
° f

silver and ceremonial

Subjects.

Tlio Ciirdo. jjn the Jewish Quarter
lhe OI<l. City. Jerusalem

F'hono 02 :833109. 02-G36960:
ovenirjps: 02 289230

RETURNING HOME from
abroad, one cannot help but notice

the abundance of fresh fruits and

vegetables here at very low prices

compared to England or most of the

U.S. in wintertime. Especially if one

frequents our open-air markets, the

profusion of low-cost and tempting

produce is overwhelming. Our
favourable climate is a major

reason, of course, but we mustn’t

forget the long, arduous process of

agricultural development and

market acceptance. Avocados and'

persimmons were not always every-

day fruits here, and even the ubi-

quitous citrus required gradual ac-

climatization before it became com-
mercial.

Few of us are putting feijoas into

our market baskets, but this may
just be a matter of time. The
average urban consumer probably

couldn’t even identify a feijoa

(pronounced fay-yoy-a) and
wouldn't know what to do with one.

Those Israelis who know it best are

the residents of villages and towns

of the old Yishuv, where the Teijoa

plant was Introduced in the inter-

war period as a decorative hedge for

private gardens. Its green fruit was
tasty, but too small to have com-
mercial value.

The Teijoa fruit itself is not very

beautiful to look at. It is egg-

shaped, egg-sized or larger, and re-

mains green even when ripe. It has a

natural white wax on it, which some
people mistake for a chemical

spray, even (hough this is one of our

few fruits which is not sprayed with

pesticides af all.

It belongs to the same family as

the guava, but has none of the

guava's strong odour. Some people

call it a "pineapple guava," as the

sweet-and-sour taste of the pulp is

vaguely reminiscent or n mild

pineapple flavour. The pulp is soft

and tender, and can be scooped out

with a spoon. Or the fruit can be

peeled and eaten like an apple (the

thin peel is loo sour to cat).

FEIJOA came originully from
South Americu, and there is some
dispute us to whom it is named for.

My press release says It was a

natural-science museum curator in

Washington, while the Oxford Dic-
tionary credits u 19th-century
Spanish naturalist. The plant was
taken to Europe in the lulter part of
the last century, and later to
Californio, where there were abor-
tive attempts to grow it commercial-
ly.

Today, with 1,000 dunams
already planted, Israel hopes to
become the first country to bring
the feijoa to the European

. marketplace. The Fruit Production
nnd Marketing Board, we were told
at last week’s press conference in-
tends to introduce it as an “exotic"
Fruit at high prices, but hopes that it

will eventually become a popular-
priced fruit.

FEIJOA IS available on the local
muket- aiTnura Hypermarkets,

.

the fancier greengrocers in major
cities, shops around Tel Aviv’s
central bus station and in some
open-air markets. The retail price

widely — from IS 150 to
S400 a kilo, depending on the size
or the fruit, allhough there is no dif-
icrence .in : flavour between those
that wejgb only 40 gm. and those
!

,

nat readh as much as 250 gm,

faij°a should be slightlyOR to the touch, like an avocado.
'

• SZRt1* not Picked from their
: : DrS,k

l lrpis
’
; but fa, I TO the

jjJOuitd when they are rip# and. un-
.

m°sl fruit, they don't continue
v

• lo rjpe^once.rff ihe tree, so avoid
u. any, rock-hard .

The joys of Feijoa
i*

il
:S£»

m

DEVELOPING a tasty feijoa large

enough to be commercial was the

main obstacle to their production as

an agricultural crop. The first feijoa

plant was reportedly brought to

this country in 1919 by a Petuh

Tikva veterinarian. Dr. Farber,

whose hobby was gardening. In

1953, an agricultural teacher and

subtropical plant researcher numed
Ephraim Slor settled on n nearby

tnoslinv and planted some feijoa

shrubs in Itis garden. Proudly taking

a small, 5()-gm. fruit to school In his

lunclibo.x, he was surprised when a

fellow teacher bragged that his fei-

joas grew to 80gm. Slor began think-

ing: if only we could reach 100-gm.

per fruit perhaps it would have corn-

medial value.

Slor examined some 5,000 feijoa

plants from all over the country,

und chose eight for grafting experi-

ments. Working with the Volcani

Institute of which he is today a staff

member, he found that il was fairly

easy to increase the fruit's size

twofold or even fourFold. But the

tricky part was to retain the sweet-

sour flavour while increasing the

size.Jhe end result has been named
the "Slor Feijoa."

The 1,000 dunams already un-

der cultivation are scattered in

various parts of Israel. Feijoa plants

can withstand both frost and ex-

treme heat, and brackish soil does

not harm them. They require

relatively little water, only two-

thirds the quantity needed by citrus.

The season for the Slor variety is

early November to mid-January.

Potentially, the area under cultiva-

tion is expected to produce 1,500—

2j00Q ions of fruit a year, bit
.
this

season's crop will be only some 60

.tons, as it lakes several years for the

first fruit, to appear. Most of lhe

commercial feijoas on the market

today come from Slor's own 1974

MARKETING
WITH MARTHA

plniilings, while the others were

planted only in 1979-80.

A commercial advantage of fei-

jnus is Lhut (lie fruit is very stable in

storage and shipping. At home, it

will keep imrcfrigcrnted for at least

a week, and can be refrigerated for

up to two months.

The feijoa hus the distinction of

being the fruit with the largest

iodine content, twice that its nearest

rival, the persimmons, and is also

rich in Vitamin C.

Most people will eat feijoas plain

or in raw fruit salads, but they can

be made into a sauce (like ap-

plesauce), mousse, or a variety of

cakes. They can also be added to a

fruit-and-wine punch — along with

some slices of bright green kiwi and

star-shaped yellow carambola, if

you really want to impress guests

with your knowledge of our exotic

subtropical fruits.

AWAITING ME when I came

home was a message from the

general manager of a firm called

Alutherm Ltd,, who had read my ar-

ticle about tin cans, aluminium and

recycling. Jerry Goodman, a post-

Six-Day-War immigrant from the

U.S., heads a company which works

exclusively at recycling aluminium

waste for export. He says there is a

use for our used aluminium foil and

dairy-product container lids — if

only the collection could be

organized properly. And he suggests

that the schools or youth move-

ments, or both, be the ones to do it.

Alutherm, located in Mishor

Adumim near Jerusalem, is a

daughter company of Israel Can Co.

of Peiah Tikva. According id

Goodman, the company has

developed an improved process for

transforming aluminium scrap into

u source of energy. It is a cold

procedure ("Wc’rc the only ones in

the world who do it this way") that

turns the scrap into carbon-free

granules, which give ofT tremendous

heat when burning.

Aluminium powder is used in the

production of iron alloys, as a com-
ponent in explosives und certain

paints, and also as a rocket propel-

lent — Goodman told me that "250

tons of aluminium powder is used in

every blast-off of a space shuttle."

While his firm does not yet make the

type of granules used by the U.S.

space programme’ this iso potential

customer for the growing Israeli in-

dustry.

Every grain of Alutherm's alumi-

nium powder goes for export — to the

U.S., Canada, Europe and Africa. It

is a particularly high value-added

industry; because its raw materia! is

entirely scrap, which might
otherwise be thrown away. Ac-

cording to Goodman there are over

1,000 tons a month of industrial

aluminium scrap in-Hsrael, a lot of

which is recycled right in the same

industries. About 600 tons are sold

on the open market, mosi of it to

companies which melt it down into

secondary Ingots — a process which

takes a lot of energy.

ALUTHERM currently utilizes

some 100 tons of aluminium scrap

per month. It buys scrap aluminium

from its mother company (which

uses it for the tops of pop-open

cans), fron Tnuva and other dairies,

from Elite's candy-wrapping lines,

and from firms which work in cut-

ting aluminium profiles.

Goodman estimates that Israeli

households could be a source of

some 20-30 tons of usable
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aluminium scrap per month — front

dairy product lids, inner seals of
coffee tins, foil wrappings, and
screw-off tops of soft-drink bottles.

He thinks that schoolchildren
should he organized, either through
the schools themselves or the youth
movements to collect the
aluminium from households and
store it until enough accumulates to

make a pickup worthwhile for the

company.
He says Alutherm would pay go-

ing market rates, and while he
would not commit himself to a
specific price per ton, he estimated
ihul an energetic school or youth
club could earn itself the equivalent
of perhaps S 1,000 in cash or equip-

ment per year with such a project.

While individual household col-

lections ure loo small to be viable,

families cun join in the effort by
making a ball out of their
aluminium waste and having the fun
of watching it grow. Incidentally

paper-backed foil such as that in

cigarette packets should be dis-

carded.

Goodman told me his great-great

-

grandfather was one of the many
Jewish "junk" dealers of his time in

the U.S. The family scrap-iron

business developed in Springfield,

Muss.

Himself the father of four, he
hclievcs il is very important to teach

children in this resource-poor
country to save re-usablc materials,

and he is hoping for a positive

response from teachers, principals.

Education Ministry officials, and
youtlt movement leaders to his

proposal for collecting used alumi-

nium. He can be reached through

Alutherm Lid., P.O.B. 4117,
Jerusalem.

THE ISRAEL Standards Institute,

generally a staid and stolid body,

has hegun pulling out bright and
peppy news releases on matters of

interest to .the general consumer

public. The first announced the re-

cent publication by the Institute of

“Israeli Standard No. 1203 -r Fried,

Deep-Frozen Potato Strips," or in

everyday slang, commercially-made
chips. The standard covers all

aspects of their manufacture and

distribution, including tests to make
sure the frying oil has not been used

for too many batches. Under the

standard, chips must be made from

whole, ripe, healthy potatoes, which

have been washed and peeled. The
finished product is required to be

kept at a temperature of -18 degrees

Centigrade at all stages of storage,

. t runsport and marketing.

The standard is not. however,

mandatory. So far the only firm

which has applied for and received

permission to display the lav teken

(standard emblem) is the biggest in

the field, Tapud of Sha’ar Hanegev,

for its chips called Tapugan.

Our four-legged friends are also

benefiting from the Standards In-

stitute these days. At the initiative

of the manufacturer of Bonzo dog

food, the Institute has adopted

“Specification 234 — Dry Food for

Dogs," which covers Its raw
materials, composition,
bacteriological count, packaging,

weight and labelling. The Bonzo

product has been authorized to dis-

play the Institute’s "supervision

emblem" (tav hashgahaf. For all

prncticnl purposes, this is the same

as a tav teken, only based on a

specification, which is somewhat

less formal than a standard.

Institute technicians who tested

Bonzo say that, in comparison with

the sanitation level of .some of odr

food products Tor human consump-

tion, its level is very high indeed.

Martha Melsefs
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exhibition
NORWEGIAN
DESIGN WORKSHOP
STAND IN

adjustable head-resi for individual
comfort.

For over half a century the fine
quality and functional design of
Scandinavian furniture has made#
a leader In contemporary design.

balans maskuli

Amn

balans femini

BALANS ftlDER

v;;
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New explorations in Scandinavian
fvlng are now taking place and a
totally new concept Is emerging.
They call it an alternative approach
to sitting — "BALANS", a new
development in posturally correct
seating, they are chairs you sit on
not In.

Norwegian designers collaborated!
with doctors and physiotherapists
to create the sitting position that
eliminates the cramped hunched-
up posture that causes back and
muscle complaints.

Westnofa gave free reign to three
Norwegian architects, Svefn
Gusrud, Torsteln Nilsen and Peter
Opsvlk who broke through this new!
frontier of alternative sitting.

Are they chairs? Are they sculpture'
Are they great art forms? Take time
to experience the Norwegian
Workshop and allow the greatest
design your body... to benefit
from this collection. Let your
fantasy guide you into an adventurel
your body will never forget.

Worldwide the 'BALANS 1

is now
used In homes, schools, offices
and Institutions.

BALANS VARIABLE—
tested In many countries and found
to help relieve pain In the back,
neck, hip joints and upper legs
associated with long periods of
sitting In a conventional chair.

LOGUSTHIGH
Upholstered head cushion and
Seat, both adjustable to fit your
anatomy.

The exhibition is sponsored by the
Norwegian Government, Danish
Interiors, Israel and Westnofa and

• Ekornes, 2 leading Norwegian
furnIture manufacturers

.

Thousands of Israelis have already
visited this exciting exhibition at

*

Danish house, 104 Jabotlnsky
street. Ramat Qan. Exhibition
nours-Sunday, Monday and
Thursday 9.00 to 1 9.30 hours;
Tuesdays and Fridays 9.00 to

1

9? no !
n

-

d Wedneaday from 9.00 to
j21,00 hours.
;

‘BALANS’ models are also on view
at all Danish branches throughout
Israel.

Danish Interiors, Israel
104 Jabotlngky, Ramat dsn
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